WELCOME TO BONDCOTE!
For over fifty-five (55) years BondCote has produced a wide variety of coated
and laminated fabric-supported membranes for numerous demanding industries
around the world - transportation, military, environmental, recreational, medical,
agricultural, mining and building products, just to name a few.
Because of our depth of knowledge and experience in the coated fabrics industry,
BondCote was the first to develop a thermoplastic Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Polymer blend (NBP), with a unique Fiber-Loc knitted reinforcement of
polyester yarn. All phases of the manufacturing of BondCote Roofing are
controlled in the BondCote Plant in Virginia. Continuous rigid testing on all
BondCote produced material is performed in BondCote’s state of the art
government approved quality-control laboratory at the manufacturing plant.
BondCote Roofing Systems is represented nationally through a network of
regional sales offices, authorized sales representatives, approved contractors, and
technical support personnel. All are dedicated to making each BondCote roof a
successful installation. A thorough inspection is conducted and each installation
must meet BondCote Roofing System’s strict requirements for warranty issuance.
Millions of square feet of BondCote have been installed in the U.S. and abroad.
In addition to the technical information provided in this manual, on our website,
on CD ROM, and through periodic technical updates, we are also available to
provide individual assistance and answer any questions through our Technical
Services Hotline at 800-368-2160. Technical inquiries may also be submitted
through our website.

“Our Word is Our Bond”
BondCote Roofing Systems
4090 Pepperell Way, Dublin, Virginia 24084 Phone: 800-368-2160
Fax: 540-674-6511 e-mail: lhancock@bondcote.com www.bondcote.com
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PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
QUALIFYING TO BECOME AN APPROVED BONDCOTE CONTRACTOR
To become a BondCote Contractor you must provide all information requested in the documents
included in the Contractor Packet and return to 4090 Pepperell Way, Dublin, Virginia 24084.
These documents consist of Application to become a Dealer/Installer Form, Contractor
Agreement, Trade Credit Application, Financial Statement, and Current Certificate of Insurance.
BondCote Roofing Systems requires that its Contractors carry insurance in the amounts that are
listed on the sample copy included in the Contractor Packet. The contractor packet may be
obtained from your local representative or by calling BondCote Roofing Systems at 800-3682160.
Once BondCote has received all of the information requested in the Contractor Packet, and the
contractor has been approved, the contractor will be sent a Project Approval-Request for
Warranty form package. The use of this form will be discussed under the heading of
OBTAINING PRIOR PROJECT APPROVAL in this section.
BEFORE ORDERING MATERIALS
To properly install the BondCote Roofing System, a roof survey should be conducted prior to
ordering materials. This survey should include:
CORE SAMPLES - The purpose of core samples is to determine the thickness of existing roofing
materials on top of the deck; the condition of existing insulation; and in most cases, identifying
the deck type and condition of deck.
It is necessary to know the thickness of the existing roofing materials in order to determine the
length of the fasteners required to mechanically attach the BondCote membrane and
insulation/recover board. It is important to identify whether or not the existing insulation is
tapered. If the structure consists of two or more different types or levels of deck, it is advisable
to take core samples of all areas, as existing roofing materials, thickness and type of deck may
differ from area to area.
PROPER DIMENSIONS - It is always advisable to field verify all measurements. Failure to do
so might result in either a shortage or surplus of roofing materials.
UNUSUAL CONDITIONS - Certain existing conditions may create problems during roofing, and
sometimes after the project is completed. Proper steps should be taken to remedy these
problems, or BondCote Roofing Systems’ Technical Department should be contacted for
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recommendations. Failure to do so could jeopardize the warrantability of the project until
corrective action is taken.
Examples of unacceptable conditions are:
1.
Existing flashing on curbs and parapets are loose (not adhered): Under these conditions,
it would be best to tear off the old flashing or install mechanically attached 1/2"
minimum exterior grade plywood over the existing flashings in order to have an
acceptable substrate to properly adhere the BondCote membrane to.
2.

Gable or mansard roofs with shingles connected to the BondCote roof: It is the
contractor’s responsibility to verify that the shingles will either last through or exceed the
terms of the BondCote Warranty that has been specified. When in doubt, consider reshingling such areas.

3.

Deteriorated masonry, coping and/or parapet walls should dictate whether they should be
covered by roofing membrane.

The BondCote Warranty does not extend beyond the location where the membrane terminates.
These are just a few examples of conditions that might affect acceptance of the installation by
our Technical Services Department. A thorough conditional survey of the roof before estimating
should eliminate any surprises during installation of the roofing membrane.
OBTAINING PRIOR PROJECT APPROVAL
PROJECT APPROVAL FORM - Prior to the installation of any BondCote Roofing System, the
Contractor must complete the Project Approval Form. It is required that all pertinent
information be documented on this form in order to avoid delays in processing, provide required
approvals and to obtain desired warranty. All work on the project shall be referenced on this
form. The desired warranty must also be indicated on this form.
DETAIL DRAWINGS DEVIATIONS - If the job requirement differs from BondCote’s standard
specification, or if the facility requires a deviation from BondCote’s Detail Drawings, copies of
the specification requirement or a drawing of the proposed deviation must be submitted to BCRS
Technical Services for approval.
FORM SUBMITTAL - Once all the information has been completed on the Project Approval
Form and signed by the contractor, the form may be faxed to the Technical Service Department
at 540-674-6511 for review. Forward a signed copy of the Project Approval Form by mail to:
BondCote Roofing Systems, 4090 Pepperell Way, Dublin, Virginia 24084.
After review by BCRS Technical Services, the contractor will be notified by fax of the
acceptance or rejection of the project. Project Approval Forms are also available at
www.bondcote.com in our “Contractors Only” section. For questions on how to access this
area, please call our technical department 800-368-2160.
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NOTE: A MATERIAL ORDER CANNOT BE RELEASED FOR SHIPMENT UNTIL THE
PROJECT APPROVAL FORM HAS BEEN RECEIVED BY BONDCOTE ROOFING
SYSTEMS AND PROCESSED BY THE TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT.
YOUR FIRST BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEM INSTALLATION - Once the contractor has
applied to install their first BondCote Roofing System, and has received project related approvals
from BCRS Technical Services, processing for the material order for shipment is initiated.
SCHEDULING PROJECT STARTUP - BCRS Technical Services is normally informed of the
scheduled delivery date. However, the Contractor should call BCRS Technical Services in order
to coordinate scheduling for the Technical Representative’s visit for training purposes of the
contractor’s first project. This should be done at least fourteen (14) days in advance (prior to
Wednesday evening of each week) before installation start-up date.
PREPARATION BEFORE TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE’S ARRIVAL - In order to assure a
smooth start-up, certain steps must be taken prior to the Technical Representative’s arrival on the
project site to avoid costly delays to the contractor as well as to BondCote Roofing Systems.
1.

All appropriate roofing materials, roofing related accessories and insulation shall be on
project site.

2.

The contractor shall inspect the deck and other project conditions to verify and ensure
that all surfaces are prepared to accept the new roofing system.

3.

The appropriate roofing equipment necessary to install the roofing materials specific to
the specified deck should be at the project site. Consult Section 3, EQUIPMENT in the
BCRS Technical Manual for recommendations.

4.

Have in place, on the roof, appropriate electrical power sources required to operate the
various equipment used during the installation of the roofing system. Consult SECTION 3
for recommended power supplies.

5.

Qualified personnel that will be trained in the various techniques of installing BondCote
Roofing Systems shall be made available for the duration of the installation. Should
problems arise that at least one of the above steps doesn’t cover, please contact BCRS
Technical Services before the Technical Representative is sent out. A new date can be
rescheduled to coordinate with project startup once all steps have been completed as
outlined.
- End of Prior to Installation -
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SUGGESTED EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
While this list will provide enough and sufficient equipment to install a BondCote Roofing Systems
roof, it is by no means a complete list of equipment and tools that are available to speed the
production and efficiency of a roofing crew. If you have any questions or suggestions regarding this
list or any suggested additions to the list, please contact our Technical Services Department at 800368-2160 or email us at lhancock@bondcote.com
1.

WELDING EQUIPMENT
A.
Hand Welder(s) with silicone roller (spare heating element should be included),
Leister brand or equal.
- Required Power Source: 115 volts, 20 amps, 1500 watt
- Extension Cords: minimum of #12 wire, maximum 200 ft.
B.

Automatic Welder (parapet walker or equivalent to weld within 6" of parapet
walls) with 40 lb. minimum weight, Leister brand or equal.
- Required Power Source: 220 volt, single phase, 30 amp, 6500 watt
- Extension cords: Minimum #10 wire with 3-prong twist lock plug. Maximum
200-foot length. (For proper set-up and operations see Section 5)

2.

POWER SOURCES
A.
Local Power - minimum 50 amps (automatic welder, 2 hand welders, screw guns
and drills)
CAUTION: A reduction of power may be experienced when using local power
because of additional equipment located on the same circuit. Power reduction
may cause false welds.
B.

Generator - minimum 6500 watts (for operation of (1) automatic welder).
NOTE:
BCRS does not recommend the use of any other equipment on the
generator supplying the power for the automatic welder.

3.

Variable speed with reverse screw gun, #3 Phillips bits (have extra bits).

4.

A low speed (approx. 700 RPM) roto-hammer drill for concrete substrates.

5.

Powerful, high tightening torque, reversible electric impact wrenches for fastening into
concrete substrates.

6.

Standard portable hand drill with variety of bits.
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7.

Heavy-duty extension cords to carry electrical power from source to screw guns, drills,
etc.; sufficient wire size and lengths to support tools used.

8.

Hacksaw and metal snip or cutters to cut metal roof components as required.

9.

Keyhole saw or filet knife to cut insulation.

10.

Roofing hammers.

11.

Wrenches - adjustable types.

12.

Screwdrivers - assortment of both Phillips and straight type heads.

13.

Scissors - at least one pair per man, heavy duty.

14.

Utility knives for miscellaneous use.

15.

Caulking guns for 1/10 cartridges to apply BCRS caulk.

16.

Phenolic core paint rollers and handle to apply BCRS adhesive.

17.

Chalk box - blue chalk suggested.

18.

Tape measures - one per man.

19.

2" flat chisel - two needed.

20.

Tool pouch - one per man.

21.

Ladders - sufficient to reach roof deck safely.

22.

Brooms - heavy-duty type.

23.

Shovels - recommend flat square, for cleaning-up and miscellaneous use.

24.

Household cleaner (409, Fantastic, Top Job) to clean membrane.

25.

Acetone for cleaning and drying membrane.

26.

Roofing nails - variety of threaded/ringed types, for miscellaneous fastening.

27.

Ample supply of clean cotton towels or rags for miscellaneous clean up.

28.

Wire brush for cleaning welder nozzles.
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BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES
BONDCOTE MEMBRANES

2-3

BCRS FASTENERS
BCRS Screws
Concrete Anchors
BCRS Peel Rivets
BCRS Decklite Fasteners
BCRS Masonry Anchors
BCRS Zac Anchor

3-4
4-5
5
5
6
6

BCRS STRESS PLATES
Membrane Plate
Insulation Plates
Installation - All Stress Plates

6
6-7
7

BCRS TERMINATION BAR
Type II (“Y” Bar)
Type III (Crescent Bar)

7
7

BONDEDGE FASCIA SYSTEM

7-8

BCRS COATED METAL

8

BONDGARD TRAFFIC PROTECTION MATERIAL

9

BCRS ADHESIVES
BCRS Contact Adhesive D
BCRS Adhesive WB (water base)
BCRS Adhesive C (solvent base, one side application)
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9
10

BCRS CAULK
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BCRS MOLDED/PREFABRICATED ACCESSORIES
BCRS Molded Pipe Boots
BCRS Outside Corners
BCRS Unreinforced Flashing Membrane
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11

11
BCRS Prefabricated Flashing Specialties
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BCRS Pipe Banding
POURABLE SEALER
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I. BONDCOTE MEMBRANES
A. SPECIFICATIONS
Membranes:
Color:
Coating:
Reinforcement:
Backing (FleeceBond):
Seaming Method:
Miscellaneous:

B.

E- Plus (72 in.) Width: nominal 50 mils to 80 mils thick, and FleeceBond
Asphalt/Grease Resistant: nominal 50 mils to 60 mils thick
White or Spectrum (Custom Colors)
NBP (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Polymer Blend)
PVC (polyvinyl chloride) Alloy
Weft inserted polyester, 1000 Denier, 9 x 9 Base Fabric
Nonwoven Polyester Fleece
Hot Air Welded
Inked markings running the entire length of roll to designate spacing of fasteners and
gauging overlap of joints. FleeceBond has a 3 in. 0.5 in. selvage (no fleece) along one
edge of each roll.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:

E-PLUS (72 IN. wide) SERIES
ASTM Test Method

ASTM D4434 Requirement

50 mil

60 mil

80 mil

FleeceBond

Thickness, nominal, in

Property

D751

0.045 Type III

0.050

0.060

0.080

0.050
(membrane
only)

Breaking strength, min, lbf/in

D751
Warp

200 Type III

316

348

412

316

Fill

200 Type III

287

322

404

287

15 Type IIIA

38

38

38

38

A

37

37

37

37

75

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Breaking strength, min, % of original

90

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Elongation, min, % of original

90

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Warp

45 Type III

57

59

64

57

Fill

45 Type III

77

84

93

77

Low temperature bend

D2136

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Accelerated weathering

G53

Cracking (7x magnification)

none

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Crazing (7x magnification)

none

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

0.5

-0.4

-0.4

-0.4

-0.4

Elongation at break, min, %

D751
Warp
Fill

15 Type III

Seam strength, min % of tensile or breaking strength
D751
Retention of properties after
heat aging

Tearing strength, min

Linear dimensional change,
max, %

D751

D751

D1204
Warp
Fill

0.5

0

0

0

0

Static Puncture Resistance

D5602

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Dynamic Puncture Resistance

D5635

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

A

For reinforcing fabric only; elongation of PVC material shall be 250% MD and 220% XMD.
The physical properties listed above are average typical values.
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II

BCRS FASTENERS
A.

BCRS SCREWS - For use in attaching roof insulation and membrane to steel, wood and structural concrete decks.
1.
SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES/INSTALLATION
a.
Description:
#12 Self Tapping Roofing Screw, for pre-securement of insulation in
mechanically attached systems (steel or wood decks only)
Head Style:
#3 Phillips Recess
Point Style:
Extra Long Piercing Pinch Point
Shank Diameter: .167 in. nominal
Thread Diameter:.222 in. nominal
Head Diameter: .448 in. maximum
Exceeds FM 4470 Standard-Over Thirty (30) Cycles in Kesternich Cabinet with Less Than 15% Red Rust
Corrosion
b.

Description:

#14 Heavy Duty Self Tapping Roofing Screw-for insulation and membrane
attachment to concrete, wood or steel
Head Style:
#3 Phillips Recess
Point Style:
Patented Offset Drill-Type Point
Shank Diameter: .180 in. nominal
Thread Diameter: .238 in. nominal
Head Diameter: .448 in. maximum

Exceeds FM 4470 Standard-Over Thirty (30) Cycles in Kesternich Cabinet with Less Than 15% Red Rust
Corrosion
c.

Description:
#15 High Strength Self Tapping Roofing Screw-for concrete, steel or wood
Head Style:
#3 Phillips Recess
Point Style:
Patented Offset Drill-Type Point
Shank Diameter: .204 in. nominal
Thread Diameter: .263 in. nominal
Head Diameter: .448 in. maximum

Exceeds FM 4470 Standard-Over Thirty (30) Cycles in Kesternich Cabinet with Less Than 15% Red Rust
Corrosion
d.

Description:
Purlin Fastener
Head Style:
5/16 in. HWH
Point Style:
Self Drill Point
Shank Diameter: .179 in. nominal
Thread Diameter: .207 in. nominal
Head Diameter: .470 in. maximum

Exceeds FM 4470 Standard-Over Thirty (30) Cycles in Kesternich Cabinet with Less Than 15% Red Rust
Corrosion
e.

Description:
K-Fast Fastener
Head Style:
#3 Phillips
Shank Diameter: .250 in.
Thread Diameter: .333 in.
Head Diameter: .635 in. max.

No pre-drilling is required for steel (18 ga. or less) or wood decks.
When using a #14 fastener, use 3/16 in. diameter drill bit for pre-drilling into structural concrete decks,
depending upon its hardness and density. When using #15 fasteners, use 7/32 in. diameter drill bit for
pre-drilling into structural concrete decks, depending upon its hardness and density. The pre-drilled hole
shall be at least 1/2 in. deeper than the fastener penetration.
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The minimum fastener penetration into the various decks shall be as follows:
Steel Decks
3/4 in.
Wood Decks
1 in.
Concrete Decks 1 in.
B.

BCRS CONCRETE ANCHORS - For use in attaching roof insulation and membrane to poured in place
structural concrete decks, 3000 psi or greater.
1.
SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES/INSTALLATION
a.

Name:
BCRS DekSpike
Description:
Hammer-In, Offset Shank Fastener
Head Style:
Truss Head
Head Diameter: .450 in. maximum
Head Height:
.115 in. maximum
Diameter:
3/16 in.
Point Style:
Offset Point
Heat Treated for High Strength
High Friction Properties for High Pullout Resistance

Exceeds FM 4470 Standard - Over thirty (30) Cycles in Kesternich Cabinet with less than 15% Red Rust
Corrosion.
Pre-drill a standard ANSI 3/16 in. pilot hole into the deck. The pilot hole shall be at least 1/2 in. deeper
than the fastener penetration. The minimum fastener penetration shall be 1 1/4 in. for all DekSpike’s 1 ½
in. or longer. The minimum fastener penetration shall be 7/8 in. for 1 in. and 1 ¼ in. DekSpike’s,
Hammer in the fasteners (through the appropriate BCRS stress plate) using a 28-32 oz. framing hammer
or short handled sledge hammer.
C.

BCRS PEEL RIVET - For use in attaching roof insulation and membrane in corrosive environments and to
gypsum, cementitious wood fiber, aluminum, fiberglass, light gauge steel, and other problematic decks.
1.
SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES/INSTALLATION
Description:
Blind Rivet
Body:
Magnesium Alloy
Diameter:
.225 in.
Head Diameter: .480 in.
Pre-drill a 9/32 in. pilot hole through the deck. Allow at least 1-1/2 in. extra fastener length for rivet to
peel open and properly engage the bottom of the deck.
On poured gypsum decks over fiberglass form board, contact BCRS Technical Service for special
instructions.

D.

BCRS DEKLITE FASTENERS - For use in attaching roof insulation and membrane to gypsum and
cementitious wood fiber decks.
1.
SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES/INSTALLATION
Description:
Non-Thermal Bridging, Non-Penetrating, Non-Corroding, Threaded Fastener.
Composition:
Solid Nylon
Major Diameter: 11/16 in.
Thread:
3.5 T. P. I.
High Thread Profile and Tapered Root Design for Exceptional Pullout Resistance. One-Way Tabs on
Underside of Head Lock Into Ratchet Teeth on Specially Designed Stress Plate to Resist Backout.
Standard head may be used with a variety of stress plates, installs with standard electric screw gun and
¼ in. square drive socket.
NOTE: FIELD PULLOUT TESTS MUST BE PERFORMED BY BCRS APPROVED PERSONNEL TO
DETERMINE THE SUITABILITY OF THE DECK, THE TYPE OF FASTENER TO BE USED, THE
4
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PULLOUT RESISTANCE AND PENETRATION DEPTH. BCRS MUST RECEIVE A WRITTEN REPORT OF
THE TEST PRIOR TO APPROVING THE USE, AND REQUIRED SPACING OF THE FASTENERS.
To install Fasteners into a Tectum brand cementitious woodfiber deck, simply position the fastener and drive into
the deck. On all other Cementitious wood fiber, gypsum or lightweight concrete decks, predrill a 7/16 in. or 1/2
in. pilot hole at least 1/4 in. -1/2 in. deeper than the fastener penetration. Correct pilot hole size to be determined
by field pullout tests.
Minimum fastener penetration shall be determined by the field pullout tests, but in no case less than 1 1/2 in.
Note: Contact BondCote Roofing Systems for further information on the Fasteners, Tools and Installation
Procedures.
E.

BCRS MASONRY ANCHORS-For use in attaching BondCote Membrane Flashing to concrete, block, brick,
and stone.
1.
SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES/INSTALLATION
Description:
One-Step, Pre-assembled, Light and Medium duty, Nail-In Expansion Anchor.
Composition:
High Grade, Zinc-Plated Steel Pin (Stainless steel also available); Zinc Alloy
Expansion Component (Body)
Body Diameter: 1/4 in.
Head Style:
Mushroom
Pre-drill a hole in the masonry through the termination bar (or other fixture where applicable), the same diameter
as the anchor. The hole shall be at least 1/4 in. deeper than the calculated embedment.
Insert the anchor into the hole and tap gently until the anchor body is set tightly against the item being fastened.
Hammer the pin flush against the anchor body to expand the body.

F.

BCRS ZAC Anchor – For use in securing membrane and termination bar to steel, wood, or masonry substrates.
1.

SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES/INSTALLATION
Description:
Self Drilling, screw type fastener with integral sealing washer
Composition:
Zinc Aluminum cap
Body Diameter: #14 (.248)
Head Style:
3/8 in. ZAC Long Life

Pre-drilling with a 7/32 in. drill bit is required in masonry substrates.
III

BCRS STRESS PLATES
BCRS Stress Plates are used in conjunction with BCRS Screws, BCRS Anchors and BCRS Concrete for attaching roof
insulation and BondCote Membrane. Stress Plates for use in conjunction with BCRS Decklite Fasteners are described in
II-D.
The usage of the individual stress plates described below will be dictated by the particular substrate, warranty and code
and/or insurance requirements. See SPECIFICATIONS Section of BCRS Technical Manual for complete usage
requirements.
A.

MEMBRANE PLATE
1.
STANDARD GALVALUME MEMBRANE PLATE – Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin screw type
fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
Diameter:
2 in.
Composition:
Galvalume Steel
Thickness:
.038 in. (20 Gauge)
Description/Features: The Standard Galvalume Plate has integral barbs to firmly hold the membrane,
which increases the side tear resistance and provides higher wind resistance.
Packaging:
1000 per bucket
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2.

IV

HEAVY DUTY GALVALUME MEMBRANE PLATE – Use with #12, #14, #15, or Purlin screw type
fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
Diameter:
2 3/8 in.
Composition:
Galvalume Steel
Thickness:
.038 in. (20 Gauge)
Description/Features: The Heavy Duty Galvalume Plate has integral barbs to firmly hold the membrane,
which increases side tear resistance and provides higher wind resistance.
Packaging:
1000 per bucket

B.

INSULATION PLATES
1.
STANDARD GALVALUME – Use with #12, #14 or #15 screw type fastener or ¼ in. concrete anchor or
TPR
Diameter:
3 in. Round
Composition:
Galvalume
Inside Diameter: .258 in. nominal
Thickness:
.017 in. (nominal)
Description/Features: The flat-bottomed profile of the Standard Galvalume Plate enables it to be used for
the attachment of a variety of harder materials, such as gypsum board and high density wood fiber board.
Packaging:
1000 per bucket
2.
DEKFLAT PLASTIC LOCKING PLATE – Use with #12, #14 or #15 screw type fastener
Diameter:
3 in. round
Composition:
Polypropylene
Inside Diameter: .260 in. nominal
Description/Features: The flat-bottomed profile of the Standard Galvalume Plate enables it to be used for
the attachment of a variety of harder materials, such as gypsum board and high density wood fiber board.
Packaging:
500 per bucket

C.

INSTALLATION-ALL STRESS PLATES
1.
Proper installation “preload” (tension between the fasteners stress plate and the insulation/substrate) is
achieved when a slight depression can be felt in the insulation (or membrane) around the outside edge of
the plate. Over tightening of the fastener will damage the insulation, reducing the clamping force of the
membrane.
2.
Installation of the stress plates may be expedited through the use of specialized equipment. Call BCRS
for details.

D.

BCRS SEAM BATTENS
BondCote Roofing Systems provides batten bars for attachment of the membrane in specific applications. Please
contact BCRS Technical Services for specifics.

BCRS TERMINATION BAR
A.

TYPE II (“Y”) - For use in terminating membrane flashings in exposed applications.
Composition:
Extruded Aluminum
Bar Width:
1 in.
Bar Thickness: .050 in.
Configuration: Flat bar with 45angle at the top side for sealant application and slotted holes 6 in. O.C.
Attachment:
Secure with BCRS Masonry Anchors, BCRS Screws or other approved fasteners. Use BCRS
Sealing washers for exposed applications.
Application:
See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS

B.

TYPE III (CRESCENT BAR) - For use in terminating field membrane at elevation changes or membrane
flashing in non-exposed applications.
Composition:
Extruded Aluminum
Bar Width:
1 in.
Bar Thickness: .088 in.
Configuration: Full radius, convex shape with 4 continuous contact points on back side and countersunk holes 6
in. O.C.
Attachment:
Secure with BCRS Masonry Anchors, BCRS Screws or other approved fasteners.
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Application:
V

See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS

BONDEDGE FASCIA SYSTEM
A.

DESCRIPTION - The BondEdge Fascia System is a multi-piece, snap-on roof edge/fascia which is fast and
economical to install. BondEdge is mechanically fastened and therefore locks the membrane securely around the
building perimeter. BondEdge is available in a number of configurations and in a wide variety of standard colors
and materials to meet specific needs.

B.

BondEdge Fascia
Retainer Material:
Fascia Cover Material:

20 Ga. Galvanized Steel (Aluminum available upon request at additional cost)
Kynar 500 Finished 24 Ga. Galvanized Steel; .040 in. Aluminum; or .050 in.
Aluminum
Available Accessories:
Factory Fabricated Corners, Endcaps, Sumps, and Spillouts.
BondEdge is mechanically fastened into the face of the wood nailer and does not penetrate the top side of the
membrane, which eliminates the need for perimeter stripping membrane.
Available Models:
BE for mechanically attached and fully adhered applications.
Standard Colors:
25 colors for both Galvanized and Aluminum Fascia Covers (contact BCRS for color
charts and chips, custom colors available upon request at additional cost)
Standard Sizes:
BE-375
3-3/4 in. Face (2-1/4 in. Nailer Coverage)
BE-525
5-1/4 in. Face (3-3/4 in. Nailer Coverage)
BE-675
6 3/4 in. Face (5-1/4 in. Nailer Coverage)
Custom sizes are available upon request at additional cost.
C.

BondEdge EC
Retainer Material:
Fascia Cover Material:

24 Ga. Galvanized Steel
Kynar 500 Finished 24 Ga. Galvanized Steel; .040 in. Aluminum; or .050 in.
Aluminum
Available Accessories:
Factory Fabricated Corners, Endcaps, Sumps, and Spillouts.
BondEdge is mechanically fastened into the face of the wood nailer and does not penetrate the top side of the
membrane, which eliminates the need for perimeter stripping membrane.
Available Models:
EC for mechanically attached and fully adhered applications.
Standard Colors:
25 colors for both Galvanized and Aluminum Fascia Covers (contact BCRS for color
charts and chips, custom colors available upon request at additional cost)
Standard Sizes:
EC-550
5 1/2 in. Face (2-1/4 in. Nailer Coverage)
EC-700
7 in. Face (3-3/4 in. Nailer Coverage)
EC-850
8 1/2 in. Face (5-1/4 in. Nailer Coverage)
EC-1000
10 in. Face (6 3/4 in. Nailer Coverage)
Custom sizes are available upon request at additional cost.
D.

BondEdge Fascia/Reglet
Retainer Material:
20 Ga. Galvanized Steel (Aluminum available upon request at additional cost)
Fascia Cover Material: Kynar 500 Finished 24 Ga. Galvanized Steel; .032 in. Aluminum
BondEdge is mechanically fastened into the face of the wood nailer and does not penetrate the top side of the
membrane, which eliminates the need for perimeter stripping membrane.
Available Models:
Fascia Reglet for mechanically attached and fully adhered applications.
Standard Colors:
25 colors for both Galvanized and Aluminum Fascia Covers (contact BCRS for color
charts and chips, custom colors available upon request at additional cost)
Standard Sizes:
2-1/4 in. and 4 in.
Custom sizes are available upon request at additional cost
Contact BCRS for more specific installation instructions, and see BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS for approved
applications.

VI

BCRS COATED METAL
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VII

A.

DESCRIPTION -BCRS Coated Metal has a non-reinforced NBP film, factory laminated, to galvanized steel
which is used to form roof fascia, gravel stop, scuppers, etc. BCRS Coated Metal may also be used for vertical
flashings on a per-job basis with special approval from BCRS Technical Services.

B.

SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES
Color:
White and Bronze
Base Metal:
24 Ga. G-90 Galvanized Steel
Laminate:
20 Mil Non-reinforced Heat Weldable Membrane Film
Standard Sizes: 4 ft. x 10 ft.
Packaging:
35 sheets per pallet (individual sheets available for additional handling fee)

C.

FABRICATION/INSTALLATION
BCRS Coated Metal can be custom cut and shaped using conventional sheet metal tools and methods.
All exposed construction joints shall be sealed with heat welded BondCote Membrane.
Install BCRS Coated Metal in accordance with BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.

ROOF TRAFFIC PROTECTION
A.

BCRS TRAFFIC PROTECTION MATERIAL
1.

DESCRIPTION -BCRS Traffic Protection Material is used to provide protection to the BondCote
Membrane in high-traffic areas or underneath wood sleepers or other roof-mounted equipment.

2.

SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES
Composition:
Laminated reinforced heat weldable NBP
Color:
Red or Gray
Thickness:
1/8 in.
Sizes:
100 ft. x 36 in.
Configuration: Flat bottom with rigid non slip surface on top side.

3.

INSTALLATION
Install Protection Material over dry clean surfaces positioning the materials long direction to run parallel
to and between the field seams where possible.
Heat weld all perimeter edges of the material removing any wrinkles or bridging as needed. Probe welds
and repair any voids as needed.

VIII

BCRS ADHESIVES
BCRS CONTACT ADHESIVE D
1.

DESCRIPTION - BCRS Adhesive D is a contact type bonding adhesive designed for bonding BondCote
membranes to horizontal and vertical surfaces. This adhesive has been engineered to provide ultimate
bonding strength and meet all strength VOC regulations in the USA.

2.

APPLICATION - Apply BCRS Adhesive D to both substrate and plain backed membrane that is clean,
dry and free of debris, at a rate of approximately 120 square feet per gallon sufficient to apply 60 square
feet of bonded area. Coverage rate depends on the porosity of the substrate, application method and
weather conditions. Allow adhesive to dry approximately 5-10 minutes (tacky to the touch) before
mating. Once mated, apply pressure by means of a roller or push broom. The bonded membrane may not
be repositioned.

3.

Physical Properties:
Color:
Natural
Solids:
24  2%
Viscosity:
1800-2400 cps
Wt./Gal.
7.08 pounds
8
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VOC:
199.4 g/L
Coverage:
60 sq. ft/gal., bonded surface
Open Time:
60-90 minutes
Applications:
Roller, Spray or Brush
Shelf Life:
1 Year, unopened
Easily rolled on, fast drying, fast curing with high green strength. Applied to both substrate and
membrane.
B.

C.

E.

BCRS ADHESIVE WB SINGLE SURFACE WATER BORNE BONDING ADHESIVE
1.

DESCRIPTION - BCRS Adhesive WB is a polymeric water borne adhesive designed for bonding
BondCote FleeceBond membrane to horizontal surfaces and for bonding plain back membranes to
approved porous substrates. For use on vertical surfaces, please contact BCRS Technical Services. This
adhesive is California VOC Complaint and environmentally safe.

2.

APPLICATION - Apply BCRS Adhesive WB to the substrate only, ensuring that substrate is clean, dry
and free of debris, at a rate of approximately 120-200 square feet per gallon. Coverage rate depends on
the porosity of the substrate, application method and weather conditions. Mate wet and apply pressure by
means of a roller or push broom. The membrane may be repositioned for a short time after bonding.

3.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Color:
White
Solids:
52  3%
Viscosity:
10000-16000 cps
Wt./Gal.
8.97 pounds
VOC:
152 g/L
Coverage:
120-200 sq. ft. /gal.
Set Time:
3 hours
Applications:
Roller or Brush
Storage:
Store above and do not apply below 40 F
Shelf Life:
1 year, closed container

BCRS ADHESIVE C – SINGLE SURFACE SOLVENT BASE ADHESIVE
1.
DESCRIPTION - BCRS Adhesive C is a single surface, solvent based adhesive designed for bonding
BCRS FleeceBond membrane to horizontal surfaces. This adhesive is California VOC Complaint and
environmentally safe.
2.

Application - Apply BCRS Adhesive C to the substrate only, ensuring that the substrate is clean, dry and
free of debris, at a rate of approximately 75-100 square feet per gallon. Coverage rate depends on the
porosity of the substrate, application method and weather conditions. Mate when adhesive is partially
dry (tacky to the touch) and apply pressure by means of a roller or push broom.

3.

Physical Properties:
Color:
Amber
Solids:
45 2%
Viscosity:
2300  300cps
Wt./Gal.
7.6 pounds
VOC:
234 g/L
Coverage:
75-100 sq. ft. /gal.
Open Time:
Approximately 15-30 minutes
Applications:
Roller or Brush
Shelf Life:
1 year, closed container

APPLICATION
Surfaces to be mated should be clean and free of oil, grease, dirt, or other contaminants that might interfere with
the bonding process.
9
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Adhesives shall be thoroughly stirred prior to application by hand or mechanical mixing.
Mate the membrane to the substrate, with no bubbles or wrinkles. Brush or roll in the membrane to ensure the
total adhesion. For more specific application instructions and limitations, refer to the BCRS SPECIFICATIONS
and the instructions on the adhesive.
IX

BCRS CAULK
A.

DESCRIPTION - A one part non-corrosive sealant that cures in the presence of atmospheric moisture for sealing
BCRS Termination Bar, Pipe Boots, and other areas as identified in the BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.

B.

SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES
Color:
White
Applicable Standards:
Federal Specifications TT-S-001543A (COM-NBS), Class A. Federal Specifications
TT-S0023C (COM-NBS) Class A. ASTM C-920 Type S, Grade NS, Class 25, Use T,
NT, M, G, A, and GSA (CID) NO. AA-1556 Type S, Grade NS, Class 25, Use T, NT,
M, G, A.
Shelf Life:
6 Months
This product exhibits impressive unprimed adhesion to most construction materials. Once cured the sealant forms
a durable flexible, watertight bond with most building materials. Ideal for sealing active exterior and interior
joints where movement does not exceed 25% joint movement.

C.

STORAGE/HANDLING
Store in original, unopened containers at or below 90 F.
Do not breath vapors; use in a well ventilated area. On contact, uncured sealant may irritate eyes.
Avoid contact with skin, product contains oximes which are possible skin sensitizers.

X.

BCRS MOLDED/PREFABRICATED ACCESSORIES
A.

BCRS MOLDED PIPE BOOTS
Composition:
Injection Molded, Unreinforced NBP
Configuration: Tapered to allow its use on a variety of pipe sizes from 1 1/2 in. to 6 1/2 in. diameter.
Sizes:
2 in.
Fits 1 1/2 in. - 2 1/2 in. Pipes
4 in.
Fits 2 1/2 in. - 4 1/2 in. Pipes
6 in.
Fits 4 1/2 in. - 6 1/2 in. Pipes
Installation:
Heat weld to field membrane; seal with BCRS Caulk and BCRS Pipe Banding at top.
Boots may be “split” vertically to accommodate difficult-to-flash pipes.

XI

B.

BCRS OUTSIDE CORNERS
Composition:
Injected Molded Unreinforced NBP
Dimensions:
4 in. x 4 in. x 4 in.
Installation:
Heat weld to field and vertical flashing membrane

C.

BCRS UNREINFORCED FLASHING MEMBRANE
Composition:
Extruded Unreinforced NBP
Thickness:
60 mil nominal
Dimensions:
2 ft. x 60 ft. roll
Installation:
For flashing irregular surfaces or where reinforced membrane or molded accessories are not
practical. Heat weld to field and/or flashing membranes.

D.

BCRS PIPE BANDING
Composition:
Stainless Steel
Locking Mechanism:
Self-Locking Heads
Installation:
Tighten by hand using the installation tool for tension control and flush cut off.

POURABLE SEALER
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A.

DESCRIPTION - The product is a nonflammable, two component pourable sealer.

B.

ADVANTAGES - Fast curing, pourable, non-cracking, no VOC’s, excellent U. V. resistance, hydrolytically
stable, and one hour set time.

C.

APPLICATION - Pour Part B into Part A and Mix thoroughly with an electric drill and mixing blade for one
minute. Once mixed, pour immediately into the area to be filled. The area to be filled should be dry to prevent
foaming. On hot days, pot life may be shortened considerably.

D.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Color:
Black
Viscosity:
60000  10000 CPS
VOC:
0 g/L
Set Time:
1 Hour
Shelf Life:
6 Months, Closed Container
Solids:
100%
Wt./Gal:
12.4 Lbs.
Application:
Pourable
Cure Time:
24 Hours
Mix Ratio:
1 pt./.75 Gallon - Add Contents of Pint into Gallon Container.
- End of Materials and Accessories Section -
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BondCote Roofing Systems
4090 Pepperell Way
Dublin, Virginia 24084
1-800-368-2160

GENERAL INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
INTRODUCTION
The following procedures and techniques are suggested by BondCote for the Proper Installation of
any BondCote Roofing System. They are to be used in conjunction with BCRS Specifications and
Details, along with good, conscientious roofing practice to ensure a successful watertight
installation. A complete and thorough review of the BondCote Roofing Systems TECHNICAL
MANUAL is mandatory before attempting any BondCote installation.
I.

PLAN OF OPERATION
A.
JOB OVERVIEW - A complete, thorough review of all available information (plans,
specifications, etc.), as well as, an actual inspection of the proposed roofing
installation should be performed. A Roof Survey Form is an essential tool in the
information gathering process. Time taken to plan the work will directly affect the
successful outcome of the proposed installation.
B.
SAFETY - There can never be enough said about safety during roofing installations.
The cost of Worker’s Compensation and other insurance, along with the loss of manhours alone, dictate that actions about the roofing environment should be considered,
and that all precautions are taken to ensure that their outcome is safe and successful.
It is inherent in the roofing industry that most roofing accidents are severe, and very
costly to both the contractor and the individual(s) involved. BondCote suggests that
there be at least one Red Cross first aid trained person on each roofing crew. Follow
OSHA requirements at all time.

II.

DELIVERY AND STORAGE OF MATERIALS
A.
DELIVERY - Make the necessary arrangements to have the proper personnel and
equipment available to receive the materials. CAREFULLY INSPECT ALL
MATERIALS UPON RECEIPT FOR DAMAGE. If damage is not found and properly
documented at this time, then claims made after the material has been accepted will
be difficult, if not impossible, to settle. Visual documentation (photos, video, etc.) is
always helpful to all who are concerned. CHECK OFF THE MATERIALS
AGAINST THE BILL OF LADING. As is the cases with damage, a shortage of
materials which is not documented upon receipt will result in great difficulty in
obtaining a successful settlement.
B.
STORAGE - KEEP ALL ROOFING MATERIALS DRY AT ALL TIMES - Store the
materials indoors or on pallets with suitable waterproof protective covering. Factory
wrapping on the insulation, membrane, etc., are there to protect the materials during
shipment and not to act as waterproof covering. Storage of materials on the roof is
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never advisable unless it is unavoidable, in which case the materials should be
randomly displaced about the roof and protected as mentioned previously. Store
temperature sensitive materials, such as adhesive, in a temperature-controlled
environment at the temperature recommended by the manufacturer of each product.
Store flammable materials away from sparks, and of course, open flames.
III.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTHER CONDITIONS
A.
GENERAL - Consider the weather conditions for the general period of time in which
the work will be performed, and prepare accordingly. Daily monitoring of the
weather forecast is essential to the successful completion of the installation.
B.
TEMPERATURE - The BondCote and FleeceBond Membranes may be successfully
installed at any temperature. However, the productivity and welfare of the crew
along with the temperature limitations of related products, such as adhesives, will
dictate when work can and cannot be done.
C.
PRECIPITATION/HUMIDITY – NEVER install roofing immediately after, during or
in the face of precipitation. If it has just rained, ensure that the substrate and
materials are completely dry before proceeding. Seam welding with either visible or
latent moisture on the membrane will result in falsely welded seams. High humidity
will affect the drying time of adhesive and affect the quality of the bond.
D.
WIND - Take special precautions to protect against personal injury and property
damage resulting from the effects of the wind. Secure all roofing materials and do
not work in high wind conditions.
E.
OTHER POINTS TO CONSIDER:
1.
Exposure to Electrocution (overhead wires, extension cords, A.C. wiring,
etc.)
2.
Hazardous Chemical Exposure (adhesives, building emissions, etc.)
3.
Height of Work Area (potential falls, high winds, etc.)
4.
Heat Exposure (sunburn, heat stroke, dehydration, etc.)
5.
Cold Exposure

IV.

SUBSTRATE ANALYSIS AND PREPARATION
ANALYSIS - Perform a thorough investigation of the roof deck or existing roof to
A.
ensure that the proposed installation may be successfully complete and warranted.
Make sure that deck is structurally sound. Carefully examine the building itself (e.g.
- walls, A.C. units, etc.) to ensure that the new roof may perform as expected. If
there are chemical discharges or other pollutants which may affect the performance
of the new roof, consult with BondCote at once.
B.
PREPARATION - IN RETROFIT APPLICATIONS, REMOVE ALL WET
MATERIALS AND DISPOSE OF THEM IN LEGAL AND CONSCIENTIOUS
MANNER. Make sure that the substrate is smooth, level and free of imperfections or
irregularities that might preclude the successful installation of long-term watertight
performance of the roof. Here are some other tips:
1.
Always perform core cuts to determine the type and condition of the existing
roof and deck. If the insulation and/or membrane are to be mechanically
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

V.

attached, then perform fastener pullout tests to determine the suitability of the
deck to hold the specified fastener(s).
Repair or replace defective decking according to accepted roofing practice.
Remove all contaminants which will be in contact with the new roofing
materials.
Make sure the roof drains are free-flowing and watertight.
Remove all roof related items which are non-essential or not part of the new
roof (e.g. pitch pans, lead sleeves, moisture relief vents, etc.)
Make sure that all existing flashings that are to remain are sound, well
attached and moisture free.
Replace all rotten or otherwise unsound wood nailers or blocking which will
be an integral part of the new roof.
It may be advisable to install new plywood sheathing to parapets or other
walls in the event of excessive contamination or questionable wall integrity.

ROOF INSULATION
A.
PRODUCT SELECTION - The selection of a particular insulation type and thickness
will depend upon one or more of the following factors:
1.
The Membrane Attachment Method
2.
The Owner’s Energy Requirements
3.
The BondCote Warranty To Be Issued
4.
Code and/or Insurance Requirements
5.
Specifier Preference

Regardless which of the above factors apply, the following rules apply to any BondCote installation:
1.

B.

All insulation must provide at least 15 PSI of compressive resistance; this
may not always be provided by 1.5 lb. density insulation.
2.
Any time polystyrene is used in Mechanically Attached applications; it must
be faced on both sides or covered with a BondCote approved slip sheet.
3.
Polystyrene is only approved in Fully Adhered applications when it is
covered with an appropriate insulation type.
4.
On recover applications using any of the BondCote Membranes, the
insulation/recover board must be at least ½” thick, unless a prior variance is
issued in writing by BondCote Technical Services. If the existing roof is
gravel surfaced, the insulation/recover board shall be at least 1” thick.
SECUREMENT - The insulation may be mechanically attached, adhered or loosely
laid under the BondCote Membrane. The specific method will depend upon whether
the membrane is mechanically attached, fully adhered or ballasted. Regardless of the
installation method, the following rules apply:
1.
The installation must be laid out perpendicular to the direction of the
membrane, unless otherwise approved by BondCote Technical Services in
writing.
2.
The long joints may be continuous; the short joints must be staggered by at
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3.
4.
5.
6.

least 6”.
In double layer applications, ALL joints of the top layer must be offset from
those of the bottom layer by at least 6”.
The insulation joints are to be tightly butted and gapped no more than 1/8”;
they shall also be butted tight against all walls, curbs, penetrations, etc.
Any wet or broken insulation must be removed and replaced.
Tapered insulation crickets, saddles, etc. are advisable, though not
specifically required by BondCote for warranty issuance.

VI
MEMBRANE INSTALLATION
The BondCote Membrane may be secured by either mechanical or adhesive attachment, or it may be
loosely laid and ballasted. Refer to the Specifications and Details for each method of installation for
specific requirements. The following covers the common aspects of installing the membrane
regardless of which installation method is used:
A.
FIELD MEMBRANE
1.
Always start at the lowest point and proceed up the slope so that laps are
installed in shingle fashion according to good roofing practice. If it is not
possible to completely cover the area from the lowest to highest point in one
day, then start at the highest point. In this case, calculate how much roofing
will be installed that day; commence with roofing at the lowest point of the
particular daily segment and proceed up the slope to the highest point.
2.
The membrane must be installed perpendicular to the ribs of a steel deck,
unless otherwise approved by BondCote Technical Services.
3.
The membrane must be fastened according to BCRS Specifications and
Details at the base of all walls, curbs, etc.
4.
All continuous field seams are to be welded with an automatic hot air welder
wherever possible. See C. SEAM WELDING.
B.
FLASHINGS
1.
Variances from BCRS Standard Details are to be approved in writing by
BondCote Technical Services BEFORE any work is done.
2.
Flashings may or may not be adhered. Refer to Specifications and Details for
requirements.
3.
BondCote Standard Accessories must be used in all cases.
4.
Flashings must be completed on a daily basis.
5.
Flashings must be at least 8” high, except for pitch pans and pipe/stack boots.
6.
Pitch pans are to be avoided if at all possible.
7.
All continuous flashing seams are to be welded with an automatic hot air
welder wherever possible. Smaller details (e.g. - boots, corners, etc.) may be
welded with a hand-held welder. See C. SEAM WELDING.
C.

SEAM WELDING
1.
There are several commercial brands of automatically propelled welders and
hand-held welders. Follow the particular manufacturer’s instructions for the
use of their product.
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2.

D.

VII.

All membranes surfaces are to be clean and dry. Use common organic
household detergent (e.g. - 409, Fantastic, etc.) to clean the membrane if
required. Acetone may be used to promote the evaporation of major portions
of surface moisture, although air-drying and sunlight provide optimum
results. DO NOT “SCRUB” THE MEMBRANE WITH ACETONE.
ALWAYS USE CLEAN COTTON TOWELS FOR CLEANING THE
MEMBRANE.
3.
A minimum one inch continuous, uniform weld is required.
4.
The technique of applying the proper welding heat, speed and pressure will
only be perfected through practice and experience.
5.
At the beginning of each period of membrane installation, determine the
proper heat setting and speed (for automatic welders) by running test seams
on scrap membrane.
6.
Automatic welders are REQUIRED for seams greater than five feet in length.
7.
Physically check all seams DAILY by sliding a blunt-tipped screwdriver or
similar tool along the seam. Apply enough inward force so as to detect and
separate false or “cold” welds. Repair deficiencies in one of the following
ways:
a.
Re-weld seam with hand held welder to provide minimum 1”
continuous uniform weld with no wrinkles, or
b.
Weld new membrane strips over problem areas. Strips shall be a
minimum of 6” wide to ensure minimum 1” continuous weld on both
sides of defect.
NIGHT SEALS
1.
Temporary night seals must be installed daily in order to maintain continuous
protection of the building, its contents and its inhabitants.
2.
The Contractor has the option to use whatever method is preferred for night
seals; however, all contaminated materials must be cut out and discarded.

FINAL INSPECTION
A.
SCHEDULING - Upon completion of the project, follow the requirements outlined in
the WARRANTIES Section of the BCRS Technical Manual for scheduling the final
inspection.
B.
INSPECTION - Be prepared to have qualified roofing mechanics, equipment,
membrane, etc. onsite with the BondCote Technical Representative at the time of the
final inspection. If all punch list items are completed at that time, then the roof will
be considered warrantable and the warranty processing will begin in accordance with
BondCote’s standard procedures. If the punch list items are not completed at that
time, then the installation may be subject to a reinspection and a reinspection charge.

VIII. SERVICE AND TROUBLESHOOTING
A.
SERVICE - BondCote Roofing Systems does not perform nor require periodic
warranty inspections; however, a routine maintenance program by the Contractor or
Building Owner is strongly suggested. Precautions should be taken to prevent
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B.

damage to the membrane during its service life. These include, but may not be
limited to:
1.
A good housekeeping policy about the roof area.
2.
Restricting traffic on the roofing membrane.
3.
Taking extra precaution to guard against damage to the membrane when it
becomes necessary to work on or about the membrane.
4.
Should the membrane ever be damaged, follow instructions outlined in B, 2
below.
TROUBLESHOOTING - Should a leak in the membrane ever appear for whatever
reason, a simple repair can be made to correct the problem.
1.
Temporary repairs may be made by the building Owner or Contractor with a
clear silicone sealant or furnace duct tape.
2.
Owner shall immediately notify BondCote of any leaks. He may also contact
the installer; however, Contractor must contact BondCote Technical Services
for authorization to perform permanent warranty repairs. Non-authorized
repairs are subject to non-payment to Contractor by BondCote. BONDCOTE
SHALL NOT BEAR THE COST FOR ANY REPAIRS TO
WORKMANSHIP ITEMS DURING THE INITIAL TWO YEAR
CONTRACTOR GUARANTEE PERIOD.

THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THESE SPECIFICATIONS HAS BEEN DEVELOPED
BASED ON TESTS AND EVALUATIONS MADE BY BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS FOR
STANDARD ROOFING APPLICATIONS. BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS DOES NOT CLAIM
THAT IN YOUR PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES THE RESULTS YOU OBTAIN FROM THE
USE OF THE MATERIAL WILL BE THE SAME AS DESCRIBED IN THE SPECIFICATIONS.
YOU SHOULD TEST THE MATERIAL TO DETERMINE IF IT IS SUITABLE FOR YOUR
PARTICULAR APPLICATION.
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS ASSUMES NO
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY CONCLUSIONS, INTERPRETATIONS OR DEVIATIONS MADE BY
YOU ON THE BASIS OF THE INFORMATION AVAILABLE.
THIS PUBLICATION SUPERCEDES ANY PREVIOUS SPECIFICATION PUBLISHED BY
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS.
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BondCote Roofing Systems
4090 Pepperell Way
Dublin, Virginia 24084
800-368-2160

HOT AIR AUTOMATIC WELDING
One critical element of a quality BondCote roof system is the welded seam at sheet overlaps. The
performance of the entire roof system depends on the proper use of heat welding equipment. In the following
discussion, you will find some concerns raised by past experiences and some guidelines for providing quality
welds and BondCote roof systems.
There are several different manufacturers and types of automatic hot air welding machines. All of these
machines are designed to do the same thing - weld thermoplastic membranes. Most perform well if used in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and within their design parameters.
The following outline and comments will be helpful in successful automatic hot air welding.
POWER SUPPLY - The power supply is critical to the performance of the heat welding equipment. There
are generally two possible sources for obtaining power to heat welding equipment: local power and a portable
power source.
Local Power - When using local power, a licensed electrician should always be consulted. Have the
electrician connect the access cord (10/3 wire) into the main power source or provide a
compatible female connection. A circuit should be chosen that will supply a minimum of 30
amps and 220 volts of power with no other equipment attached to this circuit. Additional
equipment on this circuit might cause a power drop. If equipment or other machinery
(connected to the same circuit) is cycled on or off during this operation of the welder, it may
cause voltage fluctuations that will affect the performance of the welder, causing possible
false welding.
Generator -

The solution to difficulties encountered with variable power source is a generator; however,
there are some helpful hints in its successful use. Always use a reliable, well maintained
generator to power your equipment. One rule of thumb is to use at least a 6500 watt
generator for each automatic welder in use. Do not run any additional equipment off this
generator. Never attempt to operate more equipment off the generator that it can handle.
Remember the generator is rated at its maximum output which is usually about 75% of the
power it can deliver on a continuous basis.

PROPER EQUIPMENT SET-UP - Equipment alignment and set-up has proved to be extremely important
in providing quality thermoplastic membrane welds.
Nozzle -

One of the primary concerns in obtaining good welds is the relationship of the nozzle tip to
the pressure roller. Most of the automatic welders are pre-set by the manufacturer; however,
everyday handling of the unit make it necessary to check and keep this nozzle in correct
alignment. This alignment needs to be checked daily. Proper alignment of the nozzle should
be performed in the following manner:

1.

The mouth of the nozzle should be no farther that 1 5/8" (40 mm) from the
point directly below the center of the compression wheel. (See Diagram)
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2.

3.

The outside edge of the nozzle should be aligned so that approximately 1/8"
(3 mm) of the tip extends beyond the compression wheel. This adjustment
guarantees uniform welding to the edge of the membrane. (See Diagram)
The tip of the nozzle should be adjusted so that the inside edge of the nozzle
will actually ride on the material to be welded and the outside edge is
elevated approximately 3/16" (5 mm). This adjustment is made for even
distribution of heat between the membranes. (See Diagram)

Air Dam -

If an air dam is included with the welder, it should be used in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations. The air dam was designed to prevent hot air from
blowing beyond the overlap causing damage to the insulation, and also to concentrate
that heat in the seam area. When utilizing the air dam, it is necessary for it to be in
the down position. NOTE: the concentration of heat on some thermoplastic
membranes may cause scorching or blistering of the polymer. Pinch wrinkles may
form parallel to the seam on some materials with the air dam in the down position. If
this occurs, reduce the heat flow by closing the air baffles at the rear of the heat gun
assembly.

Weight -

The two principles of heat welding thermoplastic materials are heat and pressure.
Pressure is obtained by the compression roller on the automatic hot air welder. The
compression roller is designed to give pressure to the seam in synchronization with
the heat source. In most cases the weight of the machine is not sufficient for a
uniform weld. Most thermoplastic membrane manufacturers recommend that
additional weight be applied to the machine, usually from 20 to 40 pounds,
depending upon the weight of the machine and the membrane manufacturer’s
recommendation.

Adjustments- All thermoplastic membranes that are capable of being heat welded have a heat
range, or window, which allows for variable settings of the temperature and speed
controls on the automatic hot air welder. Adjustment for heat and speed on these
machines should be determined by test welds. A suggested procedure is to set the
heat on maximum and the speed at the midpoint. Roofing samples should be checked
for proper welds and the heat welding equipment should be adjusted accordingly.
These test welds should be taken at the beginning of each workday and again in the
late afternoon to ensure proper welding. If the weather changes, you should
investigate the weld and adjust the speed if necessary. Do not adjust the heat unless it
is absolutely necessary.
Experience - This is, without question, the most important factor in the heat welding process. No
matter how good the machine, weather conditions and power supply, a good weld
cannot be made without a conscientious operator. He is the operator who makes sure
he has a proper and sufficient power supply; he makes sure the thermoplastic
material is fully welded. An experienced operator develops a feel for his work and
can easily determine when the automatic hot air machine is not working properly.
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BondCote Roofing Systems
509 Burgis Avenue
Pulaski, Virginia 24301
800-368-2160
www.bondcote.com
MECHANICALLY ATTACHED ROOF SYSTEM
Specifications
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.01

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Furnish and install a complete mechanically attached roofing system utilizing BondCote polyester
reinforced, hot air welded thermoplastic NBP (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Polymer Blend) single ply
membrane, incorporating BCRS accessories and other components as specified.

1.02

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

All roofing work shall be performed by an installer who is qualified and experienced in installations of
this nature, and who has been trained and certified by BondCote Roofing Systems.
Upon completion, the roofing system shall be inspected by a BondCote Roofing Systems Technical
Representative to verify that the system is eligible for warranty.

B.

1.03

SUBMITTALS

A.

Prior to the start of any roofing work, the installer shall submit a list of material they intend to furnish
and specifications to be followed, along with a BCRS Project Approval Form signed and approved by
a representative of BondCote’s Technical Services Department. Any deviations from this specification
or standard detail drawings shall also be submitted for review and approval.
The installer shall submit certification that the system proposed has been tested and has the minimum
physical properties required. See PART II - PRODUCTS
Before fabrication, delivery or installation of the work, submit to the Owner's Representative a letter of
certification from BondCote Roofing Systems accepting or approving the roofing installer who will
perform work under this specification.

B.
C.

1.04

PRODUCT DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING

A.
B.
C.

Deliver materials with manufacturers' labels intact and legible.
Inspect all delivered materials to ensure that they are undamaged and in good condition.
STORE ROOFING INSULATION, MEMBRANE AND ALL OTHER MOISTURE SENSITIVE
MATERIALS INDOORS, OR ON RAISED PLATFORMS COVERED WITH SUITABLE
WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE COVERINGS. FACTORY WRAP ON INSULATION, MEMBRANE,
ETC. IS NOT SUITABLE WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE COVERING. PROVIDE CONTINUOUS
PROTECTION AGAINST WETTING OF MATERIALS.
All sealants and adhesives shall be stored to maintain a temperature of 45˚ or higher.
Take all precautions necessary so as not to overload the roof structure with stored materials.
All flammable materials shall be stored in a cool dry area away from sparks and open flames. Follow
precautions outlined on container or supplied by material manufacturer/supplier.
Remove and properly dispose of damaged or wet materials from project site.

D.
E.
F.
G.
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1.05

JOB CONDITIONS

A.

There are no restrictions or guidelines prescribed by BondCote Roofing Systems as to temperature for
installation of BondCote membrane. Productivity related to the sealants and adhesives will dictate
temperature and relative humidity limitations. Welding BondCote membranes should not be attempted
when wet. Areas to be welded must be free of any moisture.
Do not install decking, insulation, roofing or flashings during inclement weather, on wet or frostcovered surfaces, during rainfall, blowing dust or extremely high winds.
Install only as much of the new insulation and roofing as can be made watertight on a daily basis.
All work shall be completed without exposing the building interior, its contents or inhabitants to the
effects of inclement weather. The installer assumes all responsibility for maintaining the building dry
during the progress of the work.
Remove all dust, dirt and debris from all surfaces to receive new materials.
If any unusual condition is discovered that will preclude installation of the roof system as specified,
immediately stop work and make building watertight until a resolution is reached with the Owner and
BondCote Roofing Systems.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

1.06

SEQUENCING/SCHEDULING

A.
B.

Start at the lowest point and shingle laps according to conventional roofing practice wherever possible.
Arrange work so as to avoid the use of newly installed roofing for traffic, materials storage and
movement of equipment. If unavoidable, installer shall be responsible for providing necessary
protection so as to avoid damage.
Complete installation of new materials on a daily basis so as to maintain water tightness at all times
during the progress of the work.

C.

1.07

WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES

A.

Upon successful completion, final inspection and acceptance of the installation, BondCote Roofing
Systems shall issue one of the following Warranties:
1. BONDCOTE PREMIUM WARRANTY - Available on new construction, tear-off, and recovery
applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the insulation,
building use, membrane type, and status of installing contractor.
See 2011 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
2. BONDCOTE STANDARD WARRANTY - Available on new construction, tear-off, and recovery
applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the insulation,
building use, membrane type, and status of installing contractor.
See 2011 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
3. BONDCOTE LIMITED MATERIALS WARRANTY – Available on new construction, tear-off,
and recovery applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the
insulation, building use, membrane type, and status of installing contractor.
See 2011 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
4. BONDCOTE FULL SYSTEM WARRANTY - Available with either the BondCote Premium or
Standard Warranties on applications utilizing BondCor roof insulation and BondEdge accessories.
Contact BCRS for specific requirements and per job approvals.
5. See WARRANTIES section in the BCRS Technical Manual for additional requirements, restrictions and procedures.
Installer shall furnish BondCote Roofing Systems with a Two Year Workmanship Guarantee as
specified and agreed to in the executed BondCote Contractor Agreement.

B.
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PART II - PRODUCTS
2.01

GENERAL

A.

Provide products, which are manufactured or accepted by BondCote Roofing Systems for the
application indicated and specified. Where components are to be used which are not supplied by
BondCote Roofing Systems, Installer shall submit list to BondCote Roofing Systems for review and
acceptance.
The Designer, Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining the applicability and
suitability of all materials and the roof system for the specific application.

B.

2.02
A.

MEMBRANE
FIELD AND FLASHING MEMBRANE: BondCote Polyester Reinforced NBP Membranes with the
following physical properties. (See 1.07 WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES for usage limitations):

E- Plus (72" wide)
Property

ASTM D4434 Requirement

50 mil

60 mil

80 mil

FleeceBond

0.045 Type III

0.050

0.060

0.080

0.050
(membrane
only)

Warp

200 Type III

316

348

412

316

Fill

200 Type III

287

322

404

287

Warp

15 Type IIIA

38

38

38

38

Fill

15 Type IIIA

37

37

37

37

75

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Breaking strength, min, % of original

90

≥90

≥90

≥90

≥90

Elongation, min, % of original

90

≥90

≥90

≥90

≥90

Warp

45 Type III

57

59

64

57

Fill

45 Type III

77

84

93

77

Low temperature bend

D2136

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Accelerated weathering

G53

Cracking (7x magnification)

none

None

None

None

None

Crazing (7x magnification)

none

None

None

None

None

Warp

0.5

-0.4

-0.4

-0.4

-0.4

Fill

0.5

0

0

0

0

Static Puncture Resistance

D5602

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Dynamic Puncture Resistance

D5635

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Thickness, nominal, in

Breaking strength, min, lbf/in

Elongation at break, min, %

ASTM Test
Method
D751

D751

D751

Seam strength, min % of tensile or breaking strength
D751
Retention of properties after heat aging

Tearing strength, min

Linear dimensional change, max, %

D751

D751

D1204

A

For reinforcing fabric only; elongation of PVC material shall be 250% MD and 220% XMD.
The physical properties listed above are average typical values.
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B.

UNREINFORCED FLASHING MEMBRANE - For flashing irregular surfaces where reinforced
membrane or molded accessories are not practical. See UNIVERSAL DETAILS.

2.03

FASTENERS AND STRESS PLATES

A.

FASTENERS: Provide Fasteners, which are supplied ONLY by BondCote Roofing Systems for the
application and substrates indicated. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS
Technical Manual for complete descriptions of the fasteners. BCRS Fasteners include:
1. BCRS Screws - For steel, wood and structural concrete decks, with minimum penetration depths
as follows:
a. Steel Decks - 3/4"
b. Wood Decks - 1"
c. Concrete Decks - 1"
2. BCRS Concrete Anchors - For poured in place structural, pre-cast, concrete or other structural
decks, 3000 PSI or greater, 1" minimum penetration.
3. BCRS Peel Rivets - For light gauge steel, aluminum, gypsum, other lightweight concrete and
cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) decks.
4. BCRS Decklite Fasteners - For gypsum and cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) decks; approved
on per-job basis ONLY; field pullout tests required.
5. BCRS Masonry Anchors – For use in attaching BCRS flashing through termination bar into
various masonry substrates.
6. BCRS Zac Anchor - For use in attaching BCRS flashing through termination bar into steel, wood
or masonry substrates.

B.

STRESS PLATES: Provide stress plates for use in conjunction with BCRS Fasteners as supplied ONLY
by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application and warranties indicated. See MATERIALS AND
ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for complete descriptions of the stress plates.
BCRS Stress Plates include:
Physical Data:
2" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin
screw type fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
2 3/8" Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin
screw type fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
3" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches insulation to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin screw type
fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
BCRS Seam Batten Bar
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate, see BCRS Technical Services for
specific uses and fastener compatibility.

2.04

BCRS ACCESSORIES AND ADHESIVE

A.

BCRS ACCESSORIES: BondCote Roofing Systems' standard accessories shall be used to form a
complete roofing system. Only those accessories that are supplied or otherwise approved by BCRS are
acceptable for warranty. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical
Manual for complete descriptions of the accessories. BCRS Accessories include:
1. BCRS Masonry Anchors and Zac Anchors - For flashing attachment to various substrates
2. BCRS Termination Bar - Type II ("Y" Bar), Type III (Crescent Bar).
3. BondEdge Fascia System - Kynar Finished Aluminum or Galvanized Steel Snap-on Edge.
4. BCRS Coated Metal - 20 Mil, Unsupported membrane bonded to 24 gauge Galvanized Steel, 4' x
10' Sheets.
5. BCRS Molded Pipe Boots – small (fits approx. 1”-3” penetrations), medium (fits approx. 2-1/2”5" penetrations), large (fits approx. 4-1/2"-6" penetrations)
6. BCRS Molded Outside Corners - 4" x 4" x 4"
7. BCRS Pipe Banding
MA-4
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8.
9.
B.

BCRS Caulk
BCRS Traffic Protection Material

BCRS CONTACT ADHESIVE D (not for use with FleeceBond Plus): BCRS Adhesive D is a contact
type bonding adhesive designed for bonding BondCote membranes to horizontal and vertical surfaces.
This adhesive has been engineered to provide ultimate bonding strength and meet all strength VOC
regulations in the USA
Approximate Application Rate
Substrates
Smooth Plywood
2 gal./sq.
Concrete Block (Sealed)
2 gal./sq.
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
2-1/2 gal./sq.
NOTES:
1. Application rates include approximately ½ - ¾ gal/sq. applied to underside of membrane.
2. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous
surfaces, such as unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.

C.

BCRS ADHESIVE WB: Water based bonding adhesive used to adhere BondCote FleeceBond, plain
backed and flashing membrane to acceptable substrates. Approximate application rates for bonding
the membrane are as follows:
Approximate Application Rate
1-1/2 gal./sq.
1-3/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.
2-1/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.

Substrates
Smooth Plywood
Smooth Structural Concrete
Concrete Block (Sealed)
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
Smooth Brick

NOTES:
1. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous surfaces,
such as unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.
D.

BCRS ADHESIVE C: Single surface, solvent-based adhesive designed for bonding BCRS FleeceBond
membrane to horizontal surfaces. Adhesive C may be used to adhere plain backed membrane to limited
vertical flashing surfaces. Contact Technical Services for proper application specifications. This
adhesive is California VOC Complaint and environmentally safe. Approximate application rate for
bonding the membrane using BCRS Adhesive C to the substrate only is 75-100 square feet per gallon.
Coverage rate depends on the porosity of the substrate, application method and weather conditions.
Mate when adhesive is partially dry (tacky to the touch) and apply pressure by means of a roller or
push broom.

E.

APPLICATION: Surfaces to be mated should be clean and free of oil, grease, dirt, or other
contaminants that might interfere with the bonding process. BCRS Adhesive C may be used as a
contact type adhesive. Contact Technical Services for specific application specifications. Adhesives
shall be thoroughly stirred prior to application by hand or mechanical mixing. Mate the membrane to
the substrate, with no bubbles or wrinkles. Brush or roll in the membrane to ensure the total adhesion.
For more specific application instructions and limitations, refer to the BCRS SPECIFICATIONS and
the instructions on the adhesive.

2.05

INSULATION/COVER BOARDS

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Insulation shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
2. Insulation shall meet the thickness or thermal resistance requirements prescribed by the Owner,
Designer or Energy Code.
3. Insulation shall be compatible with BondCote membrane.
4. Insulation shall provide a minimum of 15 PSI compressive strength.
MA-5
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5.
B.

Insulation shall be a minimum of 1/2" thick (1” in recovery applications), unless otherwise
approved by BCRS Technical Services.

APPROVED TYPES:
1. POLYISOCYANURATE with fiberglass facer.
2. POLYISOCYANURATE with organic or inorganic facer.
3. ISOCYANURATE/PERLITE with fiberglass facer.
4. RIGID FIBERGLASS with fiberglass facer.
5. EXTRUDED POLYSTYRENE
6. EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE
7. DENS DECK
8. STRATA GUARD
9. WOOD FIBER with asphalt impregnated side down
NOTES:
a. All fiberglass facers shall be non asphaltic.
b. All polystyrene insulation shall either be faced on both sides or covered with an approved
separator sheet.

2.06

VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
2. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be approved by manufacturer for use in
mechanically attached roofing installations.
3. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be compatible with insulation and/or other components of the roofing system.

B.

ATTACHMENT:
1. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers may be loosely laid, adhered or mechanically attached.

2.07

LUMBER AND PLYWOOD

A.

NAILERS AND BLOCKING:
1. New wood nailers and blocking shall be fire and rot resistant, #2 or better wolmanized or osmose
treated. Creosote or asphaltic treated lumber is unacceptable.
2. All lumber must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 19 percent after treatment.

B.

PLYWOOD:
1. New plywood shall be APA rated, 1/2" minimum, smooth surfaced, exterior grade.
2. All plywood must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 15 percent after treatment.

2.08

ROOF TRAFFIC PROTECTION

A.

BCRS TRAFFIC PROTECTION MATERIAL
1.

DESCRIPTION - BCRS Traffic Protection Material is used to provide protection to the
BondCote Membrane in high-traffic areas or underneath wood sleepers or other roof-mounted
equipment.

2.

SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES
Composition:
Reinforced heat weldable NBP
Color:
Red or Gray
Thickness:
.060 in.
Sizes:
100 ft. x 36 in.
Configuration: Flat bottom with rigid non-slip surface on topside.
INSTALLATION: Install Protection Material over dry clean surfaces positioning the materials
long direction to run parallel to and between the field seams where possible. Heat weld all

3.
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perimeter edges of the material removing any wrinkles or bridging as needed. Probe welds and
repair any voids as needed.
B.

ALTERNATE CONCRETE PAVERS: Pavers shall be precast concrete units specifically designed to be
used for rooftop traffic protection.
1.

Pavers are to be set on an additional layer of BondCote Membrane.

PART III - EXECUTION
3.01

GENERAL

A.

The installer shall coordinate the installation so that each area is made watertight at the end of each
day.
Inspect all surfaces to receive work specified herein.
Application of materials constitutes agreement that substrate is suitable for the installation of the
BondCote Roofing System specified.

B.
C.

3.02

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION

A.

The substrate must be structurally sound and suitable to accept the new roof system. BondCote
Roofing Systems recommends roof test cuts and fastener pullout tests to verify deck condition and
adequate fastener pullout resistance on tear off and recovery applications.
The substrate must be smooth and free of debris, sharp edges and other surface irregularities which
would preclude the installation of the roof system as specified prior to the start of the work.
All roof deck types and constructions shall conform to applicable Factory Mutual, code and/or
insurance requirements.
TEAR OFF AND RECOVERY:
1. The specifier and/or installer shall determine the condition of the existing roofing, deck and other
aspects of the building to ensure that all are structurally sound and do not preclude the intended
watertight performance of the new roof system.
2. Installer shall take all precautions necessary to protect newly installed roofing against products of
demolition. Any contaminated membrane shall be cut out and replaced with new membrane.
3. All rotten, deteriorated or otherwise unsound decking shall be removed and/or replaced prior to
the installation of the new roof system.
4. Existing base flashings may remain as long as they are sound, moisture free and well attached.
Otherwise, existing base flashing must be removed, with an adequate separator placed between
bitumen contaminated areas and the membrane. If the existing flashing has surface asphalt
contamination, an adequate separator must be used. Depending on the requirement for full
adhesion of the flashing to the wall, this separator may consist of one of the following:
a. A layer of 1/2 inch minimum plywood (See 2.07, B) mechanically attached to the wall with
appropriate anchors for adhered flashing, or one layer of 10 mil minimum polyethylene, or
other approved sheathing, attached to the wall if flashings are to be loosely attached.
5. All lead jacks, sleeves or other existing flashing materials shall be removed from vent stacks.
6. All roof drains shall be thoroughly cleaned of bitumen contamination and shall be in watertight
condition with adequate clamping capability. Replace defective components or whole units as
required.
7. On recovery applications, the following requirements apply:
a. All existing wet insulation and roofing shall be removed and replaced with new materials. The
Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for locating and replacing wet materials. THE
BONDCOTE WARRANTIES DO NOT COVER DAMAGE CAUSED BY WET
INSULATION.
b. Existing aggregate surfacing may remain as long as it is broomed to a smooth and level
condition. The determination as to the removal of aggregate surfacing shall be dictated by
weight considerations and/or Specifier preference. Scratch and remove bitumen/aggregate
accumulations or other irregularities to provide a smooth and uniform surface.

B.
C.
D.
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c.
d.

Cut all blisters, drain if and as required, and lay flat. Sealing of blisters with compatible sealer
is not required, but is left to Specifier's preference.
For recovery applications over roofs other than built-up roofs, consult with BondCote Roofing
Systems.

E.

VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS:
1. BondCote Roofing Systems does not require the installation of vapor retarders as a qualification for
warranty on most projects. However, on some installations involving extreme interior heat and/or
relative humidity, extremely cold winter environments, etc., a vapor retarder may be advisable.
The Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining those installations where a vapor
retarder is required. Consult with BCRS for recommendations for such projects or other specialty
usage structures such as freezer/cold storage facilities.
2. Air pressure barriers are required under the following circumstances:
a. When the new roof system is installed directly over air permeable decks such as, steel, nontongue and groove wood plank, unblocked plywood, precast concrete, gypsum planks without
grouted joints and cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) planks.
b. Structures with extreme interior positive pressure (0.5 to 1.0 inches of water) or structures with
large openings such as warehouses or aircraft hangers.
c. In lieu of an air pressure barrier in these circumstances, two layers of insulation with offset
joints from top to bottom may be installed.
3. When installing vapor retarders and air pressure barriers, all side laps, end laps, penetrations, walls,
etc. shall be sealed in accordance with that manufacturer's instructions.
4. Under normal conditions on recovery installations, an existing built-up roof may be considered an
adequate air pressure barrier.

3.03

WOOD NAILERS AND BLOCKING

A.

Existing or new wood nailers shall be anchored to resist anticipated loads. Spacing and fastener
embedment shall conform to Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheet 1-49.
Thickness shall be as required to match substrate or insulation height, with a maximum allowable
variance of + or - 1/4 inch. Wood nailers anchored to masonry or steel shall be a minimum of 1.5” by
5.5” and of Douglas Fir, Southern Yellow Pine or wood having similar decay-resistant properties.
Any existing woodwork that is to be reused shall be firmly anchored in place, shall resist a minimum
force of 175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction and be free from rot.

B.
C.

3.04

INSULATION INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of insulation and roofing so that area covered will be watertight by the end of
each workday.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the insulation. The substrate shall
be clean, dry and smooth, with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken, ruptured or
delaminated surfaces.
The insulation shall be laid out with its longest dimension perpendicular to the long membrane
direction. All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than 1/4 inch.
Insulation shall be neatly cut to fit snugly around penetrations and projections.
The insulation shall be mechanically attached to the roof deck with BCRS Fasteners and 3" Plates. See
BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS for insulation attachment requirements based upon board size.
Install tapered insulation where necessary to provide drainage as required by specifier.
Multi-layer insulation installations may be used in lieu of an air pressure barrier over air permeable
decks (See 3.02, E) or when otherwise required by specifier.
The second layer of insulation shall be laid out so that its long joints are offset from those of the first
layer by a minimum of 6 inches. All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than 1/8 inch.
On FleeceBond installations, the membrane may be installed directly over smooth and level substrates,
such as plywood or concrete decks, smooth BUR, etc.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

3.05

MEMBRANE INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of roofing so that area covered will be watertight by the end of each workday.
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B.
C.

The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the membrane. The substrate shall
be clean, dry and smooth with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken, ruptured or
delaminated surfaces.
FIELD MEMBRANE INSTALLATION:
1. Start at the lowest point and proceed up the slope. All field laps are to be shingled as far as
practical.
2. Roll out the entire length of the first membrane sheet and position it exactly in its desired position.
a. The membrane shall be perpendicular to the corrugation of steel decks on all applications.
3. Using the factory markings as a guide, attach the membrane at the side laps with appropriate
BCRS Fasteners and Plates. Fasten all end laps at the same spacing as the side laps. See APPENDIX for required fastener type and spacing based upon deck type.
4. Roll out the second and all succeeding sheets to achieve a minimum 4-inch overlap with the
preceding sheet, following the factory marked lap line.
5. Heat weld the succeeding sheet to the preceding sheet as outlined in 3.05, F.

D.

SPECIAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:
1. Install a minimum of two half sheets at all roof perimeters and at the high side of all elevation
changes greater than 3'. Install additional half sheets as required by building code, insurance
requirements or contract documents. The roof perimeter is defined as 40% of the roof height or
10% of the least plan dimension.
2. The field membrane shall be mechanically fastened into the deck at the base of all parapets, walls,
curbs, and other similar penetrations with appropriate BCRS Fasteners and Membrane Plates at a
spacing not to exceed the field membrane spacing. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.
a. As an alternative to screw and plate fastening in these areas, see BCRS DETAIL MA-2B

E.

FLASHINGS:
1. All flashings are to be completed and made watertight on a daily basis.
2. All walls, edges, curbs, penetrations, etc. are to be flashed utilizing BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS
and standard accessories.
3. All flashings are to be heat welded to the field membrane as outlined in 3.05,F.
4. All vertical flashings rising in height less than 8", excluding pipe boots and pitch pans, must have
prior written approval from BondCote Roofing Systems.

F.

SEAMING:
1. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS for specific overlap/strip seam requirements.
2. All membrane surfaces to be welded must be clean and free of moisture, adhesive and/or foreign
debris.
3. All field seams are to be hot air welded to achieve a minimum 1" wide weld. Use automatic
welder on all continuous seams wherever possible. Areas where the automatic welder cannot be
used are to be welded with handheld hot air welders.
4. Daily inspections must be made on all welded seams (field, details, flashings, etc.) by job foreman
and/or supervisor to ensure watertight integrity of seams.
5. Seam inspections are to be made visually for obvious defects and physically with a dull pointed
instrument.
6. All unwelded seams found during the inspection are to be addressed immediately as follows:
a. Re-weld seam with hand held welder to provide minimum 1" continuous uniform weld with no
wrinkles, or
b. Weld new membrane strips over problem areas. Strips shall be minimum 4" width.

3.06

SHEET METAL AND TRIM

A.

Metal, other than BCRS Coated Metal or BondEdge, and its securement are not covered under any
BondCote Warranty unless previously approved.
Complete all metal work in conjunction with roofing and flashing so that a watertight condition exists
daily.
Metal shall be installed to provide adequate resistance to bending and to allow for normal thermal
expansion and contraction.
Metal joints shall be watertight.

B.
C.
D.
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E.
F.

Metal flashings shall have a 4-inch minimum nailing flange and shall be fastened into solid wood
blocking with fasteners of the same type as shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.
Continuous metal hook strips are required if BCRS Coated Metal fascia exceeds 5 inches in width.
Hook strip is to be fastened 12 inches on center into wood nailer or masonry wall, or as otherwise
shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS or Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheet 1-49.

3.07

ROOF WALKWAYS

A.

Roof walkways are recommended around routinely maintained rooftop equipment or for roof areas subjected to foot traffic as directed by Owner or Specifier.
Roof walkways consisting of BCRS Traffic Protection material is to be installed as shown in BCRS
DETAIL DRAWINGS.
Roof walkways other than BCRS Traffic Protection Material and their attachment, are not covered
under any BondCote Roofing Systems Warranty.

B.
C.

3.08

TEMPORARY NIGHT SEALS

A.

Install a night seal at the end of each day's work. Contractor has the option to use whatever method is
preferred; however, any contaminated membrane must be discarded upon commencement of the next
day's work. BONDCOTE ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR
THE PERFORMANCE OF NIGHT SEALS OR RESULTANT DAMAGE.

3.09

INSPECTION AND WARRANTY

A.

At completion of the installation, the Installer shall submit a Completion of Work/Request For Warranty
Form to BondCote Roofing Systems. A Technical Representative of BondCote Roofing Systems will
then be scheduled to thoroughly inspect the roof for warranty issuance.
Once the newly installed roofing system has been inspected and accepted by BondCote Roofing
Systems, a warranty will be issued in accordance with the terms and conditions established prior to job
start.

B.

THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THESE SPECIFICATIONS HAS BEEN DEVELOPED
BASED ON TESTS AND EVALUATIONS MADE BY BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS FOR
STANDARD ROOFING APPLICATIONS. BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS DOES NOT
CLAIM THAT IN YOUR PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES THE RESULTS YOU OBTAIN
FROM THE USE OF THE MATERIAL WILL BE THE SAME AS DESCRIBED IN THE
SPECIFICATION. YOU SHOULD TEST THE MATERIAL TO DETERMINE IF IT IS SUITABLE
FOR YOUR PARTICULAR APPLICATION. BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS ASSUMES NO
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY CONCLUSIONS, INTERPRETATIONS OR DEVIATIONS MADE
BY YOU BASED ON THE INFORMATION MADE AVAILABLE.
THIS PUBLICATION SUPERSEDES ANY PREVIOUS SPECIFICATION PUBLISHED BY
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS.
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MEMBRANE FASTENING SPECIFICATIONS
Non-Factory Mutual Installations

STEEL DECK2
- 22 Ga. & Greater
X
X
X
- 24 Ga.
X
X
X
- 26 Ga.
X
X
X
X
X
- Less Than 26 Ga.
X
X
X
X
WOOD DECK
- 3/4" & Thicker
X
X
X
- 1/2" To 5/8"
X
X
X
- Less Than 1/2"
X
X
X
X
CONCRETE DECK3,4
- Slab, 3000 psi min
X
X
X
X
- Precast
X
X
X
X
- Lightweight 5
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GYPSUM DECK
X
X
X
CEMENT WOOD FIBER
X
X
FIBERGLASS DECK
1 See Section 4, BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES and SPECIFICATIONS for stress plate
options.
2 Use adjustable, clutch-driven screw gun.
3 Requires predrilling. Refer to Section 4, BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES.
4 Use ratchet action, impact type driver.
5 Fastener type and spacing to be based on deck type beneath lightweight concrete. Screw type
fasteners may be used based on adequate pullout resistance.
- End of Mechanically Attached Roof System Specification -
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Consult BCRS

Pullout Test Req'd

9" OC

12 " OC

SPACING
18" OC

Peel Rivet

Decklite

Concrete Anchor

# 14 Screw

Use this chart to determine the
membrane fastener spacing to meet
BondCote's minimum requirement of 60
psf. Pressurized buildings, buildings
over 50 ft. high or buildings in high wind
zones or coastal areas may have
special requirements. Consult Designer
for wind load requirements.

#15 Screw XHD

BCRS FASTENER TYPE1

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

BondCote Roofing Systems
509 Burgis Avenue
Pulaski, Virginia 24301
800-368-2160
www.bondcote.com

FULLY ADHERED ROOF SYSTEM
Specifications
PART I - GENERAL
1.01

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Furnish and install a complete fully adhered roofing system utilizing BondCote polyester reinforced, hot air
welded thermoplastic NBP (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Polymer Blend) single ply membrane, incorporating
BCRS accessories and other components as specified.

1.02

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

All roofing work shall be performed by an installer who is qualified and experienced in installations of this
nature, and who has been trained and certified by BondCote Roofing Systems.
Upon completion, the roofing system shall be inspected by a BondCote Roofing Systems Technical
Representative to verify that the system has been installed according to specifications and details.

B.

1.03

SUBMITTALS

A.

Prior to the start of any roofing work, the installer shall submit a list of material they intend to furnish and
specifications to be followed, along with a BCRS Project Approval Form. Any deviations from this
specification or standard detail drawings shall also be submitted for review and approval.
The installer shall submit certification that the system proposed has been tested and has the minimum
physical properties required. See PART II - PRODUCTS
Before fabrication, delivery or installation of the work, submit to the Owner's Representative a letter of
certification from BondCote Roofing Systems accepting or approving the roofing installer who will perform
work under this specification.

B.
C.

1.04

PRODUCT DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING

A.
B.
C.

Deliver materials with manufacturers' labels intact and legible.
Inspect all delivered materials to ensure that they are undamaged and in good condition.
STORE ROOFING INSULATION, MEMBRANE AND ALL OTHER MOISTURE SENSITIVE MATERIALS
INDOORS, OR ON RAISED PLATFORMS COVERED WITH SUITABLE WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE
COVERINGS. FACTORY WRAP ON INSULATION, MEMBRANE, ETC. IS NOT SUITABLE
WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE COVERING. PROVIDE CONTINUOUS PROTECTION AGAINST
WETTING OF MATERIALS.
All sealants and adhesives shall be stored to maintain a temperature of 45˚ or higher.
Take all precautions necessary so as not to overload the roof structure with stored materials.
All flammable materials shall be stored in a cool dry area away from sparks and open flames. Follow
precautions outlined on container or supplied by material manufacturer/supplier.
Remove and properly dispose of damaged or wet materials from project site.

D.
E.
F.

G.
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1.05

JOB CONDITIONS

A.

There are no restrictions or guidelines prescribed by BondCote Roofing Systems as to temperature for installation of BondCote membrane. Productivity related to the sealants and adhesives will dictate temperature and relative humidity limitations. Welding BondCote membranes should not be attempted when wet.
Areas to be welded must be free of any moisture.
Do not install decking, insulation, roofing or flashings during inclement weather, on wet or frost-covered
surfaces, during rainfall, blowing dust or extremely high winds.
Install only as much of the new insulation and roofing as can be made watertight on a daily basis.
All work shall be completed without exposing the building interior, its contents or inhabitants to the effects
of inclement weather. The installer assumes all responsibility for maintaining the building dry during the
progress of the work.
Remove all dust, dirt and debris from all surfaces to receive new materials.
If any unusual condition is discovered that will preclude installation of the roof system as specified, immediately stop work and make building watertight until a resolution is reached with the Owner and
BondCote Roofing Systems.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.

1.06

SEQUENCING/SCHEDULING

A.
B.

Start at the lowest point and shingle laps according to conventional roofing practice wherever possible.
Arrange work so as to avoid the use of newly installed roofing for traffic, materials storage and movement of
equipment. If unavoidable, installer shall be responsible for providing necessary protection so as to avoid
damage.
Complete installation of new materials on a daily basis so as to maintain water tightness at all times during
the progress of the work.

C.

1.07
A.

B.

WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES
Upon successful completion, final inspection and acceptance of the installation, BondCote Roofing Systems
will issue one of the following Warranties:
1.
BONDCOTE PREMIUM WARRANTY - Available on new construction, tear-off, and recovery
applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the insulation,
building use and membrane type.
See 2003 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties available from BCRS Technical Services.
2.
BONDCOTE STANDARD WARRANTY - Available on new construction, tear-off, and recovery
applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the insulation,
building use and membrane type.
See 2003 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties available from BCRS Technical Services.
3.
BONDCOTE LIMITED MATERIALS WARRANTY – Available on new construction, tear-off, and
recovery applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the
insulation, building use and membrane type.
See 2003 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties available from BCRS Technical Services.
4.
BONDCOTE FULL SYSTEM WARRANTY - Available with either the BondCote Premium or
Standard Warranties on applications utilizing BondCor roof insulation and BondEdge accessories.
Contact BCRS for specific requirements and per job approvals.
5.
See WARRANTIES section in the BCRS Technical Manual for additional requirements, restrictions
and procedures.
Installer shall furnish BondCote Roofing Systems with a Two Year Workmanship Guarantee as specified
and agreed to in the executed BCC Contractor Agreement.
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PART II - PRODUCTS
2.01

GENERAL

A.

Provide products which are manufactured or accepted by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application
indicated and specified. Where components are to be used which are not supplied by BondCote Roofing
Systems, Installer shall submit list to BondCote Roofing Systems for review and acceptance.
The Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining the applicability and suitability of all
materials and the roof system for the specific application.

B.

2.02

MEMBRANE

A.

FIELD AND FLASHING MEMBRANE: BondCote Polyester Reinforced NBP Membranes with the
following physical properties. (See 1.07 WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES for usage limitations):

E- Plus (72" wide) Series
Property
Thickness, nominal, in

Breaking strength, min, lbf/in

Elongation at break, min, %

ASTM Test
Method

ASTM D4434 Requirement 40 mil

50 mil

60 mil

80 mil

FleeceBond

0.045 Type III 0.036 Type IV

0.040

0.050

0.060

0.080

0.050
(membrane
only)

Warp

200 Type III 275 Type IV

330

380

415

440

380

Fill

200 Type III 275 Type IV

310

343

372

400

343

Warp

15 Type III 25 Type IV

31

32

32

35

30

Fill

15 Type III 25 Type IV

34

36

36

43

35

75

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

D751

D751

D751

Seam strength, min % of tensile or breaking strength
D751
Retention of properties after heat aging

D751

Breaking strength, min, % of original

90

>90

>90

>90

>90

>90

Elongation, min, % of original

90

>90

>90

>90

>90

>90

Tearing strength, min

D751
Warp

45 Type III 90 Type IV

54

58

61

73

58

Fill

45 Type III 90 Type IV

52

56

59

60

56

Low temperature bend

D2136

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Accelerated weathering

G53

Cracking (7x magnification)

none

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Crazing (7x magnification)

none

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Warp

0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

Fill

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

Linear dimensional change, max, %

D1204

Change in weight after immersion in water, max, %
D570

± 3.0

<2

<2

<2

<2

<2

Static Puncture Resistance

D5602

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Dynamic Puncture Resistance

D5635

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

The physical properties listed above are average typical values.
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B.

UNREINFORCED FLASHING MEMBRANE - For flashing irregular surfaces where reinforced
membrane or molded accessories are not practical. See UNIVERSAL DETAILS.

2.03

FASTENERS AND STRESS PLATES

A.

FASTENERS: Provide Fasteners which are supplied ONLY by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application and substrates indicated. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical
Manual for complete descriptions of the fasteners. BCRS Fasteners include:
1. BCRS Screws - For steel, wood and structural concrete decks, with minimum penetration depths as
follows:
a. Steel Decks - 3/4"
b. Wood Decks - 1"
c. Concrete Decks - 1"
2. BCRS Concrete Anchors - For poured in place structural, pre-cast, concrete or other structural
decks, 3000 PSI or greater, 1" minimum penetration.
3. BCRS Peel Rivets - For light gauge steel, gypsum, other lightweight concrete and cementitious
wood fiber (Tectum) decks.
4. BCRS Decklite Fasteners - For gypsum and cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) decks; approved
on per-job basis ONLY; field pullout tests required.
5. BCRS Masonry Anchors – For use in attaching BCRS flashing through termination bar into
various masonry substrates.
6. BCRS Zac Anchor - For use in attaching BCRS flashing through termination bar into steel, wood
or masonry substrates.

B.

STRESS PLATES: Provide stress plates for use in conjunction with BCRS Fasteners as supplied ONLY
by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application and warranties indicated. See MATERIALS AND
ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for complete descriptions of the stress plates.
BCRS Stress Plates include:
Physical Data:
2" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin
screw type fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
2 3/8" Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin
screw type fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
3" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches insulation to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin screw type
fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
BCRS Seam Batten Bar
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate, see BCRS Technical Services for specific uses
and fastener compatibility.

2.04

BCRS ACCESSORIES AND ADHESIVE

A.

BCRS ACCESSORIES: BondCote Roofing Systems' standard accessories shall be used to form a complete
roofing system. Only those accessories which are supplied or otherwise approved by BCRS are acceptable
for warranty. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for complete
descriptions of the accessories. BCRS Accessories include:
1. BCRS Masonry Anchors and Zac Anchors - For flashing attachment to various substrates
2. BCRS Termination Bar - Type II ("Y" Bar), Type III (Crescent Bar).
3. BondEdge Fascia System - Kynar Finished Aluminum or Galvanized Steel Snap-on Edge.
4. BCRS Coated Metal - 20 Mil, Unsupported NBP bonded to 24 gauge Galvanized Steel, 4' x 10'
Sheets.
5. BCRS Molded Pipe Boots - 2", 4", 6"
6. BCRS Molded Outside Corners - 4" x 4" x 4"
7. BCRS Pipe Banding
8. BCRS Caulk
FA-4
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9.
B.

BCRS Traffic Protection Material

BCRS ADHESIVE B (not for use with FleeceBond Plus): Solvent based contact adhesive used to adhere
BondCote Standard Width and E Plus roofing and flashing membrane to acceptable substrates (horizontal
and vertical conditions). Approximate application rates for bonding the membrane are as follows:
Approximate Application Rate
2 gal./sq.
2 gal./sq.
2-1/2 gal./sq.
2 gal./sq.

Substrates
Smooth Plywood
Concrete Block (Sealed)
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
Smooth Brick

NOTES:
1. Application rates include approximately 1/2 - 3/4 gal/sq. applied to underside of membrane.
2. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous surfaces,
such as unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.
C.

BCRS ADHESIVE WB: Water based bonding adhesive used to adhere BondCote Standard Width , E Plus,
and FleeceBond Plus (horizontal conditions only) roofing and flashing membrane to acceptable substrates.
Approximate application rates for bonding the membrane are as follows:
Approximate Application Rate
1-1/2 gal./sq.
1-3/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.
2-1/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.

Substrates
Smooth Plywood
Smooth Structural Concrete
Concrete Block (Sealed)
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
Smooth Brick

NOTES:
1. Application rates include approximately 1/2 gal/sq. applied to underside of membrane.
2. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous surfaces,
such as unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.
D.

BCRS ADHESIVE C: Single surface, solvent based adhesive designed for bonding BCRS FleeceBond
membrane to acceptable horizontal substrates. Adhesive C may be used to adhere plain backed
membrane to limited vertical flashing surfaces. Contact Technical Services for proper application
specifications. This adhesive is California VOC complaint and environmentally safe. Approximate
application rate for bonding the membrane using BCRS Adhesive C to the substrate only is 75-100
square feet per gallon. Coverage rate depends on the porosity of the substrate, application method and
weather conditions. Mate when adhesive is partially dry (tacky to the touch) and apply pressure by
means of a roller or push broom.

E.

APPLICATION
Surfaces to be mated should be clean and free of oil, grease, dirt, or other contaminants that might
interfere with the bonding process .BCRS Adhesive C may be used as a contact type adhesive. Contact
Technical Services for specific application specifications. Adhesives shall be thoroughly stirred prior to
application by hand or mechanical mixing. Mate the membrane to the substrate, with no bubbles or
wrinkles. Brush or roll in the membrane to ensure the total adhesion. For more specific application
instructions and limitations, refer to the BCRS SPECIFICATIONS and the instructions on the
adhesive.
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2.05

INSULATION

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Insulation shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
2. Insulation shall be compatible with BondCote Membrane.
3. Insulation shall provide a minimum of 15 PSI compressive strength.
4. Insulation shall be a minimum of 1/2" thick, unless otherwise approved by BCRS Technical Services.

B.

APPROVED TYPES:
1. POLYISOCYANURATE with fiberglass facer.
2. POLYISOCYANURATE with organic or inorganic facer.
3. ISOCYANURATE/PERLITE with fiberglass facer.
4. RIGID FIBERGLASS with fiberglass facer
5. EXTRUDED POLYSTYRENE
6. EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE
7. DENS DECK
8. STRATA GUARD
9. WOOD FIBER with asphalt impregnated side down
NOTES:
a. All fiberglass facers shall be non asphaltic.
b. All polystyrene insulation shall be covered with another acceptable insulation.

2.06

VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1.
2.
3.

Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be approved by manufacturer for use in mechanically
attached roofing installations.
Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be compatible with insulation and/or other components
of the roofing system.

B.

ATTACHMENT:
1. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers may be loosely laid, adhered or mechanically attached.

2.07.

LUMBER AND PLYWOOD

A.

NAILERS AND BLOCKING:
1. New wood nailers and blocking shall be fire and rot resistant, #2 or better wolmanized or osmose
treated. Creosote or asphaltic treated lumber is unacceptable.
2. All lumber must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 19 percent after treatment.

B.

PLYWOOD:
1. New plywood shall be APA rated, 1/2" minimum, smooth surfaced, exterior grade.
2. All plywood must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 15 percent after treatment.

2.08
A.

ROOF TRAFFIC PROTECTION
BCRS TRAFFIC PROTECTION MATERIAL
1.

DESCRIPTION -BCRS Traffic Protection Material is used to provide protection to the BondCote
Membrane in high-traffic areas or underneath wood sleepers or other roof-mounted equipment.

2.

SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES
Composition:
Laminated reinforced heat weldable NBP
Color:
Red or Gray
FA-6
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Thickness:
Sizes:
Configuration:
3.

1/8 in.
100 ft. x 36 in.
Flat bottom with rigid non slip surface on top side.

INSTALLATION
Install Protection Material over dry clean surfaces positioning the materials long direction to run
parallel to and between the field seams where possible. Heat weld all perimeter edges of the
material removing any wrinkles or bridging as needed. Probe welds and repair any voids as
needed.

B.

ALTERNATE CONCRETE PAVERS: Pavers shall be precast concrete units specifically designed to be used
for roof-top traffic protection.

C.

Pavers are to be set on an additional layer of BondCote Membrane.

PART III - EXECUTION
3.01

GENERAL

A.
B.
C.

The installer shall coordinate the installation so that each area is made watertight at the end of each day.
Inspect all surfaces to receive work specified herein.
Application of materials constitutes agreement that substrate is suitable for the installation of the Bond
Cote Roofing System specified.

3.02

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION

A.

The substrate must be structurally sound and suitable to accept the new roof system. BondCote Roofing
Systems recommends roof test cuts and fastener pullout tests to verify deck condition and adequate fastener pullout resistance on tear-off and recovery applications.
The substrate must be smooth and free of debris, sharp edges and other surface irregularities which would
preclude the installation of the roof system as specified prior to the start of the work.
All roof deck types and constructions shall conform to applicable Factory Mutual, code and/or insurance
requirements.
NEW CONSTRUCTION:
1. Concrete And Plywood Decks - BCRS will approve, on a per job basis only, adhering the membrane
directly to smooth, clean concrete slab and plywood decks. Otherwise a minimum of one layer of
insulation shall be installed.
2. All Other Decks - Steel, wood plank, gypsum, cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) and lightweight
concrete decks shall all have a minimum of one layer of insulation installed.
TEAR-OFF AND RECOVER:
1. The specifier and/or installer shall determine the condition of the existing roofing, deck and other
aspects of the building to ensure that all are structurally sound and do not preclude the intended
watertight performance of the new roof system.
2. Installer shall take all precautions necessary to protect newly installed roofing against products of
demolition. Any contaminated membrane shall be cut out and replaced with new membrane.
3. All rotten, deteriorated or otherwise unsound decking shall be removed and replaced prior to the
installation of the new roof system.
4.
Existing base flashings may remain as long as they are sound, moisture free and well attached.
Otherwise, existing base flashing must be removed, with an adequate separator placed between
bitumen contaminated areas and the membrane. If the existing flashing has surface asphalt
contamination, an adequate separator must be used. Depending on the requirement for full adhesion of
the flashing to the wall, this separator may consist of one of the following:
a. A layer of 1/2 inch minimum plywood (See 2.07, B) mechanically attached to the wall with
appropriate anchors for adhered flashing, or one layer of 10 mil minimum polyethylene, or other
approved sheeting, attached to the wall if flashings are to be loosely attached.
5. All lead jacks, sleeves or other existing flashing materials shall be removed from vent stacks.
6. All roof drains shall be thoroughly cleaned of bitumen contamination and shall be in watertight

B.
C.
D.

E.
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7.

condition with adequate clamping capability. Replace defective components or whole units as
required.
On recovery applications, the following requirements apply:
a. All existing wet insulation and roofing shall be removed and replaced with new materials. The
Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for locating and replacing wet materials.
BONDCOTE WARRANTIES DO NOT COVER DAMAGE CAUSED BY WET INSULATION.
b. Existing aggregate surfacing may remain as long as it is broomed to a smooth and level condition.
The determination as to the removal of aggregate surfacing shall be dictated by weight
considerations and/or Specifier preference. Scratch and remove bitumen/aggregate accumulations
or other irregularities so as to provide a smooth and uniform surface.

F.

VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS:
1. BondCote Roofing Systems does not require the installation of vapor retarders as a qualification for
warranty on most projects. However, on some installations involving extreme interior heat and/or
relative humidity, extremely cold winter environs, etc., a vapor retarder may be advisable. The
Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining those installations where a vapor
retarder is required. Consult with BCRS for recommendations on such projects or other specialty
usage structures such as freezer/cold storage facilities.
2. Air pressure barriers are required under the following circumstances:
a. When the new roof system is installed directly over air permeable decks such as, steel, nontongue and groove wood plank, unblocked plywood, precast concrete, gypsum planks without
grouted joints and cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) planks.
b. Structures with extreme interior positive pressure (0.5 to 1.0 inches of water) or structures with
large openings such as warehouses or aircraft hangers.
c. In lieu of an air pressure barrier in these circumstances, two layers of insulation with offset joints
from top to bottom may be installed.
3. When installing vapor retarders and air pressure barriers, all side laps, end laps, penetrations, walls,
etc. shall be sealed in accordance with that manufacturer's instructions.
4. Under normal conditions on recovery installations, the existing built-up roofing may be considered an
adequate air pressure barrier.

3.03

WOOD NAILERS AND BLOCKING

A.

Nailers shall be anchored to resist a minimum force of 175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction.
Fastener spacing shall be a maximum of 3 feet on center. Fasteners shall be installed within 6 inches of
each end. Spacing and fastener embedment shall conform to Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheet
1-49.
Thickness shall be as required to match substrate or insulation height, with a maximum allowable variance
of + or - 1/4 inch.
Any existing woodwork that is to be reused shall be firmly anchored in place, shall resist a minimum force
of 175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction and be free from rot.

B.
C.

3.04

INSULATION INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of insulation and roofing so that area covered will be completely watertight by the
end of each work day.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the insulation. The substrate shall be
clean, dry and smooth with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken, ruptured or
delaminated surfaces.
The insulation shall be laid out with its longest dimension perpendicular to the long membrane direction.
All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than 1/8 inch.
Insulation shall be neatly cut to fit snugly around penetrations and projections.
Install tapered insulation where necessary to provide positive drainage as required by specifier.
MECHANICAL ATTACHMENT:
1. Insulation shall be mechanically attached to the deck with BCRS Fasteners and 3" Plates. Fastener
type and penetration depth shall be as required by BCRS. (See APPENDIX)
2. Minimum fastening requirements shall be as shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS or as otherwise
required by Factory Mutual or insulation manufacturer.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
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G.

H.

I.

HOT ASPHALT ATTACHMENT:
1. Insulation shall be set in a continuous mopping of hot type III steep asphalt. Asphalt shall be applied
to acceptable substrate at a rate of 25 to 30 pounds per square.
2. Insulation shall be fully bonded to substrate.
3. ADHERED INSULATION INSTALLATIONS WILL REQUIRE MECHANICAL ATTACHMENT OF
THE MEMBRANE AT THE ROOF PERIMETER UNLESS OTHERWISE APPROVED BY BCRS
TECHNICAL SERVICES (SEE 3.05,D)
4. Insulations to be installed with hot asphalt shall be approved by the insulation manufacturer for asphalt
attachment.
5. If hot asphalt seeps up through the insulation joints and contaminates the surface to be adhered to,
IMMEDIATELY embed one layer of a BCRS approved separation material into the asphalt to cover the
entire area. Trim off excess material when asphalt has cooled.
ADHESIVE ATTACHMENT
1. Insulation adhesives may be used for attaching insulation. The specific adhesive must be approved, in
advance by BondCote Roofing Systems.
2. Follow all instructions, specifications, and recommendations of the insulation adhesive manufacturer.
Provide proof of manufacturer’s approval for construction and application.
MULTI-LAYER INSTALLATIONS:
1. Multi-layer insulation installations may be used in lieu of an air pressure barrier over air permeable
decks (See 3.02, F) or when otherwise required by specifier.
2. Second layer of insulation shall be laid out so that its long joints are offset from those of the first layer
by a minimum of 6". All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than 1/4 inch.
3. If insulation is to be mechanically fastened, the first layer may be loosely laid, with the second layer
being attached to the deck.
4. If insulation is to be adhered with hot asphalt or other approved insulation adhesive, then both layers
must be adhered as outlined in 3.04, G and 3.04, H.
5. In some multi-layer installations, it may be desirable to use both mechanically fastened and adhered
insulation. Contact BCRS for per job consideration.

3.05

MEMBRANE INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of roofing so that area covered will be completely watertight by the end of each
work day.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the membrane. The substrate shall be
clean, dry and smooth with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken, ruptured or
delaminated surfaces.
FIELD MEMBRANE INSTALLATION:
1. If the roof has interior drainage, then center first membrane sheet in the drain valley(s) and proceed up
the slope in each direction. If the roof has edge drainage, then start at the lowest point.
2. Roll out the entire length of the first membrane sheet and position sheet exactly in its desired position.
3. Fold back the sheet so that one half of the underside of its full length is exposed. The fold shall be
smooth and wrinkle free.
4. For one sided adhesive ap[placations, the membrane may be rolled into the adhesive.
5. Using a phenolic core roller, apply BCRS Adhesive to 100% of the insulation and membrane surfaces
with no globs or puddles. Required rates of coverage for the particular substrates are outlined in
PART II-MATERIALS.
The procedure for applying the adhesive shall be as follows:
a. Apply BCRS Adhesive B to both the MEMBRANE AND INSULATION and allow to dry until
tacky to the touch with no strings.
b. Apply BCRS Adhesives WB and C to the substrate only and as specified in 2.04, B, C, D, and E.
c. ADHESIVE DRYING TIME INCREASES WITH COOLER TEMPERATURES AND/OR HIGH
RELATIVE HUMIDITY.
d. If adhesive has been contaminated by blowing dust, debris, foot traffic, etc., it must be allowed to
completely dry. Wipe the surface with a clean cloth dampened with white gas or mineral spirits,
and then apply new adhesive as outlined above.
6. Mate the prepared membrane to the coated insulation by unrolling, starting from the middle of the
sheet and working toward each end, taking extreme care to avoid wrinkles or buckles.
7. Brush or roll the membrane briskly to ensure full contact with the insulation by using a stiff push

B.

C.
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broom or weighted foam-covered roller.
Roll out the second and all succeeding sheets so as to achieve a minimum 3 inch overlap with the
preceding sheet.
9. Heat weld the unadhered sheet to the adhered sheet as outlined in 3.05 F.
10. Fold back the sheet so that its entire underside is exposed.
11. Apply BCRS Adhesive to the insulation and membrane as outlined above. DO NOT APPLY
ADHESIVE IN THE 3 INCH SIDE AND END OVERLAP AREAS.
12. Mate the coated membrane to the coated insulation and brush or roll as outlined above.
8.

D.

SPECIAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:
1. The field membrane shall be mechanically fastened into the deck at the base of all parapets, walls,
curbs and other similar penetrations exceeding two feet in width with appropriate BCRS Fasteners and
2" Membrane Plates at a spacing not to exceed 12" O.C. Fasteners and plates at the same spacing will
also be required at the base of all tapered edge strips and at roof plane changes such as peaks and
valleys.
a. As an alternative to screw and plate fastening at the base of parapets, walls, curbs, etc., the field
sheet may be turned up the vertical surface 2" and attached with BCRS Type III Termination Bar
fastened with appropriate BCRS Fasteners spaced not more than 12" O.C. See BCRS DETAIL
FA-2A and FA-2B.
2. On installations where the deck height exceeds 50 ft., installations in coastal areas (10 miles or less
from coastline), installation in high wind areas or installations on facilities with large wall openings
such as hangar or truck dock doors, contact BondCote Roofing Systems for special fastening
requirements.

E.

FLASHINGS:
1. All flashings are to be completed and made watertight on a daily basis.
2. All walls, edges, curbs, penetrations, etc. are to be flashed utilizing BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS and
standard accessories.
3. All flashings are to be heat welded to the field membrane as outlined 3.05, F.
4. All vertical flashings rising in height less than 8", excluding pipe boots and pitch pans, must have prior
written approval from BondCote Roofing Systems.

F.

SEAMING:
1. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS for specific overlap/strip seam requirements.
2. All membrane surfaces to be welded must be clean and free of moisture, adhesive and/or foreign
debris.
3. All field seams are to be hot air welded to achieve a minimum 1" wide weld. Use automatic welder on
all continuous seams wherever possible. Areas where the automatic welder cannot be used are to be
welded with handheld welders.
4. Daily inspections must be made on all welded seams (field, details, flashings, etc.) by job foreman
and/or supervisor to ensure watertight integrity of seams.
5. Seam inspections are to be made visually for obvious defects and physically with a dull pointed
instrument.
6. All unwelded seams found during the inspection are to be addressed immediately as follows:
a. Re-weld seam with hand held welder to provide minimum 1" continuous uniform weld with no
wrinkles, or
b. Weld new membrane strips over problem areas. Strips shall be minimum 4" width.

3.06

SHEET METAL AND TRIM

A.

Metal, other than BCRS Coated Metal or BondEdge, is not covered under any BondCote Warranty unless
previously approved.
Complete all metal work in conjunction with roofing and flashing so that a watertight condition exists
daily.
Metal shall be installed to provide adequate resistance to bending and to allow for normal thermal expansion and contraction.
Metal joints shall be watertight.
Metal flashings shall have a 4-inch minimum nailing flange and shall be fastened into solid wood blocking

B.
C.
D.
E.
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F.

with fasteners of the same type as shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.
Continuous metal hook strips are required if BCRS Coated Metal fascia exceeds 5 inches in width. Hook
strip is to be fastened 12 inches on center into wood nailer or masonry wall, or as otherwise shown in
BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS or Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheet 1-49.

3.07

ROOF WALKWAYS

A.

Roof walkways are recommended around routinely maintained rooftop equipment or for roof areas subjected to foot traffic as directed by Owner or Specifier.
Roof walkways consisting of BCRS traffic protection material is to be installed as shown in BCRS DETAIL
DRAWINGS.
Roof walkways other than BCRS Traffic Protection Material and their attachment are not covered under
any BondCote Roofing Systems Warranty.

B.
C.

3.08

TEMPORARY NIGHT SEALS

A.

Install a night seal at the end of each day's work. Contractor has the option to use whatever method is
preferred, however, any contaminated membrane must be discarded upon commencement of the next day's
work. BONDCOTE ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR THE
PERFORMANCE OF NIGHT SEALS OR RESULTANT DAMAGE.

3.09

INSPECTION AND WARRANTY

A.

At completion of the installation, the Installer shall submit a Completion of Work/Request For Warranty
form to BondCote Roofing Systems. A Technical Representative of BondCote Roofing Systems will then
be scheduled to thoroughly inspect the roof for defects and compliance with BCRS specifications and
details.
Once the newly installed roofing system has been inspected and accepted by BondCote Roofing Systems, a
warranty will be issued in accordance with the terms and conditions established prior to job start. This
warranty becomes effective when both the Building Owner and BCRS have signed the warranty.

B.

THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THESE SPECIFICATIONS HAS BEEN DEVELOPED BASED ON
TESTS AND EVALUATIONS MADE BY BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS FOR STANDARD
ROOFING APPLICATIONS. BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS DOES NOT CLAIM THAT IN YOUR
PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES THE RESULTS YOU OBTAIN FROM THE USE OF THE MATERIAL
WILL BE THE SAME AS DESCRIBED IN THE SPECIFICATIONS. YOU SHOULD TEST THE
MATERIAL TO DETERMINE IF IT IS SUITABLE FOR YOUR PARTICULAR APPLICATION.
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY CONCLUSIONS,
INTERPRETATIONS OR DEVIATIONS MADE BY YOU ON THE BASIS OF THE INFORMATION
MADE AVAILABLE.
THIS PUBLICATION SUPERSEDES ANY PREVIOUS SPECIFICATION PUBLISHED BY BONDCOTE
ROOFING SYSTEMS.
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MEMBRANE FASTENING SPECIFICATIONS
Non-Factory Mutual Installations

X
X2
X2
X2

X
X
X

X
X
X

X3,4 X3,4
X3,4 X3,4
X
X

GYPSUM DECK

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

Consult BCRS

12 " OC

18" OC

Peel Rivet

Decklite

Concrete Anchor

Pullout Test Req'd

X
X
X
X

SPACING
9" OC

STEEL DECK
- 22 Ga. & Greater
- 24 Ga.
- 26 Ga.
- Less Than 26 Ga.
WOOD DECK
- 3/4" & Thicker
- 1/2" To 5/8"
- Less Than 1/2"
CONCRETE DECK
- Slab, 3000 psi min
- Precast
- Lightweight 5

# 14 Screw

Use this chart to determine the
membrane fastener spacing to meet
BondCote's minimum requirements.
Pressurized buildings, buildings over 50
ft. high or buildings in high wind zones or
coastal areas may have special
requirements. Consult Designer for wind
load requirements.

#15 Screw XHD

BCRS FASTENER TYPE1

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X3
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
CEMENT WOOD FIBER
X
X
X
FIBERGLASS DECK
1 See Section 4, BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES and SPECIFICATIONS for stress plate
options.
2 Use adjustable, clutch-driven screw gun.
3 Requires predrilling. Refer to Section 4, BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES.
4 Use ratchet action, impact type driver.
5 Fastener type and spacing to be based on deck type beneath lightweight concrete. Screw type
fasteners may be used based on adequate pullout resistance.

- End of Fully Adhered Roof System Specification -
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BondCote Roofing Systems
509 Burgis Avenue
Pulaski, Virginia 24301
800-368-2160
www.bondcote.com

FULLY ADHERED FLEECEBOND PLUS ROOF SYSTEM
Specifications
PART I - GENERAL
1.01

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Furnish and install a complete fully adhered roofing system utilizing BondCote polyester reinforced, hot air
welded thermoplastic NBP (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Polymer Blend) single ply membrane, incorporating
BCRS accessories and other components as specified.

1.02

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

All roofing work shall be performed by an installer who is qualified and experienced in installations of this
nature, and who has been trained and certified by BondCote Roofing Systems.
Upon completion, the roofing system shall be inspected by a BondCote Roofing Systems Technical
Representative to verify that the system has been installed according to specifications and details.

B.

1.03

SUBMITTALS

A.

Prior to the start of any roofing work, the installer shall submit a list of material they intend to furnish and
specifications to be followed, along with a BCRS Project Approval Form. Any deviations from this
specification or standard detail drawings shall also be submitted for review and approval.
The installer shall submit certification that the system proposed has been tested and has the minimum
physical properties required. See PART II - PRODUCTS
Before fabrication, delivery or installation of the work, submit to the Owner's Representative a letter of
certification from BondCote Roofing Systems accepting or approving the roofing installer who will perform
work under this specification.

B.
C.

1.04

PRODUCT DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING

A.
B.
C.

Deliver materials with manufacturers' labels intact and legible.
Inspect all delivered materials to ensure that they are undamaged and in good condition.
STORE ROOFING INSULATION, MEMBRANE AND ALL OTHER MOISTURE SENSITIVE MATERIALS
INDOORS, OR ON RAISED PLATFORMS COVERED WITH SUITABLE WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE
COVERINGS. FACTORY WRAP ON INSULATION, MEMBRANE, ETC. IS NOT SUITABLE
WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE COVERING. PROVIDE CONTINUOUS PROTECTION AGAINST
WETTING OF MATERIALS.
All sealants and adhesives shall be stored to maintain a temperature of 45˚ or higher.
Take all precautions necessary so as not to overload the roof structure with stored materials.
All flammable materials shall be stored in a cool dry area away from sparks and open flames. Follow
precautions outlined on container or supplied by material manufacturer/supplier.
Remove and properly dispose of damaged or wet materials from project site.

D.
E.
F.
G.
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1.05

JOB CONDITIONS

A.

There are no restrictions or guidelines prescribed by BondCote Roofing Systems as to temperature for installation of BondCote membrane. Productivity related to the sealants and adhesives will dictate temperature and relative humidity limitations. Welding BondCote membranes should not be attempted when wet.
Areas to be welded must be free of any moisture.
Do not install decking, insulation, roofing or flashings during inclement weather, on wet or frost-covered
surfaces, during rainfall, blowing dust or extremely high winds.
Install only as much of the new insulation and roofing as can be made watertight on a daily basis.
All work shall be completed without exposing the building interior, its contents or inhabitants to the effects
of inclement weather. The installer assumes all responsibility for maintaining the building dry during the
progress of the work.
Remove all dust, dirt and debris from all surfaces to receive new materials.
If any unusual condition is discovered that will preclude installation of the roof system as specified, immediately stop work and make building watertight until a resolution is reached with the Owner and
BondCote Roofing Systems.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.

1.06

SEQUENCING/SCHEDULING

A.
B.

Start at the lowest point and shingle laps according to conventional roofing practice wherever possible.
Arrange work so as to avoid the use of newly installed roofing for traffic, materials storage and movement of
equipment. If unavoidable, installer shall be responsible for providing necessary protection so as to avoid
damage.
Complete installation of new materials on a daily basis so as to maintain water tightness at all times during
the progress of the work.

C.

1.07
A.

B.

WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES
Upon successful completion, final inspection and acceptance of the installation, BondCote Roofing Systems
will issue one of the following Warranties:
1.
BONDCOTE PREMIUM WARRANTY - Available on new construction, tear-off, and recovery
applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the insulation,
building use and membrane type.
See 2010 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
2.
BONDCOTE STANDARD WARRANTY - Available on new construction, tear-off, and recovery
applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the insulation,
building use and membrane type.
See 2010 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
3.
BONDCOTE LIMITED MATERIALS WARRANTY – Available on new construction, tear-off, and
recovery applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the
insulation, building use and membrane type.
See 2010 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
4. BONDCOTE FULL SYSTEM WARRANTY - Available with either the BondCote Premium or
Standard Warranties on applications utilizing BondCor roof insulation and BondEdge accessories.
Contact BCRS for specific requirements and per job approvals.
5.
See WARRANTIES section in the BCRS Technical Manual for additional requirements, restrictions
and procedures.
Installer shall furnish BondCote Roofing Systems with a Two Year Workmanship Guarantee as specified
and agreed to in the executed BCC Contractor Agreement.
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PART II - PRODUCTS
2.01

GENERAL

A.

Provide products which are manufactured or accepted by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application
indicated and specified. Where components are to be used which are not supplied by BondCote Roofing
Systems, Installer shall submit list to BondCote Roofing Systems for review and acceptance.
The Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining the applicability and suitability of all
materials and the roof system for the specific application.

B.

2.02
A.

MEMBRANE

FIELD AND FLASHING MEMBRANE: BondCote Polyester Reinforced NBP Membranes with the
following physical properties. (See 1.07 WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES for usage limitations):

B.

E- Plus (72" wide) Series
Property

ASTM Test
Method

ASTM D4434 Requirement

Thickness, nominal, in

D751

0.045

Breaking strength, min, lbf/in

D751

Elongation at break, min, %

50 mil
0.050

FleeceBond
0.050 (membrane only)

Warp

200 Type III

316

316

Fill

200 Type III

287

287

15 Type IIIA

38

38

A

15 Type III

37

37

75

Pass

Pass

90

Pass

Pass

90

Pass

Pass

Warp

45 Type III

57

57

D751
Warp
Fill

Seam strength, min % of tensile or breaking strength
D751
Retention of properties after heat aging

D751

Breaking strength, min, % of original
Elongation, min, % of original
Tearing strength, min

D751
Fill

45 Type III

77

77

Low temperature bend

D2136

Pass

Pass

Pass

Accelerated weathering

G53

Cracking (7x magnification)

none

None

None

Crazing (7x magnification)

none

None

None

Warp

0.5

-0.4

-0.4

Fill

0.5

0

0

Static Puncture Resistance

D5602

Pass

Pass

Pass

Dynamic Puncture Resistance

D5635

Pass

Pass

Pass

Linear dimensional change, max, %

D1204

A

For reinforcing fabric only; elongation of PVC material shall be 250% MD and 220% XMD.
The physical properties listed above are average typical values.
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B.

UNREINFORCED FLASHING MEMBRANE - For flashing irregular surfaces where reinforced membrane
or molded accessories are not practical. See UNIVERSAL DETAILS.

2.03

FASTENERS AND STRESS PLATES

A.

FASTENERS: Provide Fasteners which are supplied ONLY by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application and substrates indicated. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical
Manual for complete descriptions of the fasteners. BCRS Fasteners include:
1. BCRS Screws - For steel, wood and structural concrete decks, with minimum penetration depths as
follows:
a. Steel Decks - 3/4"
b. Wood Decks - 1"
c. Concrete Decks - 1"
2. BCRS Concrete Anchors - For poured in place structural, pre-cast, concrete or other structural
decks, 3000 PSI or greater, 1" minimum penetration.
3. BCRS Peel Rivets - For light gauge steel, gypsum, other lightweight concrete and cementitious
wood fiber (Tectum) decks.
4. BCRS Decklite Fasteners - For gypsum and cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) decks; approved
on per-job basis ONLY; field pullout tests required.
5. BCRS Masonry Anchors – For use in attaching BCRS flashing through termination bar into
various masonry substrates.
6. BCRS Zac Anchor - For use in attaching BCRS flashing through termination bar into steel, wood
or masonry substrates.

B.

STRESS PLATES: Provide stress plates for use in conjunction with BCRS Fasteners as supplied ONLY
by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application and warranties indicated. See MATERIALS AND
ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for complete descriptions of the stress plates.
BCRS Stress Plates include:
Physical Data:
2" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin
screw type fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
2 3/8" Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin
screw type fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
3" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches insulation to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin screw type
fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
BCRS Seam Batten Bar
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate, see BCRS Technical Services for specific uses
and fastener compatibility.

2.04

BCRS ACCESSORIES AND ADHESIVE

A.

BCRS ACCESSORIES: BondCote Roofing Systems' standard accessories shall be used to form a complete
roofing system. Only those accessories which are supplied or otherwise approved by BCRS are acceptable
for warranty. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for complete
descriptions of the accessories. BCRS Accessories include:
1. BCRS Masonry Anchors and Zac Anchors - For flashing attachment to various substrates
2. BCRS Termination Bar - Type II ("Y" Bar), Type III (Crescent Bar).
3. BondEdge Fascia System - Kynar Finished Aluminum or Galvanized Steel Snap-on Edge.
4. BCRS Coated Metal - 20 Mil, Unsupported NBP bonded to 24 gauge Galvanized Steel, 4' x 10'
Sheets.
5. BCRS Molded Pipe Boots - 2", 4", 6"
FAFB-4
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6.
7.
8.
9.
B.

BCRS Molded Outside Corners - 4" x 4" x 4"
BCRS Pipe Banding
BCRS Caulk
BCRS Traffic Protection Material

BCRS ADHESIVE WB: Water based bonding adhesive used to adhere BondCote FleeceBond Plus
(horizontal conditions only) roofing membrane to acceptable substrates. Approximate application rates for
bonding the membrane are as follows:
Approximate Application Rate
1-1/2 gal./sq.
1-3/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.
2-1/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.

Substrates
Smooth Plywood
Smooth Structural Concrete
Concrete Block (Sealed)
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
Smooth Brick

NOTES:
1. Application rates include approximately 1/2 gal/sq. applied to underside of membrane.
2. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous surfaces,
such as unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.
C.

BCRS ADHESIVE C: Single surface, solvent based adhesive designed for bonding BCRS FleeceBond
membrane to acceptable horizontal substrates. Contact Technical Services for proper application
specifications. This adhesive is California VOC complaint and environmentally safe. Approximate
application rate for bonding the membrane using BCRS Adhesive C to the substrate only is 75-100
square feet per gallon. Coverage rate depends on the porosity of the substrate, application method and
weather conditions. Mate when adhesive is partially dry (tacky to the touch) and apply pressure by
means of a roller or push broom.

D.

APPLICATION
Surfaces to be mated should be clean and free of oil, grease, dirt, or other contaminants that might
interfere with the bonding process. BCRS Adhesive C may be used as a contact type adhesive. Contact
Technical Services for specific application specifications. Adhesives shall be thoroughly stirred prior to
application by hand or mechanical mixing. Mate the membrane to the substrate, with no bubbles or
wrinkles. Brush or roll in the membrane to ensure the total adhesion. For more specific application
instructions and limitations, refer to the BCRS SPECIFICATIONS and the instructions on the
adhesive.

2.05

INSULATION

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Insulation shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
2. Insulation shall be compatible with BondCote Membrane.
3. Insulation shall provide a minimum of 15 PSI compressive strength.
4. Insulation shall be a minimum of 1/2" thick, unless otherwise approved by BCRS Technical Services.

B.

APPROVED TYPES:
1.
POLYISOCYANURATE with fiberglass facer.
2.
POLYISOCYANURATE with organic or inorganic facer.
3.
ISOCYANURATE/PERLITE with fiberglass facer.
4.
RIGID FIBERGLASS with fiberglass facer
5.
EXTRUDED POLYSTYRENE
6.
EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE
7.
DENS DECK
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8.
9.

a.
b.

STRATA GUARD
WOOD FIBER with asphalt impregnated side down
NOTES:
All fiberglass facers shall be non asphaltic.
All polystyrene insulation shall be covered with another acceptable insulation.

2.06

VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1.
2.
3.

Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be approved by manufacturer for use in mechanically
attached roofing installations.
Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be compatible with insulation and/or other components
of the roofing system.

B.

ATTACHMENT:
1. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers may be loosely laid, adhered or mechanically attached.

2.07

LUMBER AND PLYWOOD

A.

NAILERS AND BLOCKING:
1. New wood nailers and blocking shall be fire and rot resistant, #2 or better wolmanized or osmose
treated. Creosote or asphaltic treated lumber is unacceptable.
2. All lumber must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 19 percent after treatment.

B.

PLYWOOD:
1. New plywood shall be APA rated, 1/2" minimum, smooth surfaced, exterior grade.
1. All plywood must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 15 percent after treatment.

2.08 ROOF TRAFFIC PROTECTION
A.

BCRS TRAFFIC PROTECTION MATERIAL
1.

DESCRIPTION -BCRS Traffic Protection Material is used to provide protection to the BondCote
Membrane in high-traffic areas or underneath wood sleepers or other roof-mounted equipment.

2.

SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES
Composition:
Laminated reinforced heat weldable NBP
Color:
Red or Gray
Thickness:
1/8 in.
Sizes:
100 ft. x 36 in.
Configuration: Flat bottom with rigid non slip surface on top side.

3.

INSTALLATION
Install Protection Material over dry clean surfaces positioning the materials long direction to run
parallel to and between the field seams where possible. Heat weld all perimeter edges of the
material removing any wrinkles or bridging as needed. Probe welds and repair any voids as
needed.

4.

ALTERNATE CONCRETE PAVERS: Pavers shall be precast concrete units specifically designed to be
used for roof-top traffic protection. Pavers are to be set on an additional layer of BondCote Membrane.
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PART III - EXECUTION
3.01

GENERAL

A.

The installer shall coordinate the installation so that each area is made watertight at the end of each
day.
Inspect all surfaces to receive work specified herein.
Application of materials constitutes agreement that substrate is suitable for the installation of the Bond
Cote Roofing System specified.

B.
C.

3.02

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION

A.

The substrate must be structurally sound and suitable to accept the new roof system. BondCote
Roofing Systems recommends roof test cuts and fastener pullout tests to verify deck condition and
adequate fastener pullout resistance on tear-off and recovery applications.
The substrate must be smooth and free of debris, sharp edges and other surface irregularities which
would preclude the installation of the roof system as specified prior to the start of the work.
All roof deck types and constructions shall conform to applicable Factory Mutual, code and/or
insurance requirements.
NEW CONSTRUCTION:
1.
Concrete and Plywood Decks - BCRS will approve on a per job basis only, adhering
FleeceBond Plus membrane directly to cellular concrete, wood planks, plywood decks, or a
smooth, clean, primed concrete slab. Otherwise a minimum of one layer of insulation shall
be installed.
2.
All Other Decks - Steel, gypsum and cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) decks shall all have a
minimum of one layer of insulation installed.
TEAR-OFF AND RECOVER:
1.
The specifier and/or installer shall determine the condition of the existing roofing, deck and
other aspects of the building to ensure that all are structurally sound and do not preclude the
intended watertight performance of the new roof system.
2.
Installer shall take all precautions necessary to protect newly installed roofing against
products of demolition. Any contaminated membrane shall be cut out and replaced with new
membrane.
3.
All rotten, deteriorated or otherwise unsound decking shall be removed and replaced prior to
the installation of the new roof system.
4.
Existing base flashings may remain as long as they are sound, moisture free and well
attached. Otherwise, existing base flashing must be removed, with an adequate separator
placed between bitumen contaminated areas and the membrane. This separator may consist
of one of the following:
a.
A layer of 2 inch minimum plywood (See 2.07, B) mechanically attached to the
wall with appropriate anchors, or
b.
One layer of 10 mil minimum polyethylene, or other approved sheeting, adhered to
the wall with BCRS Adhesive (if flashings are to be loosely attached).
5.
All lead jacks, sleeves or other flashing materials shall be removed from vent stacks.
6.
All roof drains shall be thoroughly cleaned of bitumen contamination and shall be in
watertight condition with adequate clamping capability. Replace defective components or
whole units as required.
7.
On recovery applications, the following requirements apply:
a.
All existing wet insulation and roofing shall be removed and replaced with new
materials. The Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for locating and
replacing wet materials. THE BONDCOTE WARRANTIES DO NOT COVER
DAMAGE CAUSED BY WET INSULATION.
b.
Existing aggregate surfacing may remain as long as it is broomed to a smooth and
level condition and an insulation board is installed. The determination as to the
removal of aggregate surfacing shall be dictated by weight considerations and/or

B.
C.
D.

E.
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F.

Specifier preference. Scratch and remove bitumen/aggregate accumulations or
other irregularities so as to provide a smooth and uniform surface.
VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS:
1.
BondCote Roofing Systems does not require the installation of vapor retarders as a
qualification for warranty on most projects. However, on some installations involving
extreme interior heat and/or relative humidity, extremely cold winter environments, etc., a
vapor retarder may be advisable. The Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for
determining those installations where a vapor retarder is required. Consult with BCRS for
recommendations on such projects or other specialty usage structures such as freezer/cold
storage facilities.
2.
Air pressure barriers are required under the following circumstances:
a.
When the new roof system is installed directly over air permeable decks such as,
steel, non-tongue and groove wood plank, unblocked plywood, precast concrete,
gypsum planks without grouted joints and cementitious wood fiber (Tectum)
planks.
b.
Structures with extreme interior positive pressure (0.5 to 1.0 inches of water) or
structures with large openings such as warehouses or aircraft hangers.
c.
In lieu of an air pressure barrier in these circumstances, two layers of insulation
with offset joints from top to bottom may be installed.
3.
When installing vapor retarders and air pressure barriers, all side laps, end laps, penetrations,
walls, etc. shall be sealed in accordance with that manufacturer's instructions.
4.
Under normal conditions on recovery installations, the existing built-up roofing may be considered an adequate air pressure barrier.

3.03

WOOD NAILERS AND BLOCKING

A.

Nailers shall be anchored to resist a minimum force of 175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction.
Fastener spacing shall be a maximum of 3 feet on center. Fasteners shall be installed within 6 inches
of each end. Spacing and fastener embedment shall conform to Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data
Sheet 1-49.
Thickness shall be as required to match substrate or insulation height, with a maximum allowable
variance of + or - 1/4 inch.
Any existing woodwork that is to be reused shall be firmly anchored in place, shall resist a minimum
force of 175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction and be free from rot.

B.
C.

3.04

INSULATION INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of insulation and roofing so that area covered will be completely watertight by
the end of each work day.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the insulation. The substrate shall
be clean, dry and smooth with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken, ruptured or
delaminated surfaces.
The insulation shall be laid out with its longest dimension perpendicular to the long membrane
direction. All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than 1/8 inch.
Insulation shall be neatly cut to fit snugly around penetrations and projections.
Install tapered insulation where necessary to provide positive drainage as required by specifier.
MECHANICAL ATTACHMENT:
1.
Insulation shall be mechanically attached to the deck with BCRS Fasteners and 3" Plates.
Fastener type and penetration depth shall be as required by BCRS. (See APPENDIX)
2.
Minimum fastening requirements shall be as shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS or as
otherwise required by Factory Mutual or insulation manufacturer.
ADHESIVE ATTACHMENT:
1.
Insulation shall be set in adhesive as recommended by the insulation adhesive manufacturer.
2.
Insulation boards shall be a maximum of 48” by 48”.
3.
ADHERED INSULATION INSTALLATIONS WILL REQUIRE MECHANICAL

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

G.
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H.

I.

ATTACHMENT OF THE MEMBRANE AT THE ROOF PERIMETER UNLESS OTHERWISE
APPROVED BY BCRS TECHNICAL SERVICES (SEE 3.05, D)
HOT ASPHALT ATTACHMENT:
1.
Insulation shall be set in a continuous mopping of hot type III steep asphalt. Asphalt shall be
applied to acceptable clean, primed substrate at a rate of 25 to 30 pounds per square.
2.
Insulation shall be fully bonded to substrate.
3.
ADHERED INSULATION INSTALLATIONS WILL REQUIRE MECHANICAL
ATTACHMENT OF THE MEMBRANE AT THE ROOF PERIMETER UNLESS OTHERWISE
APPROVED BY BCRS TECHNICAL SERVICES (SEE 3.05, D)
4.
Insulations to be installed with hot asphalt shall be approved by the insulation manufacturer
for asphalt attachment.
5.
If hot asphalt seeps up through the insulation joints and contaminates the surface to be
adhered to, IMMEDIATELY embed one layer of a BCRS approved separation material into
the asphalt to cover the entire area. Trim off excess material when asphalt has cooled.
MULTI-LAYER INSTALLATIONS:
1.
Second layer of insulation shall be laid out so that its long joints are offset from those of the
first layer by a minimum of 6". All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than
1/8 inch.
2.
If insulation is to be mechanically fastened, the first layer may be loosely laid, with the
second layer being attached to the deck.
3.
If insulation is to be adhered with either insulation adhesive or hot asphalt, then both layers
must be adhered as outlined in 3.04,
4.
In some multi-layer installations, it may be desirable to use both mechanically fastened and
adhered insulation. Contact BCRS for per job consideration.

3.05

MEMBRANE INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of roofing so that area covered will be completely watertight by the end of
each work day.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the membrane. The substrate shall
be clean, dry and smooth with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken, ruptured or
delaminated surfaces.
FIELD MEMBRANE INSTALLATION - BCRS ADHESIVE C and WB APPLICATION:
1.
If the roof has interior drainage, then center first membrane sheet in the drain valley(s) and
proceed up the slope in each direction. If the roof has edge drainage, then start at the lowest
point.
1.
Using a phenolic core roller, apply BCRS Adhesive C or WB to 100% of the insulation or
other approved substrate with no globs or puddles. Required rates of coverage for the
particular substrates are outlined in PART II-MATERIALS.
2.
Allow adhesive to dry as required by adhesive manufacturer; then, CAREFULLY unroll
the membrane in a smooth and wrinkle-free manner. Adhesive C and Adhesive WB are
to be mated wet, membrane may be repositioned for a short time after bonding.
3.
Brush or roll the membrane briskly to ensure full contact with the substrate by using a stiff
push broom or weighted foam-covered roller.
4.
Roll out the second and all succeeding sheets so as to achieve a minimum 4 inch overlap with
preceding sheet.
5.
Heat weld all sheets as outlined in 3.05 G.
SPECIAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:
1.
The field membrane shall be mechanically fastened into the deck at the base of all parapets,
walls, curbs and other similar penetrations exceeding two feet in width with appropriate
BCRS Fasteners and Membrane Plates at a spacing not to exceed 12" O.C. Fasteners and
plates at the same spacing will also be required at the base of all tapered edge strips and at
roof plane changes such as peaks and valleys.
a.
As an alternative to screw and plate fastening at the base of parapets, walls, curbs,
etc. See BCRS Detail FB-2B

B.

C.

D.
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2.

E.

F.

On installations where the deck height exceeds 100 ft., installations in coastal areas (10 miles
or less from coastline) or installations on facilities with large wall openings such as hangar or
truck dock doors, contact BondCote Roofing Systems for special attachment requirements.
FLASHINGS:
1.
Flashings may be FleeceBond or Standard BondCote Membranes.
2.
All flashings are to be completed and made watertight on a daily basis.
3.
All walls, edges, curbs, penetrations, etc. are to be flashed utilizing BCRS DETAIL
DRAWINGS and standard accessories.
4.
All flashings are to be heat welded to the field membrane as outlined 3.05, G.
5.
All vertical flashings rising in height less than 8", excluding pipe boots and pitch pans, must
have prior written approval from BondCote Roofing Systems.
SEAMING:
1.
See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS for specific overlap/strip seam requirements.
2.
All membrane surfaces to be welded must be clean and free of moisture, adhesive and/or
foreign debris.
3.
All field seams are to be hot air welded to achieve a minimum 1" wide weld. Use automatic
welder on all continuous seams wherever possible. Areas where the automatic welder cannot
be used are to be welded with handheld welders.
4.
Daily inspections must be made on all welded seams (field, details, flashings, etc.) by job
foreman and/or supervisor to ensure watertight integrity of seams.
5.
Seam inspections are to be made visually for obvious defects and physically with a dull
pointed instrument.
6.
All unwelded seams found during the inspection are to be addressed immediately as follows:
a.
Re-weld seam with hand held welder to provide minimum 1" continuous uniform
weld with no wrinkles, or
b.
Weld new membrane strips over problem areas. Strips shall be minimum 4" width.

3.06

SHEET METAL AND TRIM

A.

Metal, other than BCRS Coated Metal or BondEdge, is not covered under any BondCote Warranty
unless previously approved.
Complete all metal work in conjunction with roofing and flashing so that a watertight condition exists
daily.
Metal shall be installed to provide adequate resistance to bending and to allow for normal thermal
expansion and contraction.
Metal joints shall be watertight.
Metal flashings shall have a 4-inch minimum nailing flange and shall be fastened into solid wood
blocking with fasteners of the same type as shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.
Continuous metal hook strips are required if BCRS Coated Metal fascia exceeds 5 inches in width.
Hook strip is to be fastened 12 inches on center into wood nailer or masonry wall, or as otherwise
shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS or Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheet 1-49.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

3.07

ROOF WALKWAYS

A.

Roof walkways are recommended around routinely maintained rooftop equipment or for roof areas
subjected to foot traffic as directed by Owner or Specifier.
Roof walkways consisting of BCRS traffic protection material are to be installed as shown in BCRS
DETAIL DRAWINGS
Roof walkways other than BCRS Traffic Protection Material and their attachment, are not covered
under any BondCote Roofing Systems Warranty.

B.
C.

3.08

TEMPORARY NIGHT SEALS

A.

Install a night seal at the end of each day's work. Contractor has the option to use whatever method is
preferred, however, any contaminated membrane must be discarded upon commencement of the next
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day's work. BONDCOTE ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY WHATSOEVER
FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF NIGHT SEALS OR RESULTANT DAMAGE.

3.09

INSPECTION AND WARRANTY

A.

At completion of the installation, the Installer shall submit a Completion of Work/Request For
Warranty form to BondCote Roofing Systems. A Technical Representative of BondCote Roofing
Systems will then be scheduled to thoroughly inspect the roof for defects and compliance with BCRS
specifications and details.
Once the newly installed roofing system has been inspected and accepted by BondCote Roofing
Systems, a warranty will be issued in accordance with the terms and conditions established prior to job
start. This warranty becomes effective when both the Building Owner and BCRS have signed the
warranty.

B.

THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THESE SPECIFICATIONS HAS BEEN DEVELOPED
BASED ON TESTS AND EVALUATIONS MADE BY BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS FOR
STANDARD ROOFING APPLICATIONS. BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS DOES NOT CLAIM
THAT IN YOUR PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES THE RESULTS YOU OBTAIN FROM THE
USE OF THE MATERIAL WILL BE THE SAME AS DESCRIBED IN THE SPECIFICATIONS.
YOU SHOULD TEST THE MATERIAL TO DETERMINE IF IT IS SUITABLE FOR YOUR
PARTICULAR APPLICATION.
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS ASSUMES NO
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY CONCLUSIONS, INTERPRETATIONS OR DEVIATIONS MADE BY
YOU ON THE BASIS OF THE INFORMATION MADE AVAILABLE.
THIS PUBLICATION SUPERSEDES ANY PREVIOUS SPECIFICATION PUBLISHED BY
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS.
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MEMBRANE FASTENING
SPECIFICATIONS
Non-Factory Mutual Installations

STEEL DECK2
- 22 Ga. & Greater
X
X
- 24 Ga.
X
X
- 26 Ga.
X
X
X
X
- Less Than 26 Ga.
X
X
X
X
WOOD DECK
- 3/4" & Thicker
X
X
- 1/2" To 5/8"
X
X
- Less Than 1/2"
X
X
X
X
3,4
CONCRETE DECK
- Slab, 3000 psi min
X
X
X
- Precast
X
X
X
X
- Lightweight 5
X
X
X
X
X
X
GYPSUM
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CEMENTITIOUS WOOD FIBER
1 See Section 4, BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES and SPECIFICATIONS for
stress plate options.

Consult BCRS

SPACING

Pullout Test Req'd

Peel Rivet

Decklite

Concrete Anchor

# 14 Screw

Use this chart to determine the
membrane fastener spacing to meet
BondCote's minimum requirements.
Pressurized buildings, buildings over 50
ft. high or buildings in high wind zones or
coastal areas may have special
requirements. Consult Designer for wind
load requirements.

#15 Screw XHD

BCRS FASTENER TYPE1

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

2 Use adjustable, clutch-driven screw gun.
3 Requires predrilling. Refer to Section 4, BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES.
4 Use ratchet action, impact type driver.
5 Fastener type and spacing to be based on deck type beneath lightweight concrete. Screw
type fasteners may be used based on adequate pullout resistance.
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BondCote Roofing Systems
509 Burgis Avenue
Pulaski, Virginia 24301
800-368-2160
www.bondcote.com
BALLASTED ROOF SYSTEM
Specifications
PART I - GENERAL
1.01

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Furnish and install a complete mechanically attached roofing system utilizing BondCote polyester
reinforced, hot air welded thermoplastic NBP (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Polymer Blend) single ply
membrane, incorporating BCRS accessories and other components as specified.

1.02

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

All roofing work shall be performed by an installer who is qualified and experienced in installations of this
nature, and who has been trained and certified by BondCote Roofing Systems.
Upon completion, the roofing system shall be inspected by a BondCote Roofing Systems Technical
Representative to verify that the system is eligible for warranty.

B.

1.03

SUBMITTALS

A.

Prior to the start of any roofing work, the installer shall submit a list of material they intend to furnish and
specifications to be followed, along with a BCRS Project Approval Form. Any deviations from this
specification or standard detail drawings shall also be submitted for review and approval.
The installer shall submit certification that the system proposed has been tested and has the minimum
physical properties required. See PART II - PRODUCTS
Before fabrication, delivery or installation of the work, submit to the Owner's Representative a letter of
certification from BondCote Roofing Systems accepting or approving the roofing installer who will perform
work under this specification.

B.
C.

1.04

PRODUCT DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING

A.
B.
C.

Deliver materials with manufacturers' labels intact and legible.
Inspect all delivered materials to ensure that they are undamaged and in good condition.
STORE ROOFING INSULATION, MEMBRANE AND ALL OTHER MOISTURE SENSITIVE MATERIALS
INDOORS, OR ON RAISED PLATFORMS COVERED WITH SUITABLE WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE
COVERINGS. FACTORY WRAP ON INSULATION, MEMBRANE, ETC. IS NOT SUITABLE
WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE COVERING. PROVIDE CONTINUOUS PROTECTION AGAINST
WETTING OF MATERIALS.
All sealants and adhesives shall be stored to maintain a temperature of 45˚ or higher.
Take all precautions necessary so as not to overload the roof structure with stored materials.
All flammable materials shall be stored in a cool dry area away from sparks and open flames. Follow
precautions outlined on container or supplied by material manufacturer/supplier.
Remove and properly dispose of damaged or wet materials from project site.

D.
E.
F.
G.
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1.05

JOB CONDITIONS

A.

There are no restrictions or guidelines prescribed by BondCote Roofing Systems as to temperature for installation of BondCote membrane. Productivity related to the sealants and adhesives will dictate temperature and relative humidity limitations. Welding BondCote membranes should not be attempted when wet.
Areas to be welded must be free of any moisture.
Do not install decking, insulation, roofing or flashings during inclement weather, on wet or frost-covered
surfaces, during rainfall, blowing dust or extremely high winds.
Install only as much of the new insulation and roofing as can be made watertight on a daily basis.
All work shall be completed without exposing the building interior, its contents or inhabitants to the effects
of inclement weather. The installer assumes all responsibility for maintaining the building dry during the
progress of the work.
Remove all dust, dirt and debris from all surfaces to receive new materials.
If any unusual condition is discovered that will preclude installation of the roof system as specified, immediately stop work and make building watertight until a resolution is reached with the Owner and
BondCote Roofing Systems.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

1.06

SEQUENCING/SCHEDULING

A.
B.

Start at the lowest point and shingle laps according to conventional roofing practice wherever possible.
Arrange work so as to avoid the use of newly installed roofing for traffic, materials storage and movement of
equipment. If unavoidable, installer shall be responsible for providing necessary protection so as to avoid
damage.
Complete installation of new materials on a daily basis so as to maintain water tightness at all times during
the progress of the work.

C.

1.07
A.

B

WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES
Upon successful completion, final inspection and acceptance of the installation, BondCote Roofing Systems will issue one of the following Warranties:
1. BONDCOTE PREMIUM WARRANTY - Available on new construction and tear-off applications.
The length of the warranty may be 10 years depending on the insulation, building use and membrane
type.
See 2010 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
2. BONDCOTE STANDARD WARRANTY - Available on new construction, tear-off, and recovery
applications. The length of the warranty may be 10 years depending on the insulation, building use and
membrane type.
See 2010 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
3. BONDCOTE LIMITED MATERIALS WARRANTY – Available on new construction, tear-off, and
recovery applications. The length of the warranty may be 10 years depending on the insulation,
building use and membrane type.
See 2010 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
4. BONDCOTE FULL SYSTEM WARRANTY - Available with either the BondCote Premium or
Standard Warranties on applications utilizing BondCor roof insulation and BondEdge accessories.
Contact BCRS for specific requirements and per job approvals.
5. See WARRANTIES section in the BCRS Technical Manual for additional requirements, restrictions
and procedures.
Installer shall furnish BondCote Roofing Systems with a Two Year Workmanship Guarantee as specified
and agreed to in the executed BCC Contractor Agreement.
BONDCOTE WILL NOT WARRANT BALLASTED APPLICATIONS ON RESTAURANTS OR
OTHER FACILITIES WITH CHEMICAL DISCHARGES.
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PART II - PRODUCTS
2.01

GENERAL

A.

Provide products which are manufactured or accepted by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application
indicated and specified. Where components are to be used which are not supplied by BondCote Roofing
Systems, Installer shall submit list to BondCote Roofing Systems for review and acceptance.
The Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining the applicability and suitability of all
materials and the roof system for the specific application.

B.

2.02

MEMBRANE

A.

FIELD AND FLASHING MEMBRANE: BondCote Polyester Reinforced NBP Membranes with the
following physical properties. (See 1.07 WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES for usage limitations):

E- Plus (72" wide)
Property

ASTM D4434 Requirement

50 mil

60 mil

80 mil

FleeceBond

0.045 Type III

0.050

0.060

0.080

0.050
(membrane
only)

Warp

200 Type III

316

348

412

316

Fill

200 Type III

287

322

404

287

15 Type IIIA

38

38

38

38

A

15 Type III

37

37

37

37

75

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Breaking strength, min, % of original

90

≥90

≥90

≥90

≥90

Elongation, min, % of original

90

≥90

≥90

≥90

≥90

Thickness, nominal, in

Breaking strength, min, lbf/in

Elongation at break, min, %

ASTM Test
Method
D751

D751

D751
Warp
Fill

Seam strength, min % of tensile or breaking strength
D751
Retention of properties after heat aging

Tearing strength, min

D751

D751
Warp

45 Type III

57

59

64

57

Fill

45 Type III

77

84

93

77

Low temperature bend

D2136

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Accelerated weathering

G53

Cracking (7x magnification)

none

None

None

None

None

Crazing (7x magnification)

none

None

None

None

None

Warp

0.5

-0.4

-0.4

-0.4

-0.4

Fill

0.5

0

0

0

0

Static Puncture Resistance

D5602

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Dynamic Puncture Resistance

D5635

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Linear dimensional change, max, %

D1204

A

For reinforcing fabric only; elongation of PVC material shall be 250% MD and 220% XMD.
The physical properties listed above are average typical values.
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B.

2.03

UNREINFORCED FLASHING MEMBRANE - For flashing irregular surfaces where reinforced membrane
or molded accessories are not practical. See UNIVERSAL DETAILS.

FASTENERS AND STRESS PLATES

A.

FASTENERS: Provide Fasteners which are supplied ONLY by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application and substrates indicated. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical
Manual for complete descriptions of the fasteners. BCRS Fasteners include:
1. BCRS Screws - For steel, wood and structural concrete decks, with minimum penetration depths as
follows:
a. Steel Decks - 3/4"
b. Wood Decks - 1"
c. Concrete Decks - 1"
2. BCRS Concrete Anchors - For poured in place structural, pre-cast, concrete or other structural
decks, 3000 PSI or greater, 1" minimum penetration.
3. BCRS Peel Rivets - For light gauge steel, gypsum, other lightweight concrete and cementitious
wood fiber (Tectum) decks.
4. BCRS Decklite Fasteners - For gypsum and cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) decks; approved
on per-job basis ONLY; field pullout tests required.
5. BCRS Masonry Anchors – For use in attaching BCRS flashing through termination bar into
various masonry substrates.
6. BCRS Zac Anchor - For use in attaching BCRS flashing through termination bar into steel, wood
or masonry substrates.

B.

STRESS PLATES: Provide stress plates for use in conjunction with BCRS Fasteners as supplied ONLY
by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application and warranties indicated. See MATERIALS AND
ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for complete descriptions of the stress plates.
BCRS Stress Plates include:
Physical Data:
2" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin screw
type fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
2 3/8" Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin screw
type fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
3" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches insulation to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin screw type fasteners,
¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
BCRS Seam Batten Bar
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate, see BCRS Technical Services for specific uses
and fastener compatibility.

2.04

BCRS ACCESSORIES AND ADHESIVE

A.

BCRS ACCESSORIES: BondCote Roofing Systems' standard accessories shall be used to form a complete
roofing system. Only those accessories which are supplied or otherwise approved by BCRS are acceptable
for warranty. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for complete
descriptions of the accessories. BCRS Accessories include:
1. BCRS Masonry Anchors and Zac Anchors - For flashing attachment to various substrates
2. BCRS Termination Bar - Type II ("Y" Bar), Type III (Crescent Bar).
3. BondEdge Fascia System - Kynar Finished Aluminum or Galvanized Steel Snap-on Edge.
4. BCRS Coated Metal – 20 Mil, Unsupported NBP bonded to 24 gauge Galvanized Steel, 4' x 10'
Sheets.
5. BCRS Molded Pipe Boots - 2", 4", 6"
6. BCRS Molded Outside Corners - 4" x 4" x 4"
BA- 4
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7.
8.
9.
B.

BCRS Pipe Banding
BCRS Caulk
BCRS Traffic Protection Material

BCRS CONTACT ADHESIVE D (not for use with FleeceBond Plus): BCRS Adhesive D is a contact type
bonding adhesive designed for bonding BondCote membranes to horizontal and vertical surfaces. This
adhesive has been engineered to provide ultimate bonding strength and meet all strength VOC regulations
in the USA. Approximate application rates for bonding the membrane are as follows:
Substrates
Smooth Plywood
Concrete Block (Sealed)
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
Smooth Brick

Approximate Application Rate
2 gal./sq.
2 gal./sq.
2-1/2 gal./sq.
2 gal./sq.

NOTES:
1. Application rates include approximately 3/4 - 1 gal/sq. applied to underside of membrane.
2. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous surfaces,
such as unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.
C.

BCRS ADHESIVE WB: Water based bonding adhesive is used to adhere BondCote FleeceBond, plain
backed and flashing membrane to acceptable substrates. Approximate application rates for bonding the
membrane are as follows:
Substrates
Smooth Plywood
Smooth Structural Concrete
Concrete Block (Sealed)
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
Smooth Brick

Approximate Application Rate
1-1/2 gal./sq.
1-3/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.
2-1/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.

NOTES:
1. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous surfaces,
such as unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.
D.

BCRS ADHESIVE C: Single surface, solvent-based adhesive designed for bonding BCRS FleeceBond
membrane to horizontal surfaces. This adhesive is California VOC Complaint and environmentally
safe. Approximate application rate for bonding the membrane using BCRS Adhesive C to the substrate
only is 75-100 square feet per gallon. Coverage rate depends on the porosity of the substrate,
application method and weather conditions. Mate when adhesive is partially dry (tacky to the touch)
and apply pressure by means of a roller or push broom.

E.

APPLICATION: Surfaces to be mated should be clean and free of oil, grease, dirt, or other contaminants
that might interfere with the bonding process. Adhesives shall be thoroughly stirred prior to application by
hand or mechanical mixing. Mate the membrane to the substrate, with no bubbles or wrinkles. Brush or
roll in the membrane to ensure the total adhesion. For more specific application instructions and
limitations, contact BCRS or refer to the instructions on the adhesive.

2.05
A.

INSULATION
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Insulation shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
2. Insulation shall be compatible with BondCote Membrane.
3. Insulation shall provide a minimum of 15 PSI compressive strength and shall be capable of supporting,
without damage, deformation or insulating value, the intended dead load required for the ballast.
4. Insulation shall be a minimum of 1/2" thick, unless otherwise approved by BCRS Technical Services.
BA- 5
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B.

APPROVED TYPES:
1. POLYISOCYANURATE with foil/kraft facer.
2. POLYISOCYANURATE with fiberglass facer.
3. POLYISOCYANURATE with organic or inorganic facer.
4. ISOCYANURATE/PERLITE with fiberglass facer.
5. RIGID FIBERGLASS with fiberglass facer.
6. EXTRUDED POLYSTYRENE
7. EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE
8. DENS DECK
9. STRATA GUARD
10. WOOD FIBER with asphalt impregnated side down
NOTES:
a. All fiberglass facers shall be non asphaltic.
b. All polystyrene insulation shall either be faced on both sides or covered with an approved
separator sheet.

2.06

VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
2. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be approved by manufacturer for use in ballasted
roofing installations.
3. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be compatible with insulation and/or other components
of the roofing system.

B.

ATTACHMENT:
1. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers may be loosely laid, adhered or mechanically attached.

2.07

LUMBER AND PLYWOOD

A.

NAILERS AND BLOCKING
1. New wood nailers and blocking shall be fire and rot resistant, #2 or better wolmanized or osmose
treated. Creosote or asphaltic treated lumber is unacceptable.
2. All lumber must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 19 percent after treatment.

B.

PLYWOOD:
1. New plywood shall be APA rated, 1/2" minimum, smooth surfaced, exterior grade.
2. All plywood must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 15 percent after treatment.

2.08

ROOF TRAFFIC PROTECTION

A.

BCRS TRAFFIC PROTECTION MATERIAL
1.
2.

DESCRIPTION -BCRS Traffic Protection Material is used to provide protection to the BondCote
Membrane in high-traffic areas or underneath wood sleepers or other roof-mounted equipment.
SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES
Composition:
Laminated reinforced heat weldable NBP
Color:
Red or Gray
Thickness:
1/8 in.
Sizes:
100 ft. x 36 in.
Configuration: Flat bottom with rigid non slip surface on top side.
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3.

INSTALLATION
Install Protection Material over dry clean surfaces positioning the materials long direction to run
parallel to and between the field seams where possible.
Heat weld all perimeter edges of the material removing any wrinkles or bridging as needed. Probe
welds and repair any voids as needed.

B.

ALTERNATE CONCRETE PAVERS: Pavers shall be precast concrete units specifically designed to be used
for roof-top traffic protection.
1. Pavers are to be set on an additional layer of BondCote Membrane.

2.09

BALLAST

A.

Stone Ballast shall be smooth, river washed stone of size and gradation as required by ASTM D 448 for
size #4 or alternatively, #3, #24, #2, or #1 to comply with #4 Ballast as determined by ANSI/SPRI RP-4.
Stone Ballast shall be smooth, river washed stone of size and gradation as required by ASTM D 448 for
size #2 or alternatively, #1 to comply with #2 Ballast as determined by ANSI/SPRI RP-4.
Paver Ballast shall be standard concrete pavers (minimum 18 psf) or interlocking, beveled, doweled, or
contoured fit lightweight concrete pavers (minimum 10 psf).

B.
C.

PART III - EXECUTION
3.01

GENERAL

A.
B.
C.

The installer shall coordinate the installation so that each area is made watertight at the end of each day.
Inspect all surfaces to receive work specified herein.
Application of materials constitutes agreement that substrate is suitable for the installation of the BondCote
Roofing System specified.

3.02

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION

A.

The substrate must be structurally sound and suitable to accept the new roof system and withstand the
additional ballast load. BondCote Roofing Systems takes no responsibility for making this determination,
but strongly recommends that a structural evaluation be performed by a registered engineer normally
engaged in that practice. Consideration should also be given to live loads such as snow, water, etc.
The substrate must be smooth and free of debris, sharp edges and other surface irregularities which would
preclude the installation of the roof system as specified prior to the start of the work.
All roof deck types and constructions shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
TEAR OFF AND RECOVERY:
1. The specifier and/or installer shall determine the condition of the existing roofing, deck and other
aspects of the building to ensure that all are structurally sound and do not preclude the intended
watertight performance of the new roof system.
2. Installer shall take all precautions necessary to protect newly installed roofing against products of
demolition. Any contaminated membrane shall be cut out and replaced with new membrane.
3. All rotten, deteriorated or otherwise unsound decking shall be removed and/or replaced prior to the
installation of the new roof system.
4. Existing base flashings may remain as long as they are sound, moisture free and well attached.
Otherwise, existing base flashing must be removed, with an adequate separator placed between
bitumen contaminated areas and the membrane. If the existing flashing has surface asphalt
contamination, an adequate separator must be used. Depending on the requirement for full adhesion of
the flashing to the wall, this separator may consist of one of the following:
a. A layer of 1/2 inch minimum plywood (See 2.07, B) mechanically attached to the wall with
appropriate anchors for adhered flashing, or one layer of 10 mil minimum polyethylene, or other
approved sheeting, attached to the wall if flashings are to be loosely attached.

B.
C.
D.
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5.
6.
7.

All lead jacks, sleeves or other flashing materials shall be removed from vent stacks.
All roof drains shall be thoroughly cleaned of bitumen contamination and shall be in watertight
condition with adequate clamping capability. Replace defective components or whole units as
required.
On recovery applications, the following requirements apply:
a. All existing wet insulation and roofing shall be removed and replaced with new materials. The
Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for locating and replacing wet materials. THE
BONDCOTE WARRANTIES DO NOT COVER DAMAGE CAUSED BY WET INSULATION.
b. Existing aggregate surfacing may remain as long as it is broomed to a smooth and level condition.
The determination as to the removal of aggregate surfacing shall be dictated by weight
considerations and/or Specifier preference. Scratch and remove bitumen/aggregate accumulations
or other irregularities so as to provide a smooth and uniform surface.
c. Cut all blisters, drain if and as required, and lay flat. Sealing of blisters with compatible sealer is
not required, but is left to Specifier's preference.
d. For recovery applications over roofs other than built-up roofs, consult with BondCote Roofing
Systems.

E.

VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS:
1. BondCote Roofing Systems does not require the installation of vapor retarders as a qualification for
warranty on most projects. However, on some installations involving extreme interior heat and/or
relative humidity, extremely cold winter environments, etc., a vapor retarder may be advisable. The
Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining those installations where a vapor
retarder is required. Consult with BCRS for recommendations on such projects or other specialty
usage structures such as freezer/cold storage facilities.
2. Air pressure barriers are required under the following circumstances:
a. When the new roof system is installed directly over air permeable decks such as, steel, nontongue and groove wood planks, unblocked plywood, precast concrete, gypsum planks without
grouted joints and cementitious wood fiber planks.
b. Structures with extreme interior positive pressure (0.5 to 1.0 inches of water) or structures with
large openings such as warehouses or aircraft hangers.
c. In lieu of an air pressure barrier in these circumstances, two layers of insulation with offset joints
from top to bottom may be installed.
3. When installing vapor retarders and air pressure barriers, all side laps, end laps, penetrations, walls,
etc. shall be sealed in accordance with that manufacturer's instructions.
4. Under normal conditions on recovery installations, the existing built-up roofing may be considered an
adequate air pressure barrier.

3.03

WOOD NAILERS AND BLOCKING

A.

Nailers shall be anchored to resist a minimum force of 175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction.
Fastener spacing shall be a maximum of 3 feet on center. Fasteners shall be installed within 6 inches of
each end. Spacing and fastener embedment shall conform to Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheet
1-49
Thickness shall be as required to match substrate or insulation height, with a maximum allowable variance
of + or - 1/4 inch.
Any existing woodwork that is to be reused shall be firmly anchored in place, shall resist a minimum force
of 175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction and be free from rot.

B.
C.

3.04

INSULATION INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of insulation and roofing so that area covered will be completely watertight by the
end of each work day.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the insulation. The substrate shall be
clean, dry and smooth with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken, ruptured or
delaminated surfaces.

B.
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C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

The insulation shall be loosely laid with its longest dimension perpendicular to the long membrane
direction. All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than 1/8 inch.
Insulation shall be neatly cut to fit snugly around penetrations and projections.
Install tapered insulation where necessary to provide positive drainage as required by specifier.
Multi-layer insulation installations may be used in lieu of an air pressure barrier over air permeable decks
(See 3.02, E) or when otherwise required by specifier.
The second layer of insulation shall be laid out so that its long joints are perpendicular to those of the first
layer. All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than 1/4 inch.
On FleeceBond installations, the membrane may be installed directly over smooth and level substrates,
such as plywood or concrete decks, smooth BUR, etc.

3.05

MEMBRANE INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of roofing so that area covered will be completely watertight by the end of each
work day.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the membrane. The substrate shall be
clean, dry and smooth with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken, ruptured or
delaminated surfaces.
FIELD MEMBRANE INSTALLATION:
1. If the roof has interior drainage, then center first membrane sheet in the drain valley and proceed up
the slope in each direction. If the roof has edge drainage, then start at the lowest point.
2. Roll out the entire length of the first membrane sheet and position sheet exactly in its desired position.
3. Roll out the second and all succeeding sheets so as to achieve a minimum 3 inch overlap with the
preceding sheet.
4. Heat weld the succeeding sheet to the preceding sheet as outlined in 3.05F.
a. BondCote Roofing Systems recommends the use of metal tracks over the field sheet and under the
automatic welder in order to promote a smooth and wrinkle-free installation, and consistent welds.
SPECIAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:
1. The field membrane shall be mechanically fastened into the deck at the base of all parapets, walls,
curbs and other similar penetrations exceeding two feet in width with appropriate BCRS Fasteners and
Membrane Plates at a spacing not to exceed 12" O.C.
a. As an alternative to screw and plate fastening in these areas
See BCRS DETAIL B-2B.
FLASHINGS:
1. On FleeceBond installation, use standard BondCote Membrane for flashings.
2. All flashings are to be completed and made watertight on a daily basis.
3. All walls, edges, curbs, penetration, etc. are to be flashed utilizing BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS and
standard accessories.
4. All flashings are to be heat welded to the field membrane as outlined 3.05, F.
5. All vertical flashings rising in height less than 8", excluding pipe boots and pitch pans, must have prior
written approval from BondCote Roofing Systems.
SEAMING:
1. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS for specific overlap/strip seam requirements.
2. All membrane surfaces to be welded must be clean and free of moisture, adhesive and/or foreign
debris.
3. All field seams are to be hot air welded to achieve a minimum 1" wide weld. Use automatic
welder on all continuous seams wherever possible. Areas where the automatic welder cannot be
used are to be welded with handheld hot air welders.
4. Daily inspections must be made on all welded seams (field, details, flashings, etc.) by job foreman
and/or supervisor to ensure watertight integrity of seams.
5. Seam inspections are to be made visually for obvious defects and physically with a dull pointed
instrument.
6. All unwelded seams found during the inspection are to be addressed immediately as follows:
a. Re-weld seam with hand held welder to provide minimum 1" continuous uniform weld with no
wrinkles, or

B.
C.

D.

E.

F.
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b.

Weld new membrane strips over problem areas. Strips shall be minimum 4" width.

3.06

BALLAST APPLICATION

A.

Accomplish application of ballast so that area covered with new insulation and roofing is made secure by
the end of each work day. Use either temporary ballast or final ballast material placed in spot or
"hedgerow" fashion. DO NOT PLACE BALLAST OVER SEAMS UNTIL AFTER FINAL INSPECTION
AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE INSTALLATION BY BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS.
Use extreme caution when placing ballast so as to avoid damage to the installed membrane.
Do not use installed roofing for staging, storing or transporting ballast about the roof.
STONE BALLAST:
1. Furnish and install protective rock mat over membrane prior to placement of stone ballast. Rock mat
shall be approved by BondCote Roofing Systems prior to use.
2. Rock mat shall be placed with side and end laps overlapped so as to provide continuous and complete
separation of the membrane from the stone ballast.
3. Place the ballast over the rock mat and membrane at the rate(s) required by ANSI/SPRI RP-4 or local
building codes. In no case shall the ballast be placed at a rate less than ten (10) pounds per square
foot.
4. Additional ballast may be required at the building perimeter and/or corners based upon building
location, roof height, etc. Consult BondCote Roofing Systems.
PAVER BALLAST - NON-INTERLOCKING TYPE:
1. Furnish and install a protective rock mat over membrane prior to placement of paver ballast. Rock mat
shall be approved by BondCote Roofing Systems prior to use. If pedestal supported pavers are used,
install Walkpad material or minimum 80 mil membrane under each pedestal.
2. Place the pavers over the membrane at the rate(s) required by ANSI/SPRI RP-4 or local building
codes. In no case shall the pavers be placed at a rate less than twelve (12) pounds per square foot.
3. Heavier pavers may be required at the building perimeter and/or corners based upon building location,
roof height, etc. Consult BondCote Roofing Systems.
a. In lieu of heavier pavers, the same pavers may be used in all areas, with the pavers in the
perimeter and/or corner areas being strapped to each other. Consult BondCote Roofing Systems.
PAVER BALLAST INTERLOCKING TYPE:
1. Interlocking pavers may have either beveled or tongue-in-groove edges.
2. Interlocking paver system is to be designed by the paver manufacturer.
3. Place the pavers over the membrane in systematic fashion as designed by paver manufacturer.
4. Follow paver manufacturer's design relating to perimeter and/or corner securement.

B.
C.
D.

E.

F.

3.07

SHEET METAL AND TRIM

A.

Metal, other than BCRS Coated Metal or BondEdge, is not covered under any BondCote Warranty unless
previously approved.
Complete all metal work in conjunction with roofing and flashing so that a watertight condition exists
daily.
Metal shall be installed to provide adequate resistance to bending and to allow for normal thermal
expansion and contraction.
Metal joints shall be watertight.
Metal flashings shall have a 4-inch minimum nailing flange and shall be fastened into solid wood blocking
with fasteners of the same type as shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.
Continuous metal hook strips are required if BCRS Coated Metal fascia exceeds 5 inches in width. Hook
strip is to be fastened 12 inches on center into wood nailer or masonry wall, or as otherwise shown in
BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS or Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheet 1-49.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
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3.08

ROOF WALKWAYS

A.

C.

Roof walkways are recommended around routinely maintained rooftop equipment or for roof areas
subjected to foot traffic as directed by Owner or Specifier.
Roof walkways are to be installed as shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS. Only concrete pavers are
approved for use in Ballasted systems.
Roof walkways and their attachment are not covered under any BondCote Roofing Systems Warranty.

3.09

TEMPORARY NIGHT SEALS

A.

Install a night seal at the end of each day's work. Contractor has the option to use whatever method is
preferred, however, any contaminated membrane must be discarded upon commencement of the next
day's work. BONDCOTE ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY WHATSOEVER FOR
THE PERFORMANCE OF NIGHT SEALS OR RESULTANT DAMAGE.

3.10

INSPECTION AND WARRANTY

A.

At completion of the installation, the Installer shall submit a Completion of Work/Request For
Warranty form to BondCote Roofing Systems. A Technical Representative of BondCote Roofing
Systems will then be scheduled to thoroughly inspect the roof for defects and compliance with BCRS
specifications and details.
INSTALLER SHALL LEAVE ALL SEAMS EXPOSED TO ALLOW FOR INSPECTION.
Once the newly installed roofing system has been inspected and accepted by BondCote Roofing Systems, a
warranty will be issued in accordance with the terms and conditions established prior to job start. This
warranty becomes effective when both the building owner and BCRS have signed the warranty.

B.

B.
C.

THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THESE SPECIFICATIONS HAS BEEN DEVELOPED
BASED ON TESTS AND EVALUATIONS MADE BY BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS FOR
STANDARD ROOFING APPLICATIONS. BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS DOES NOT CLAIM
THAT IN YOUR PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES THE RESULTS YOU OBTAIN FROM THE
USE OF THE MATERIAL WILL BE THE SAME AS DESCRIBED IN THE SPECIFICATIONS.
YOU SHOULD TEST THE MATERIAL TO DETERMINE IF IT IS SUITABLE FOR YOUR
PARTICULAR APPLICATION.
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS ASSUMES NO
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY CONCLUSIONS, INTERPRETATIONS OR DEVIATIONS MADE BY
YOU ON THE BASIS OF THE INFORMATION MADE AVAILABLE.
THIS PUBLICATION SUPERSEDES ANY PREVIOUS SPECIFICATION PUBLISHED BY
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS.

- End of Ballasted Roof System Specification-
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BondCote Roofing Systems
509 Burgis Avenue
Pulaski, Virginia 24301
800-368-2160
www.bondcote.com
PRESSURE EQUALIZED ROOF SYSTEM
Specifications
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.01

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Furnish and install a complete pressure equalized roofing system utilizing BondCote polyester
reinforced, hot air welded thermoplastic NBP (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Polymer Blend) single ply
membrane, incorporating BondVents, BCRS Vacuum distribution material and BCRS accessories
and other components as specified.

1.02

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

All roofing work shall be performed by an installer who is qualified and experienced in installations
of this nature, and who has been trained and certified by BondCote Roofing Systems.
Upon completion, the roofing system shall be inspected by a BondCote Roofing Systems Technical
Representative to verify that the system has been installed according to specifications and details.

B.

1.03

SUBMITTALS

A.

Prior to the start of any roofing work, the installer shall submit a list of material they intend to
furnish and specifications to be followed, along with a BCRS Project Approval Form. Any
deviations from this specification or standard detail drawings shall also be submitted for review and
approval.
The installer shall submit certification that the system proposed has been tested and has the
minimum physical properties required. See PART II - PRODUCTS
Before fabrication, delivery or installation of the work, submit to the Owner's Representative a
letter of certification from BondCote Roofing Systems accepting or approving the roofing installer
who will perform work under this specification.

B.
C.

1.04

PRODUCT DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING

A.
B.
C.

Deliver materials with manufacturers' labels intact and legible.
Inspect all delivered materials to ensure that they are undamaged and in good condition.
STORE ROOFING INSULATION, MEMBRANE AND ALL OTHER MOISTURE SENSITIVE
MATERIALS INDOORS, OR ON RAISED PLATFORMS COVERED WITH SUITABLE
WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE COVERINGS. FACTORY WRAP ON INSULATION, MEMBRANE,
ETC. IS NOT SUITABLE WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE COVERING. PROVIDE CONTINUOUS
PROTECTION AGAINST WETTING OF MATERIALS.
All sealants and adhesives shall be stored to maintain a temperature of 45˚ or higher.
Take all precautions necessary so as not to overload the roof structure with stored materials.
All flammable materials shall be stored in a cool dry area away from sparks and open flames.
Follow precautions outlined on container or supplied by material manufacturer/supplier.
Remove and properly dispose of damaged or wet materials from project site.

D.
E.
F.
G.
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1.05

JOB CONDITIONS

A.

There are no restrictions or guidelines prescribed by BondCote Roofing Systems as to temperature
for installation of BondCote membrane. Productivity related to the sealants and adhesives will
dictate temperature and relative humidity limitations. Welding BondCote membranes should not be
attempted when wet. Areas to be welded must be free of any moisture.
Do not install decking, insulation, roofing or flashings during inclement weather, on wet or frostcovered surfaces, during rainfall, blowing dust or extremely high winds.
Install only as much of the new insulation and roofing as can be made watertight on a daily basis.
All work shall be completed without exposing the building interior, its contents or inhabitants to the
effects of inclement weather. The installer assumes all responsibility for maintaining the building
dry during the progress of the work.
Remove all dust, dirt and debris from all surfaces to receive new materials.
If any unusual condition is discovered that will preclude installation of the roof system as specified,
immediately stop work and make building watertight until a resolution is reached with the Owner
and BondCote Roofing Systems.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.

1.06

SEQUENCING/SCHEDULING

A.

Start at the lowest point and shingle laps according to conventional roofing practice wherever
possible.
Arrange work so as to avoid the use of newly installed roofing for traffic, materials storage and
movement of equipment. If unavoidable, installer shall be responsible for providing necessary
protection so as to avoid damage.
Complete installation of new materials on a daily basis so as to maintain water tightness at all times
during the progress of the work.

B.

C.

1.07

WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES

A.

Upon successful completion, final inspection and acceptance of the installation, BondCote Roofing
Systems shall issue one of the following Warranties:
1. BONDCOTE PREMIUM WARRANTY - Available on new construction, tear-off, and recovery
applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the
insulation, building use and membrane type.
See 2010 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
2. BONDCOTE STANDARD WARRANTY - Available on new construction, tear-off, and
recovery applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending on the
insulation, building use and membrane type.
See 2010 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
3. BONDCOTE LIMITED MATERIALS WARRANTY – Available on new construction, tear-off,
and recovery applications. The length of the warranty may be 10, 15, or 20 years depending
on the insulation, building use and membrane type.
See 2010 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties; available from BCRS Technical Services.
4. BONDCOTE FULL SYSTEM WARRANTY - Available with either the BondCote Premium or
Standard Warranties on applications utilizing BondCor roof insulation and BondEdge
accessories. Contact BCRS for specific requirements and per job approvals.
5. See WARRANTIES section in the BCRS Technical Manual for additional requirements,
restrictions and procedures.
Installer shall furnish BondCote Roofing Systems with a Two Year Workmanship Guarantee as
specified and agreed to in the executed BondCote Contractor Agreement.

B.
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PART II - PRODUCTS
2.01

GENERAL

A.

Provide products, which are manufactured or accepted by BondCote Roofing Systems for the
application, indicated and specified. Where components are to be used which are not supplied by
BondCote Roofing Systems, Installer shall submit list to BondCote Roofing Systems for review
and acceptance.
The Designer, Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining the applicability and
suitability of all materials and the roof system for the specific application.

B.

2.02

MEMBRANE

A.

FIELD AND FLASHING MEMBRANE: BondCote Polyester Reinforced NBP Membranes with the
following physical properties. (See 1.07 WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES for usage limitations):

E- Plus (72" wide)
Property

ASTM D4434 Requirement

50 mil

60 mil

80 mil

FleeceBond

0.045 Type III

0.050

0.060

0.080

0.050
(membrane
only)

Warp

200 Type III

316

348

412

316

Fill

200 Type III

343

372

400

343

Warp

15 Type IIIA

38

38

38

38

Fill

15 Type IIIA

37

37

37

37

75

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Breaking strength, min, % of original

90

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Elongation, min, % of original

90

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Warp

45 Type III

57

59

64

57

Fill

45 Type III

77

84

93

77

Low temperature bend

D2136

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Accelerated weathering

G53

Cracking (7x magnification)

none

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Crazing (7x magnification)

none

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Warp

0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

Fill

0.5

0

0

0

0

Static Puncture Resistance

D5602

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Dynamic Puncture Resistance

D5635

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Thickness, nominal, in

Breaking strength, min, lbf/in

Elongation at break, min, %

ASTM Test
Method
D751

D751

D751

Seam strength, min % of tensile or breaking strength
D751
Retention of properties after heat aging

Tearing strength, min

Linear dimensional change, max, %

D751

D751

D1204

A

For reinforcing fabric only; elongation of PVC material shall be 250% MD and 220% XMD.
The physical properties listed above are average typical values.
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B.

UNREINFORCED FLASHING MEMBRANE - For flashing irregular surfaces where reinforced
membrane or molded accessories are not practical. See UNIVERSAL DETAILS.

2.03

BONDVENTS, MOUNTING DEVICES AND HARDWARE, AND
VACUUM DISTRIBUTION MATERIAL

A.

BondVents: Specially designed and adapted assemblies, including mounting hardware, which are
wind powered vacuum producing devices. BondVents shall be provided by BondCote Roofing
Systems.
Mounting Devices and Hardware: Mounting hardware consists of standoffs, and mechanical
fastening systems. All mounting devices and hardware shall be provided by BondCote Roofing
Systems.
Vacuum Distribution Material: Vacuum distribution material consists of air porous material,
nominally 5” in width and 0.4” in thickness, compatible with the BondCote membrane.

B.

C.

2.04

MEMBRANE FASTENERS AND STRESS PLATES

A.

FASTENERS: Provide Fasteners, which are supplied ONLY by BondCote Roofing Systems for
the application and substrates indicated. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in
BCRS Technical Manual for complete descriptions of the fasteners. BCRS Fasteners include:
1. BCRS Screws - For steel, wood and structural concrete decks, with minimum penetration
depths as follows:
a. Steel Decks - 3/4"
b. Wood Decks - 1"
c. Concrete Decks - 1"
2. BCRS Concrete Anchors - For poured in place structural, pre-cast, concrete or other
structural decks, 3000 PSI or greater, 1" minimum penetration.
3. BCRS Peel Rivets - For light gauge steel, aluminum, gypsum, other lightweight concrete and
cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) decks.
4. BCRS Decklite Fasteners - For gypsum and cementitious wood fiber (Tectum) decks;
approved on per-job basis ONLY; field pullout tests required.
5. BCRS Masonry Anchors – For use in attaching BCRS flashing through termination bar into
various masonry substrates.
6. BCRS Zac Anchor - For use in attaching BCRS flashing through termination bar into steel,
wood or masonry substrates.

B.

STRESS PLATES: Provide stress plates for use in conjunction with BCRS Fasteners as supplied
ONLY by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application and warranties indicated. See
MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for complete
descriptions of the stress plates. BCRS Stress Plates include:
Physical Data:
2" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin
screw type fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
2 3/8" Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin
screw type fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
3" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches insulation to the substrate. Use with #12, #14, #15 or Purlin screw type
fasteners, ¼ in. concrete anchor or TPR.
BCRS Seam Batten Bar
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate, see BCRS Technical Services for
specific uses and fastener compatibility.
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2.05

BCRS ACCESSORIES AND ADHESIVE

A.

BCRS ACCESSORIES: BondCote Roofing Systems' standard accessories shall be used to form a
complete roofing system. Only those accessories that are supplied or otherwise approved by
BCRS are acceptable for warranty. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS
Technical Manual for complete descriptions of the accessories. BCRS Accessories include:
1. BCRS Pourable Sealer - For filling pitch pans/pockets and sealing odd shaped or difficult
penetrations
2. BCRS Termination Bar - Type II ("Y" Bar), Type III (Crescent Bar).
3. BondEdge Fascia System - Kynar Finished Aluminum or Galvanized Steel Snap-on Edge.
4. BCRS Coated Metal - 20 Mil, Unsupported NBP bonded to 24 gauge Galvanized Steel, 4' x
10' Sheets.
5. BCRS Molded Pipe Boots - 2", 4", 6"
6. BCRS Molded Outside Corners - 4" x 4" x 4"
7. BCRS Pipe Banding
8. BCRS Caulk
9. BCRS Traffic Protection Material

B.

BCRS CONTACT ADHESIVE D (not for use with FleeceBond Plus): BCRS Adhesive D is a
contact type bonding adhesive designed for bonding BondCote membranes to horizontal and
vertical surfaces. This adhesive has been engineered to provide ultimate bonding strength and
meet all strength VOC regulations in the USA. Approximate application rates for bonding the
membrane are as follows:
Approximate Application Rate
2 gal./sq.
2 gal./sq.
2-1/2 gal./sq.
2 gal./sq.

Substrates
Smooth Plywood
Concrete Block (Sealed)
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
Smooth Brick

NOTES:
1. Application rates include approximately 3/4 - 1 gal/sq. applied to underside of membrane.
2. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous
surfaces, such as unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.
C.

BCRS ADHESIVE WB: Water based bonding adhesive used to adhere BondCote FleeceBond,
plain backed and flashing membrane to acceptable substrates. Approximate application rates for
bonding the membrane are as follows:
Approximate Application Rate
1-1/2 gal./sq.
1-3/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.
2-1/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.

Substrates
Smooth Plywood
Smooth Structural Concrete
Concrete Block (Sealed)
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
Smooth Brick

NOTES:
1. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous surfaces,
such as unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.
D.

BCRS ADHESIVE C: Single surface, solvent-based adhesive designed for bonding BCRS
FleeceBond membrane to horizontal surfaces. This adhesive is California VOC Complaint and
environmentally safe. Approximate application rate for bonding the membrane using BCRS
Adhesive C to the substrate only is 75-100 square feet per gallon. Coverage rate depends on the
porosity of the substrate, application method and weather conditions. Mate when adhesive is
partially dry (tacky to the touch) and apply pressure by means of a roller or push broom.
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E.

APPLICATION: Surfaces to be mated should be clean and free of oil, grease, dirt, or other
contaminants that might interfere with the bonding process. Adhesives shall be thoroughly stirred
prior to application by hand or mechanical mixing. Mate the membrane to the substrate, with no
bubbles or wrinkles. Brush or roll in the membrane to ensure the total adhesion. For more specific
application instructions and limitations, contact BCRS or refer to the instructions on the adhesive.

2.05

INSULATION

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Insulation shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
2. Insulation shall meet the thickness or thermal resistance requirements prescribed by the
Owner, Designer or Energy Code.
3. Insulation shall be compatible with BondCote Membrane.
4. Insulation shall provide a minimum of 15 PSI compressive strength.
5. Insulation shall be a minimum of 1/2" thick, unless otherwise approved by BCRS Technical
Services.

B.

APPROVED TYPES:
1. POLYISOCYANURATE with foil/kraft facer.
2. POLYISOCYANURATE with fiberglass facer.
3. POLYISOCYANURATE with organic or inorganic facer.
4. ISOCYANURATE/PERLITE with fiberglass facer.
5. RIGID FIBERGLASS with fiberglass facer.
6. EXTRUDED POLYSTYRENE
7. EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE
8. DENS DECK
9. STRATA GUARD
10. WOOD FIBER with asphalt impregnated side down
NOTES:
a. All fiberglass facers shall be non asphaltic.
b. All polystyrene insulation shall either be faced on both sides or covered with an approved
separator sheet.

2.06

VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall meet applicable code and/or insurance
requirements.
2. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be approved by manufacturer for use in
mechanically attached roofing installations.
3. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be compatible with insulation and/or other
components of the roofing system.

B.

ATTACHMENT:
1. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers may be loosely laid, adhered or mechanically
attached.

2.07

LUMBER AND PLYWOOD

A.

NAILERS AND BLOCKING:
1. New wood nailers and blocking shall be fire and rot resistant, #2 or better wolmanized or
osmose treated. Creosote or asphaltic treated lumber is unacceptable.
2. All lumber must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 19 percent after treatment.

B.

PLYWOOD:
1. New plywood shall be APA rated, 1/2" minimum, smooth surfaced, exterior grade.
2. All plywood must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 15 percent after treatment.
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C.

ORIENTED STRAND BOARD (OSB):
1. New OSB shall be APA rated, 1/2” minimum, exterior grade.

2.08

ROOF TRAFFIC PROTECTION

A.

BCRS TRAFFIC PROTECTION MATERIAL
1.

2.

3.

DESCRIPTION - BCRS Traffic Protection Material is used to provide protection to the
BondCote Membrane in high-traffic areas or underneath wood sleepers or other roof-mounted
equipment.
SPECIFICATIONS/FEATURES
Composition:
Laminated reinforced heat weldable NBP
Color:
Red or Gray
Thickness:
.060 in.
Sizes:
100 ft. x 36 in.
Configuration: Flat bottom with rigid non-slip surface on topside.
INSTALLATION: Install Protection Material over dry clean surfaces positioning the
materials long direction to run parallel to and between the field seams where possible. Heat
weld all perimeter edges of the material removing any wrinkles or bridging as needed. Probe
welds and repair any voids as needed.

B.

ALTERNATE CONCRETE PAVERS: Pavers shall be precast concrete units specifically designed
to be used for rooftop traffic protection.

C.

Pavers are to be set on an additional layer of BondCote Membrane.

PART III - EXECUTION
3.01

GENERAL

A.

The installer shall coordinate the installation so that each area is made watertight at the end of
each day.
Inspect all surfaces to receive work specified herein.
Application of materials constitutes agreement that substrate is suitable for the installation of the
BondCote Roofing System specified.

B.
C.

3.02

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION

A.

The BondVent system is primarily designed for roofs with either concrete decks or existing roof
systems. Any special conditions that may contribute to high internal building pressures, either
before or after a wind event, should be carefully considered and evaluated. It shall be the Owner’s
responsibility or the Owner’s representative to provide any appropriate information to BondCote
regarding the building’s internal pressure.
The existing deck shall be substantially sealed to prevent air infiltration from the interior to the
roof system. The BondVent system is most appropriate for use over monolithic decks with sealed
joints. The BondVent system may be installed over wood or steel decks provided an existing roof
system is in place and provides an effective air barrier. Consult BCRS Technical Services for all
types of decks to determine deck sealing requirements prior to installation.
The substrate must be structurally sound and suitable to accept the new roof system. BondCote
Roofing Systems recommends roof test cuts and fastener pullout tests to verify deck condition and
adequate fastener pullout resistance on tear off and recovery applications.
The substrate must be smooth and free of debris, sharp edges and other surface irregularities that
would preclude the installation of the roof system as specified prior to the start of the work.
All roof deck types and constructions shall conform to applicable Factory Mutual, code and/or
insurance requirements.
TEAR OFF AND RECOVERY:

B.

C.

D.
E.
F.
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1.

G.

The specifier and/or installer shall determine the condition of the existing roofing, deck and
other aspects of the building to ensure that all are structurally sound and do not preclude the
intended watertight performance of the new roof system.
2. Installer shall take all precautions necessary to protect newly installed roofing against
products of demolition. Any contaminated membrane shall be cut out and replaced with new
membrane.
3. All rotten, deteriorated or otherwise unsound decking shall be removed and/or replaced prior
to the installation of the new roof system.
4. Existing base flashings may remain as long as they are sound, moisture free and well
attached. Otherwise, existing base flashing must be removed, with an adequate separator
placed between bitumen contaminated areas and the membrane. If the existing flashing has
surface asphalt contamination, an adequate separator must be used. Depending on the
requirement for full adhesion of the flashing to the wall, this separator may consist of one of
the following:
a. A layer of 1/2 inch minimum plywood (See 2.07, B) mechanically attached to the wall
with appropriate anchors for adhered flashing, or one layer of 10 mil minimum
polyethylene, or other approved sheeting, attached to the wall if flashings are to be
loosely attached.
5. All lead jacks, sleeves or other existing flashing materials shall be removed from vent stacks.
6. All roof drains shall be thoroughly cleaned of bitumen contamination and shall be in
watertight condition with adequate clamping capability. Replace defective components or
whole units as required.
7. On recovery applications, the following requirements apply:
a. All existing wet insulation and roofing shall be removed and replaced with new materials.
The Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for locating and replacing wet materials.
THE BONDCOTE WARRANTIES DO NOT COVER DAMAGE CAUSED BY WET
INSULATION.
b. Existing aggregate surfacing may remain as long as it is broomed to a smooth and level
condition. The determination as to the removal of aggregate surfacing shall be dictated by
weight considerations and/or Specifier preference. Scratch and remove bitumen/aggregate
accumulations or other irregularities to provide a smooth and uniform surface.
c. Cut all blisters, drain if and as required, and lay flat. Sealing of blisters with compatible
sealer is not required, but is left to Specifier's preference.
d. For recovery applications over roofs other than built-up roofs, consult with BondCote
Roofing Systems.
VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS:
1. BondCote Roofing Systems does not require the installation of vapor retarders as a
qualification for warranty on most projects. However, on some installations involving extreme
interior heat and/or relative humidity, extremely cold winter environments, etc., a vapor
retarder may be advisable. The Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining
those installations where a vapor retarder is required. Consult with BCRS for
recommendations for such projects or other specialty usage structures such as freezer/cold
storage facilities.
2. Air pressure barriers are required under the following circumstances:
a. Structures with steel, wood, or other air permeable decks.
3. When installing vapor retarders and air pressure barriers, all side laps, end laps, penetrations,
walls, etc. shall be sealed in accordance with that manufacturer's instructions.
4. Under normal conditions on recovery installations, the existing built-up roofing may be considered an adequate air pressure barrier. Contact BCRS Technical Services to determine if
existing roof is acceptable.

3.03

WOOD NAILERS AND BLOCKING

A.

Nailers shall be anchored to resist a minimum force of 175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction.
Fastener spacing shall be a maximum of 3 feet on center. Fasteners shall be installed within 6
inches of each end. Spacing and fastener embedment shall conform to Factory Mutual Loss
Prevention Data Sheet 1-49.
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B.
C.

Thickness shall be as required to match substrate or insulation height, with a maximum allowable
variance of + or - 1/4 inch.
Any existing woodwork that is to be reused shall be firmly anchored in place, shall resist a
minimum force of 175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction and be free from rot.

3.04

INSULATION INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of insulation and roofing so that area covered will be watertight by the end
of each workday.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the insulation. The substrate
shall be clean, dry and smooth, with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken,
ruptured or delaminated surfaces.
The insulation shall be laid out with its longest dimension perpendicular to the long membrane
direction. All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than 1/4 inch.
Insulation shall be neatly cut to fit snugly around penetrations and projections.
The insulation shall be mechanically attached or adhered to the roof deck with BCRS Fasteners
and 3" Plates. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS for insulation attachment requirements based upon
board size. At the perimeter area of the BondVent system, the insulation shall be attached to resist
a 90 psf wind load in an adhered application.
Install tapered insulation where necessary to provide drainage as required by specifier.
The second layer of insulation shall be laid out so that its long joints are offset from those of the
first layer by a minimum of 6 inches. All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than
1/8 inch.
On FleeceBond installations, the membrane may be installed directly over smooth and level
substrates, such as plywood or concrete decks, smooth BUR, etc.

B.

C.
D.
E.

F.
G.

H.

3.05

MEMBRANE INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of roofing so that area covered will be watertight by the end of each
workday.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the membrane. The substrate
shall be clean, dry and smooth with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken,
ruptured or delaminated surfaces.
VACUUM DISTRIBUTION MATERIAL:
1. The frequency and placement of both BondVents and Vacuum Distribution material is
determined by BCRS Technical Services based on a number of factors. The information
required to determine the frequency and placement of BondVents and Vacuum Distribution
material shall be included on the BCRS Project Approval Form. A roof plan sketch shall also
be provided to BCRS Technical Services for design of the BondVent system.
2. The location of the Vacuum Distribution Strip shall be laid out and marked on top of the
exposed roof surface (insulation, etc.) according to the BondCote-approved Project Approval
Form. A line of the Vacuum Distribution Strip shall be placed around the entire perimeter of
the roof inside the parapet wall. The Vacuum Distribution Strip shall be unrolled and held in
place by any preferred means until it can be subsequently covered by the BondCote roofing
membrane. The "temporary means" used shall not cause any significant constricting of the air
flow passage it is intended to create; and it should insure that the Strip "stays put" until it is
subsequently covered by roofing membrane. The ends of the rolls of the Strip should be
overlapped 5" minimum to insure an air conduit continuity along the location lines prescribed;
i.e., no "gaps" in the Strip are allowed.
3. Vacuum Distribution Strip Interference: When a line of Vacuum Distribution Strip is
"interfered with" by an existing object or structural feature on the roof, a double wide row of
strip shall be run around the interfering object/feature. Normally this double wide row of strip
will be located toward the center of the roof and spaced away from the interfering
object/feature a distance equal to the distance originally specified for the strip to be from the
edge of the building.
MEMBRANE FIELD INSTALLATION:
1. Start at the lowest point and proceed up the slope. All field laps are to be shingled as far as
practical.

B.

C.

D.
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2.
3.
4.
E.

F.

Roll out the entire length of the first membrane sheet and position it exactly in its desired
position.
Roll out the second and all succeeding sheets to achieve a minimum 3-inch overlap with the
preceding sheet, following the factory marked lap line.
Heat weld the succeeding sheet to the preceding sheet as outlined in 3.05, F.

SPECIAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:
1. The membrane shall be fully adhered to the insulation substrate from the edge of the roof or
base of the parapet wall out toward the center of the roof. This adhered area extends to the
point at which the Vacuum Distribution material is placed. The Vacuum Distribution material
and BondVent placement is determined by BCRS Technical Services on a project by project
basis.
2. The field membrane shall be mechanically fastened into the deck at the base of all parapets,
walls, curbs, and other similar penetrations with appropriate BCRS Fasteners and Membrane
Plates at a minimum of 12” on center. Contact BCRS for minimum requirements on all
BondVent projects. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.
a. As an alternative to screw and plate fastening in these areas. see BCRS DETAIL MA-2B.
BONDVENTS:
1. BondVent Positioning and Installation Guideline: The positioning of the BondVents
(henceforth referred to as "the Vents") shall be done in the order listed below. Interference
variations will be presented by paragraph 8, below.
2. Large Building Guidelines: Four Vents shall be positioned on the roof spaced away from the
four corners. The location of these initial four Vents shall remain fixed, irrespective of the use
of additional Vents.
a. The initial four Vents shall be spaced away from each of the four corners as follows:
Assuming the building is rectangular in plan view shape, it has 2 long sides and 2 short
sides. A roof centerline bisecting the two short sides shall be defined as the "Short Side's
Centerline." A roof centerline bisecting the two long sides shall be defined as the "Long
Side's Centerline." Each of the four initial Vents shall be spaced away from each corner
(inside surface of the intersection of the two parapet walls) towards the "Long Side's
Centerline" a
distance "A" (which is equal to "Hp," the height of the parapet wall
plus 0.03 times "Hb," the height of the building), but no less than 1-1/2 feet minimum.
Furthermore, they shall be placed towards the "Short Side's Centerline" a distance "B"
(which is equal to 2 times "A"), but not less than 41/2 feet minimum.
b. If the building is square in plan view, then arbitrarily designate two opposite "Short
Sides" and two "Long Sides" and follow the above guideline.
c. Where the distance between any of the initial four Vents is greater than 100 feet, then
additional Vents shall be added so that the maximum space between Vents is 100 feet.
These additional Vents shall be positioned so that the space between the Vents is equal.
The positioning of the additional Vents shall not alter the position of the initial four
Vents. These additional Vents shall be spaced a distance "A" (but no less than 11/2 feet
minimum) away from the inside edge of the parapet wall.
d. Where the parapet wall is three feet in height or greater, or the building height is 30 feet
or greater, the Vents shall be mounted so that the operable portion projects up to or above
the level of the parapet wall. Special extended-height Vent mounting bases are available
special order, if required.
3. Small Building Guidelines: This guideline applies to buildings whose plan view is less than
97 feet in width and 109 feet in length, assuming no parapet walls are present. If parapet walls
are present on the building, the 97 feet and 109 feet (maximum size dimensions) must be
reduced by the height of the parapet wall. This means, for example, that a building with a 5foot-high parapet wall would fall under the "Small Building Guideline" if its dimensions were
equal to or under 92 feet by 104 feet.
a. Four Vents shall be positioned on the roof spaced away from each of the four corners.
The four Vents shall be spaced away from each of the four corners as follows:
Assuming the building is rectangular in plan view shape, it has 2 long sides and 2 short
sides. A roof centerline bisecting the two short sides shall be defined as the "Short Side's
Centerline." A roof centerline bisecting the two long sides shall be defined as the "Long
Side's Centerline." Each of the four initial Vents shall be spaced away from each corner
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4.

5.

6.

(inside surface of the intersection of the two parapet walls) towards the "Short Side's
Centerline" a distance "C" (which is equal to "Hp," the height of the parapet wall plus
0.03 times "Hb," the height of the building), but no less than 1-1/2 feet minimum.
Furthermore, they shall be placed towards the "Long Side's Centerline" a distance "D"
(which is equal to 3 times "C"), but not less than 41/2 feet minimum. (In effect, this is
opposite to the "Large Building Guideline.")
b. Where the parapet wall is three feet in height or greater, or the building height is 30 feet
or greater, the Vents shall be mounted so that the operable portion projects up to or above
the level of the parapet wall.
BondVent Installation: As the roof surface is covered with seamed roofing membrane,
progressively establish the correct location for the prescribed Vents. They will be directly
over the Vacuum Distribution Strip previously installed beneath the roofing membrane.
Progressively install the Vents so they can become immediately operative as the roof
installation progresses. The Vents shall be installed according to specific instructions
provided separately.
BondVent Interference: If a Vent is "interfered with" by an existing object or structural
feature on the roof, it shall be moved to one side of the object/feature and a second additional
Vent placed on the opposite side of the object/feature. These two Vents shall be placed on
either side of the interfering object/feature a distance equal to "2 times the height of the
interfering object/feature" and the same distance from the edge of the roof as originally
specified. A Vent shall be considered as "interfered with" if its originally specified location is
within a distance of 1-1/2 times the height of the interfering object/feature. If there is
insufficient room to accommodate the "two times the height..." specification without
interfering with another existing object or structural feature then that Vent shall be moved
to the middle between the two interfering object/features, provided that there is a minimum of
6 feet between them. If there is less than 6 feet between them, then the Vent shall be moved
away from the edge of the building, past the projected line of the interfering object/features.
Where a Vent is moved to the middle between two interfering object/features it shall be
mounted so that the top of the Vent is as high as the top of interfering object/features.
There may be unusual cases where this guideline is not appropriated. BondCote will direct
special design review and specification to these cases.

G.

FLASHINGS:
1. All flashings are to be completed and made watertight on a daily basis.
2. All walls, edges, curbs, penetrations, etc. are to be flashed utilizing BCRS DETAIL
DRAWINGS and standard accessories.
3. All flashings are to be heat welded to the field membrane as outlined in 3.05,F.
4. All vertical flashings rising in height less than 8", excluding pipe boots and pitch pans, must
have prior written approval from BondCote Roofing Systems.

H.

SEAMING:
1. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS for specific overlap/strip seam requirements.
2. All membrane surfaces to be welded must be clean and free of moisture, adhesive and/or
foreign debris.
3. All field seams are to be hot air welded to achieve a minimum 1" wide weld. Use automatic
welder on all continuous seams wherever possible. Areas where the automatic welder cannot
be used are to be welded with handheld hot air welders.
4. Daily inspections must be made on all welded seams (field, details, flashings, etc.) by job
foreman and/or supervisor to ensure watertight integrity of seams.
5. Seam inspections are to be made visually for obvious defects and physically with a dull
pointed instrument.
6. All unwelded seams found during the inspection are to be addressed immediately as follows:
a. Re-weld seam with hand held welder to provide minimum 1” continuous uniform weld
with no wrinkles, or
b. Weld new membrane strips over problem areas. Strips shall be minimum 4” width.
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3.06

SHEET METAL AND TRIM

A.

Metal, other than BCRS Coated Metal or BondEdge, is not covered under any BondCote Warranty
unless previously approved.
Complete all metal work in conjunction with roofing and flashing so that a watertight condition
exists daily.
Metal shall be installed to provide adequate resistance to bending and to allow for normal thermal
expansion and contraction.
Metal joints shall be watertight.
Metal flashings shall have a 4-inch minimum nailing flange and shall be fastened into solid wood
blocking with fasteners of the same type as shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.
Continuous metal hook strips are required if BCRS Coated Metal fascia exceeds 5 inches in width.
Hook strip is to be fastened 12 inches on center into wood nailer or masonry wall, or as otherwise
shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS or Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheet 1-49.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

3.07

ROOF WALKWAYS

A.

Roof walkways are recommended around routinely maintained rooftop equipment or for roof areas
subjected to foot traffic as directed by Owner or Specifier.
Roof walkways consisting of BCRS Traffic Protection material is to be installed as shown in BCRS
DETAIL DRAWINGS.
Roof walkways other than BCRS Traffic Protection Material and their attachment, are not covered
under any BondCote Roofing Systems Warranty.

B.
C.

3.08

TEMPORARY NIGHT SEALS

A.

Install a night seal at the end of each day's work. Contractor has the option to use whatever method
is preferred; however, any contaminated membrane must be discarded upon commencement of the
next day's work. BONDCOTE ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY
WHATSOEVER FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF NIGHT SEALS OR RESULTANT DAMAGE.

3.09

INSPECTION AND WARRANTY

A.

At completion of the installation, the Installer shall submit a Completion of Work/Request For
Warranty Form to BondCote Roofing Systems. A Technical Representative of BondCote Roofing
Systems will then be scheduled to thoroughly inspect the roof for defects and compliance with
BCRS Specifications and Details.
Once the newly installed roofing system has been inspected and accepted by BondCote Roofing
Systems, a warranty will be issued in accordance with the terms and conditions established prior to
job start.

B.

THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THESE SPECIFICATIONS HAS BEEN DEVELOPED
BASED ON TESTS AND EVALUATIONS MADE BY BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS FOR
STANDARD ROOFING APPLICATIONS. BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS DOES NOT
CLAIM THAT IN YOUR PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES THE RESULTS YOU OBTAIN
FROM THE USE OF THE MATERIAL WILL BE THE SAME AS DESCRIBED IN THE
SPECIFICATION. YOU SHOULD TEST THE MATERIAL TO DETERMINE IF IT IS SUITABLE
FOR YOUR PARTICULAR APPLICATION. BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS ASSUMES NO
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY CONCLUSIONS, INTERPRETATIONS OR DEVIATIONS MADE
BY YOU Based on THE INFORMATION MADE AVAILABLE.
THIS PUBLICATION SUPERSEDES ANY PREVIOUS SPECIFICATION PUBLISHED BY
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS.
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MEMBRANE FASTENING SPECIFICATIONS
Non-Factory Mutual Installations

STEEL DECK2
- 22 Ga. & Greater
X
X
X
- 24 Ga.
X
X
X
- 26 Ga.
X
X
X
X
- Less Than 26 Ga.
X
X
X
X
WOOD DECK
- 3/4" & Thicker
X
X
X
- 1/2" To 5/8"
X
X
X
- Less Than 1/2"
X
X
X
X
3,4
CONCRETE DECK
- Slab, 3000 psi min
X
X
X
X
- Precast
X
X
X
X
- Lightweight 5
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
GYPSUM DECK
X
X
X
CEMENT WOOD FIBER
X
X
FIBERGLASS DECK
1 See Section 4, BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES and SPECIFICATIONS for stress plate
options.
2 Use adjustable, clutch-driven screw gun.
3 Requires predrilling. Refer to Section 4, BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES.
4 Use ratchet action, impact type driver.
5 Fastener type and spacing to be based on deck type beneath lightweight concrete. Screw type
fasteners may be used based on adequate pullout resistance.
- End of Pressure Equalized Roof System Specification -
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Consult BCRS

Pullout Test Req'd

9" OC

12 " OC

SPACING
18" OC

Peel Rivet

Decklite

Concrete Anchor

# 14 Screw

Use this chart to determine the
membrane fastener spacing to meet
BondCote's minimum requirements.
Pressurized buildings, buildings over 50
ft. high or buildings in high wind zones
or coastal areas may have special
requirements. Consult Designer for
wind load requirements.

#15 Screw XHD

BCRS FASTENER TYPE1

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

BondCote Roofing Systems
509 Burgis Avenue
Pulaski, Virginia 24301
800-368-2160

METAL PANEL ROOF RECOVERY ROOF SYSTEM
Specifications
PART 1 - GENERAL
1.01

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Furnish and install a complete mechanically attached roofing system utilizing BondCote polyester reinforced,
hot air welded thermoplastic NBP (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Polymer Blend) single ply membrane,
incorporating BCRS accessories and other components as specified. Roof system shall be installed over an
existing metal panel roof system. Acceptable metal panel roof systems for recovery include architectural or
structural panels, standing seam roof panels, rolled corrugated panels, and other types of metal panel roofing.

1.02

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A.

All roofing work shall be performed by an installer who is qualified and experienced in installations of this
nature, and who has been trained and certified by BondCote Roofing Systems.
Upon completion, the roofing system will be inspected by a BondCote Roofing Systems Technical
Representative to verify that the system has been installed according to specifications and details.

B.

1.03

SUBMITTALS

A.

Prior to the start of any roofing work, the installer shall submit a list of material they intend to furnish and
specifications to be followed, along with a BCRS Project Approval Form. Any deviations from this
specification or standard detail drawings shall also be submitted for review and approval.
The installer shall submit certification that the system proposed has been tested and has the minimum physical
properties required. See PART II - PRODUCTS
Before fabrication, delivery or installation of the work, submit to the Owner's Representative a letter of
certification from BondCote Roofing Systems accepting or approving the roofing installer who will perform
work under this specification.

B.
C.

1.04

PRODUCT DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING

A.
B.
C.

Deliver materials with manufacturers' labels intact and legible.
Inspect all delivered materials to ensure that they are undamaged and in good condition.
STORE ROOFING INSULATION, MEMBRANE AND ALL OTHER MOISTURE SENSITIVE MATERIALS
INDOORS, OR ON RAISED PLATFORMS COVERED WITH SUITABLE WATERPROOF PROTECTIVE
COVERINGS. FACTORY WRAP ON INSULATION, MEMBRANE, ETC. IS NOT SUITABLE WATERPROOF
PROTECTIVE COVERING.
PROVIDE CONTINUOUS PROTECTION AGAINST WETTING OF
MATERIALS.
All sealants and adhesives shall be stored to maintain a temperature of 45 F or higher.
Take all precautions necessary so as not to overload the roof structure with stored materials.
All flammable materials shall be stored in a cool dry area away from sparks and open flames. Follow
precautions outlined on container or supplied by material manufacturer/supplier.
Remove and properly dispose of damaged or wet materials from project site.

D.
E.
F.
G.
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1.05

JOB CONDITIONS

A.

There are no restrictions or guidelines prescribed by BondCote Roofing Systems as to temperature for installation of BondCote membrane. Productivity related to the sealants and adhesives will dictate temperature
and relative humidity limitations. Welding BondCote membranes should not be attempted when wet. Areas to
be welded must be free of any moisture.
Do not install decking, insulation, roofing or flashings during inclement weather, on wet or frost-covered
surfaces, during rainfall, blowing dust or extremely high winds.
Install only as much of the new insulation and roofing as can be made watertight on a daily basis.
All work shall be completed without exposing the building interior, its contents or inhabitants to the effects of
inclement weather. The installer assumes all responsibility for maintaining the building dry during the
progress of the work.
Remove all dust, dirt and debris from all surfaces to receive new materials.
If any unusual condition is discovered that will preclude installation of the roof system as specified, immediately stop work and make building watertight until a resolution is reached with the Owner and BondCote
Roofing Systems.

B.
C.
D.

E.
F.

1.06

SEQUENCING/SCHEDULING

A.
B.

Start at the lowest point and shingle laps according to conventional roofing practice wherever possible.
Arrange work so as to avoid the use of newly installed roofing for traffic, materials storage and movement of
equipment. If unavoidable, installer shall be responsible for providing necessary protection so as to avoid
damage.
Complete installation of new materials on a daily basis so as to maintain water tightness at all times during the
progress of the work.

C.

1.07

WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES

A.

Upon successful completion, final inspection and acceptance of the installation, BondCote Roofing Systems
will issue one of the following Warranties:
1. BONDCOTE PREMIUM WARRANTY - Available on new construction and tear-off applications. The
length of the warranty may be 10 years depending on the insulation, building use and membrane type.
See 2003 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties available from BCRS Technical Services.
2. BONDCOTE STANDARD WARRANTY - Available on new construction, tear-off, and recovery
applications. The length of the warranty may be 10 years depending on the insulation, building use and
membrane type.
See 2003 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties available from BCRS Technical Services.
3. BONDCOTE LIMITED MATERIALS WARRANTY – Available on new construction, tear-off, and
recovery applications. The length of the warranty may be 10 years depending on the insulation, building
use and membrane type.
See 2003 BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties available from BCRS Technical Services.
4. BONDCOTE FULL SYSTEM WARRANTY - Available with either the BondCote Premium or Standard
Warranties on applications utilizing BondCor roof insulation and BondEdge accessories. Contact BCRS
for specific requirements and per job approvals.
5. See WARRANTIES section in the BCRS Technical Manual for additional requirements, restrictions and
procedures.
Installer shall furnish BondCote Roofing Systems with a Two Year Workmanship Guarantee as specified and
agreed to in the executed BCC Contractor Agreement..
BONDCOTE WILL NOT WARRANT BALLASTED APPLICATIONS ON RESTAURANTS OR
OTHER FACILITIES WITH CHEMICAL DISCHARGES.

B.
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PART II - PRODUCTS
2.01

GENERAL

A.

Provide products which are manufactured or accepted by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application
indicated and specified. Where components are to be used which are not supplied by BondCote Roofing
Systems, Installer shall submit list to BondCote Roofing Systems for review and acceptance.
The Specifier and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining the applicability and suitability of all
materials and the roof system for the specific application.

B.

2.02

MEMBRANE

A.

FIELD AND FLASHING MEMBRANE: BondCote Polyester Reinforced NBP Membranes with the following
physical properties. (See 1.07 WARRANTIES/GUARANTEES for usage limitations):

E- Plus
Property

ASTM D4434 Requirement

50 mil

60 mil

80 mil

FleeceBond

0.045 Type III 0.036 Type IV

0.050

0.060

0.080

0.050
(membrane
only)

Warp

200 Type III 275 Type IV

380

415

440

380

Fill

200 Type III 275 Type IV

343

372

400

343

Warp

15 Type III 25 Type IV

32

32

35

30

Fill

15 Type III 25 Type IV

36

36

43

35

75

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Breaking strength, min, % of original

90

>90

>90

>90

>90

Elongation, min, % of original

90

>90

>90

>90

>90

Warp

45 Type III 90 Type IV

58

61

73

58

Fill

45 Type III 90 Type IV

56

59

60

56

Low temperature bend

D2136

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Accelerated weathering

G53

Cracking (7x magnification)

none

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Crazing (7x magnification)

none

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Warp

0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

-0.5

Fill

0.5

0

0

0

0

D570

± 3.0

<2

<2

<2

<2

Static Puncture Resistance

D5602

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Dynamic Puncture Resistance

D5635

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Thickness, nominal, in

Breaking strength, min, lbf/in

Elongation at break, min, %

ASTM Test
Method
D751

D751

D751

Seam strength, min % of tensile or breaking strength
D751
Retention of properties after heat aging

Tearing strength, min

Linear dimensional change, max, %

D751

D751

D1204

Change in weight after immersion in water, max, %
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The physical properties listed above are average typical values.

B.

UNREINFORCED FLASHING MEMBRANE - For flashing irregular surfaces where reinforced membrane or
molded accessories are not practical. See UNIVERSAL DETAILS.

2.03

FASTENERS AND STRESS PLATES

A.

FASTENERS: Provide Fasteners which are supplied ONLY by BondCote Roofing Systems for the application
and substrates indicated. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for
complete descriptions of the fasteners. BCRS Metal Panel Roof Recovery Fasteners include:
1. BCRS Screws - For metal roof panels, with ¾” minimum penetration. Pullout tests or certification of deck
composition and thickness are required.
2.

BCRS Purlin Fasteners – For fastening directly into structural purlins where existing metal panel roof
provides inadequate pullout resistance.
3.

B.

BCRS Peel Rivet – For fastening directly to thin steel, galvalume and other decks that don’t provide
sufficient pullout resistance with standard screw type fasteners.

STRESS PLATES: Provide stress plates for use in conjunction with BCRS Fasteners as supplied ONLY by
BondCote Roofing Systems for the application and warranties indicated. See MATERIALS AND
ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for complete descriptions of the stress plates. BCRS
Stress Plates include:
Physical Data:
2" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate.
Fastener: BondCote Standard, Heavy Duty, Fluted Nail, BCRS Spike or Toggle Bolt fastener.
2 3/8" Plate
Application: Attaches single-ply membrane to the substrate.
Fastener: BCRS #14 fastener, BCRS #15 XHD
3" Galvalume Plate
Application: Attaches insulation to the substrate.
Fastener: BondCote Standard, Heavy Duty, BCRS Spikes, Fluted Nail or Toggle Bolt fastener.

2.04

BCRS ACCESSORIES AND ADHESIVE

A.

BCRS ACCESSORIES: BondCote Roofing Systems' standard accessories shall be used to form a complete
roofing system. Only those accessories which are supplied or otherwise approved by BCRS are acceptable for
warranty. See MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES Section in BCRS Technical Manual for complete
descriptions of the accessories. BCRS Accessories include:
1. BCRS Masonry Anchors - For flashing attachment to masonry substrates
2. BCRS Termination Bar - Type II ("Y" Bar), Type III (Crescent Bar).
3. BondEdge Fascia System - Kynar Finished Aluminum or Galvanized Steel Snap-on Edge.
4. BCRS Coated Metal - 20 Mil, Unsupported NBP film bonded to 24 gauge Galvanized Steel, 4' x 10'
Sheets.
5. BCRS Molded Pipe Boots - 2", 4", 6"
6. BCRS Molded Outside Corners - 4" x 4" x 4"
7. BCRS Pipe Banding
8. BCRS Caulk
9. BondGard Walkpads
10. BCRS Traffic Protection Material
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B.

BCRS ADHESIVE B: Solvent based contact adhesive used to adhere BondCote roofing and flashing membrane
to acceptable substrates. Approximate application rates for bonding the membrane are as follows:
Substrates

Approximate Application Rate

Smooth Plywood
Concrete Block (Sealed)
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
Smooth Brick

2 gal./sq.
2 gal./sq.
2-1/2 gal./sq.
2 gal./sq.

NOTES:
1. Application rates include approximately 3/4 - 1 gal/sq. applied to underside of membrane.
2. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous surfaces, such
as unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.
C.

BCRS ADHESIVE WB: Water based bonding adhesive used to adhere BondCote FleeceBond, plain backed and
flashing membrane to acceptable substrates. Approximate application rates for bonding the membrane are as
follows:
Substrates

Approximate Application Rate

Smooth Plywood
Smooth Structural Concrete
Concrete Block (Sealed)
Concrete Block (Unsealed)
Smooth Brick

1-1/2 gal./sq.
1-3/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.
2-1/4 gal./sq.
1-1/2 gal./sq.

NOTES:
1. Application rates may vary with rougher or smoother surfaces. Additionally, porous surfaces, such as
unsealed block, will require a second application of adhesive.
D.

BCRS ADHESIVE C: Single surface, solvent-based adhesive designed for bonding BCRS FleeceBond
membrane to horizontal surfaces. This adhesive is California VOC Complaint and environmentally safe. Approximate application rate for bonding the membrane using BCRS Adhesive C to the substrate only is 75-100
square feet per gallon. Coverage rate depends on the porosity of the substrate, application method and weather
conditions. Mate when adhesive is partially dry (tacky to the touch) and apply pressure by means of a roller or
push broom.

E.

APPLICATION: Surfaces to be mated should be clean and free of oil, grease, dirt, or other contaminants that
might interfere with the bonding process. Adhesives shall be thoroughly stirred prior to application by hand or
mechanical mixing. Mate the membrane to the substrate, with no bubbles or wrinkles. Brush or roll in the
membrane to ensure the total adhesion. For more specific application instructions and limitations, contact
BCRS or refer to the instructions on the adhesive.

2.05

INSULATION

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Insulation shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
2. Insulation shall be compatible with BondCote Membrane.
3. Insulation shall provide a minimum of 15 PSI compressive strength.
4. Insulation shall be a minimum of 1/2" thick, unless otherwise approved by BCRS Technical Services.
5. The fill insulation shall be sized to provide an adequate substrate to support the overlay insulation.
6. The overlay insulation shall be of sufficient thickness to provide adequate spanability over the metal panel
roof ribs/seams/laps.
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B.

APPROVED TYPES:
1. POLYISOCYANURATE with foil/kraft facer.
2. POLYISOCYANURATE with fiberglass facer.
3. POLYISOCYANURATE with organic or inorganic facer.
4. ISOCYANURATE/PERLITE with fiberglass facer.
5. RIGID FIBERGLASS with fiberglass facer.
6. EXTRUDED POLYSTYRENE
7. EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE
8. DENS DECK
9. WOOD FIBER
NOTES:
a. All fiberglass facers shall be non asphaltic.
b. All polystyrene insulation shall either be faced on both sides or covered with an approved separator
sheet.

2.06

VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS

A.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
1. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall meet applicable code and/or insurance requirements.
2. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be approved by manufacturer for use in mechanically
attached roofing installations.
3. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers shall be compatible with insulation and/or other components of
the roofing system.

B.

ATTACHMENT:
1. Vapor retarders and air pressure barriers may be loosely laid, adhered or mechanically attached.

2.07

LUMBER AND PLYWOOD

A.

NAILERS AND BLOCKING:
1. New wood nailers and blocking shall be fire and rot resistant, #2 or better wolmanized or osmose treated.
Creosote or asphaltic treated lumber is unacceptable.
2. All lumber must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 19 percent after treatment.

B.

PLYWOOD:
1. New plywood shall be APA rated, 1/2" minimum, smooth surfaced, exterior grade.
2. All plywood must be kiln dried to a maximum moisture content of 15 percent after treatment.

2.08

WALKWAYS

A.

WALKPADS: Walkpads are to be BondGard Pads or BCRS Traffic Protection Material supplied by BondCote
Roofing Systems. Asphaltic walkpads are unacceptable.
ALTERNATE CONCRETE PAVERS: Pavers shall be precast concrete units specifically designed to be used for
roof-top traffic protection.
Pavers are to be set on an additional layer of BondCote Membrane.

B.
C.

PART III - EXECUTION
3.01

GENERAL

A.

The installer shall coordinate the installation so that each area is made watertight at the end of each day.
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B.
C.

Inspect all surfaces to receive work specified herein.
Application of materials constitutes agreement that substrate is suitable for the installation of the BondCote
Roofing System specified.

3.02

SUBSTRATE PREPARATION

A.

The substrate must be structurally sound and suitable to accept the new roof system. BondCote Roofing
Systems requires fastener pullout tests or certification statement to verify deck condition and adequate fastener
pullout resistance.
The substrate must be smooth and free of debris, sharp edges and other surface irregularities which would
preclude the installation of the roof system as specified prior to the start of the work.
All roof deck types and constructions shall conform to applicable Factory Mutual, code and/or insurance
requirements.
TEAR OFF AND RECOVERY:
1. The specifier and/or installer shall determine the condition of the existing roofing, deck and other aspects
of the building to ensure that all are structurally sound and do not preclude the intended watertight
performance of the new roof system.
2. Installer shall take all precautions necessary to protect newly installed roofing against products of
demolition. Any contaminated membrane shall be cut out and replaced with new membrane.
3. All rotten, deteriorated or otherwise unsound decking shall be removed and/or replaced prior to the
installation of the new roof system.
4. Existing base flashings may remain as long as they are sound, moisture free and well attached. Otherwise,
existing base flashing must be removed, with an adequate separator placed between bitumen contaminated
areas and the membrane. This separator may consist of one of the following:
a. A layer of 1/2 inch minimum plywood (See 2.07, B) mechanically attached to the wall with
appropriate anchors, or one layer of 10 mil minimum polyethylene, or other approved sheeting,
attached to the wall (if flashings are to be loosely attached).
5. All lead jacks, sleeves or other flashing materials shall be removed from vent stacks.
6. All roof drains shall be thoroughly cleaned of bitumen contamination and shall be in watertight condition
with adequate clamping capability. Replace defective components or whole units as required.

B.
C.
D.

E.

VAPOR RETARDERS AND AIR PRESSURE BARRIERS:
1. BondCote Roofing Systems does not require the installation of vapor retarders as a qualification for
warranty on most projects. However, on some installations involving extreme interior heat and/or relative
humidity, extremely cold winter environments, etc., a vapor retarder may be advisable. The Specifier
and/or Installer shall be responsible for determining those installations where a vapor retarder is required.
Consult with BCRS for recommendations for such projects or other specialty usage structures such as
freezer/cold storage facilities.
2. Air pressure barriers are required under the following circumstances:
a. Structures with extreme interior positive pressure (0.5 to 1.0 inches of water) or structures with large
openings such as warehouses or aircraft hangers.
b. In lieu of an air pressure barrier in these circumstances, two layers of insulation with offset joints from
top to bottom may be installed.
3. When installing vapor retarders and air pressure barriers, all side laps, end laps, penetrations, walls, etc.
shall be sealed in accordance with that manufacturer's instructions.
4. Under normal conditions on recovery installations, the existing built-up roofing may be considered an
adequate air pressure barrier.

3.03

WOOD NAILERS AND BLOCKING

A.

Nailers shall be anchored to resist a minimum force of 175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction. Fastener
spacing shall be a maximum of 3 feet on center. Fasteners shall be installed within 6 inches of each end.
Spacing and fastener embedment shall conform to Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheet 1-49.
Thickness shall be as required to match substrate or insulation height, with a maximum allowable variance of +
or - 1/4 inch.

B.
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C.

Any existing woodwork that is to be reused shall be firmly anchored in place, shall resist a minimum force of
175 pounds per lineal foot in any direction and be free from rot.

3.04

INSULATION INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of insulation and roofing so that area covered will be completely watertight by the end
of each work day.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the insulation. The substrate shall be clean,
dry and smooth, with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken, ruptured or delaminated
surfaces.
The fill layer of insulation shall be laid out between the ribs of the existing metal panel roof system. The fill
insulation shall be sized to completely fill the space between the ribs and to rise above the highest point of the
ribs. No gaps greater than 1/4 inch are allowed at end joints.
The overlay layer of insulation shall be laid out perpendicular to the metal panel ribs, and shall span from one
edge of fill insulation to the adjoining edge.
Insulation shall be neatly cut to fit snugly around penetrations and projections.
The insulation shall be mechanically attached to the metal panels with BCRS Fasteners and 3" Plates. Increase
pre-securement of the insulation in the perimeter and corner areas by 50%. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS for
insulation attachment requirements based upon board size.
Install tapered insulation where necessary to provide drainage as required by specifier.
Multi-layer insulation installations may be used in lieu of an air pressure barrier over air permeable decks (See
3.02, E) or when otherwise required by specifier.
The second layer of insulation shall be laid out so that its long joints are offset from those of the first layer by a
minimum of 6 inches. All end joints shall be staggered with no gaps greater than 1/8 inch.
On FleeceBond installations, the membrane may be installed directly over smooth and level substrates, such as
plywood or concrete decks, smooth BUR, etc.

B.

C.

D.
E.
F.

G.
H.
I.
J.

3.05

MEMBRANE INSTALLATION

A.

Accomplish installation of roofing so that area covered will be completely watertight by the end of each
workday.
The surface of the substrate shall be inspected before installation of the membrane. The substrate shall be
clean, dry and smooth with no excessive surface roughness, contamination or broken, ruptured or delaminated
surfaces.
FIELD INSTALLATION:
1. Start at the lowest point and proceed up the slope. All field laps are to be shingled as far as practical.
2. Roll out the entire length of the first membrane sheet and position it exactly in its desired position.
a. The membrane shall be perpendicular to the ribs of metal panel roofs on all applications. Written
approval is required for all deviations
3. Using the factory markings as a guide, attach the membrane at the side laps with appropriate BCRS
Fasteners and Plates. All fasteners shall be driven into structural purlins, and the spacing shall be
determined for the required wind load. Fastener spacing shall be enhanced at the perimeters and corners as
recommended by FM Loss Prevention Data Sheet 1-31. See APPENDIX for required fastener type and
spacing based upon deck type.
4. Roll out the second and all succeeding sheets so as to achieve a minimum 5 inch overlap with the
preceding sheet, following the factory marked lap line.
5. Heat weld the succeeding sheet to the preceding sheet as outlined in 3.05, F.

B.

C.

D.

SPECIAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS:
1. Increase the fastening density by decreasing the spacing between fasteners in each fastener row in the
perimeter and corner areas. The fastener spacing is a maximum of 60 percent and 40 percent of the
approved field spacing, in the perimeter and corner areas respectively. If there are additional purlins in the
areas requiring additional fastening, the enhancement may be accomplished using half width sheets. All
membrane securement fasteners shall be driven into the structural purlins unless prior written approval is
obtained. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS or contact BCRS Technical Services.
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2.

The field membrane shall be mechanically fastened into the deck (or purlin or wood nailer) at the base of
all parapets, walls, curbs, and other similar penetrations with appropriate BCRS Fasteners and Membrane
Plates at a spacing not to exceed the field membrane spacing. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.
a. As an alternative to screw and plate fastening in these areas. see BCRS DETAIL MA-2B

E.

FLASHINGS:
1. On FleeceBond installations, use 350 Series Membrane for Flashings.
2. All flashings are to be completed and made watertight on a daily basis.
3. All walls, edges, curbs, penetrations, etc. are to be flashed utilizing BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS and
standard accessories.
4. All flashings are to be heat welded to the field membrane as outlined in 3.05,F.
5. All vertical flashings rising in height less than 8", excluding pipe boots and pitch pans, must have prior
written approval from BondCote Roofing Systems.

F.

SEAMING:
1. See BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS for specific overlap/strip seam requirements.
2. All membrane surfaces to be welded must be clean and free of moisture, adhesive and/or foreign debris.
3. All field seams are to be hot air welded to achieve a minimum 1" wide weld. Use automatic welder on all
continuous seams wherever possible. Areas where the automatic welder cannot be used are to be welded
with handheld hot air welders.
4. Daily inspections must be made on all welded seams (field, details, flashings, etc.) by job foreman and/or
supervisor to ensure watertight integrity of seams.
5. Seam inspections are to be made visually for obvious defects and physically with a dull pointed
instrument.
6. All unwelded seams found during the inspection are to be addressed immediately as follows:
a. Re-weld seam with hand held welder to provide minimum 1" continuous uniform weld with no
wrinkles, or
b. Weld new membrane strips over problem areas. Strips shall be minimum 4" width.

3.06

SHEET METAL AND TRIM

A.

Metal, other than BCRS Coated Metal or BondEdge, is not covered under any BondCote Warranty unless
previously approved.
Complete all metal work in conjunction with roofing and flashing so that a watertight condition exists daily.
Metal shall be installed to provide adequate resistance to bending and to allow for normal thermal expansion
and contraction.
Metal joints shall be watertight.
Metal flashings shall have a 4-inch minimum nailing flange and shall be fastened into solid wood blocking with
fasteners of the same type as shown in BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.
Continuous metal hook strips are required if BCRS Coated Metal fascia exceeds 5 inches in width. Hook strip
is to be fastened 12 inches on center into wood nailer or masonry wall, or as otherwise shown in BCRS DETAIL
DRAWINGS or Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheet 1-49.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

3.07

ROOF WALKWAYS

A.

Roof walkways are recommended around routinely maintained rooftop equipment or for roof areas subjected to
foot traffic as directed by Owner or Specifier.
Roof walkways consisting of BondGard pads or BCRS traffic protection material is to be installed as shown in
BCRS DETAIL DRAWINGS.
Roof walkways other than BondGard or BCRS Traffic Protection Material and their attachment, are not covered
under any BondCote Roofing Systems Warranty.

B.
C.

3.08

TEMPORARY NIGHT SEALS

A.

Install a night seal at the end of each day's work. Contractor has the option to use whatever method is preferred,
however, any contaminated membrane must be discarded upon commencement of the next day's work.
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BONDCOTE ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY
PERFORMANCE OF NIGHT SEALS OR RESULTANT DAMAGE.

WHATSOEVER

FOR

THE

3.09

INSPECTION AND WARRANTY

A.

At completion of the installation, the Installer shall submit a Completion of Work/Request For Warranty Form
to BondCote Roofing Systems. A Technical Representative of BondCote Roofing Systems will then be
scheduled to thoroughly inspect the roof for defects and compliance with BCRS Specifications and Details.
Once the newly installed roofing system has been inspected and accepted by BondCote Roofing Systems, a
warranty will be issued in accordance with the terms and conditions established prior to job start.

B.

THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THESE SPECIFICATIONS HAS BEEN DEVELOPED BASED
ON TESTS AND EVALUATIONS MADE BY BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS FOR STANDARD
ROOFING APPLICATIONS. BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS DOES NOT CLAIM THAT IN YOUR
PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES THE RESULTS YOU OBTAIN FROM THE USE OF THE
MATERIAL WILL BE THE SAME AS DESCRIBED IN THE SPECIFICATION. YOU SHOULD TEST
THE MATERIAL TO DETERMINE IF IT IS SUITABLE FOR YOUR PARTICULAR APPLICATION.
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY CONCLUSIONS,
INTERPRETATIONS OR DEVIATIONS MADE BY YOU ON THE BASIS OF THE INFORMATION
MADE AVAILABLE.
THIS PUBLICATION SUPERSEDES ANY PREVIOUS SPECIFICATION PUBLISHED BY
BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS.
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MEMBRANE FASTENING SPECIFICATIONS
Non-Factory Mutual Installations

X
X2
X2
X2

X
X
X

X
X
X
X3,4
X3,4
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Consult BCRS

12 " OC

18" OC

Locking Toggle

NTB w/Wire

Concrete Anchor

Pullout Test Req'd

X
X
X
X

SPACING
9" OC

STEEL DECK
- 22 Ga. & Greater
- 24 Ga.
- 26 Ga.
- Less Than 26 Ga.
WOOD DECK
- 3/4" & Thicker
- 1/2" To 5/8"
- Less Than 1/2"
CONCRETE DECK
- Slab, 3000 psi min
- Precast
- Lightweight 5
GYPSUM DECK
CEMENT WOOD FIBER
FIBERGLASS DECK

# 14 Screw

Use this chart to determine the
membrane fastener spacing to meet
BondCote's
minimum
Warranty
requirements. Pressurized buildings
over 50 ft. high or buildings in high wind
zones or coastal areas may have
special requirements. Consult BCRS

#15 Screw XHD

BCRS FASTENER TYPE1

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X3
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

1 See Section 4, BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES and SPECIFICATIONS for stress plate
options.
2 Use adjustable, clutch-driven screw gun.
3 Requires predrilling. Refer to Section 4, BCRS MATERIALS AND ACCESSORIES.
4 Use ratchet action, impact type driver.
5 Fastener type and spacing to be based on deck type beneath lightweight concrete.

- End of Metal Panel Roof Recover System MPR-11
Rev 7/12

FIRE AND WIND STORM CLASSIFICATIONS
BondCote is constantly in the process of development of fire and windstorm classifications and ratings. The following pages
and listings represent only a portion of BondCote’s Factory Mutual or Underwriters Laboratories listed assemblies. We will
provide updates to this section as new listings are developed, however, the most current information regarding UL and FM is
always available from www.ul.com or at RoofNav (www.roofnav.fmglobal.com/roofnav/login.aspx). Many listings require
specific membranes, special fastening, limited insulations, and/or air barriers.
FACTORY MUTUAL (wind load resistance)
CLASSIFICATION
1-120
1-105
1-90

APPLICATION
Mechanically Attached
Fully Adhered
Fully Adhered

FASTENER SPACING (FIELD)
6 inches using #15 fastener
1 fastener/2 SF in insulation
insulation adhered to deck

1-90
1-90
1-90
1-90
1-90

Fully Adhered
Fully Adhered
Mechanically Attached
Mechanically Attached
Mechanically Attached

1 fastener/4 SF in insulation (min. 2”)
1 fastener/ 2 SF in insulation
12 inches using #12 fastener
12 inches using #15 fastener
18 inches using #14 fastener

1-75

Mechanically Attached

18 inches using #15 Olympic fastener

1-60
1-60
1-60
1-60

Fully Adhered
Mechanically Attached
Mechanically Attached
Mechanically Attached

1 fastener/2 SF in insulation
18 inches using #12 fastener
12 inches using #14 fastener
18 inches using #15 fastener

UNDERWRITERS LABORATORIES (exterior fire resistance)
CLASSIFICATION

DECK
TYPE

MAX.
SLOPE

A - Ballasted

NC

2:12

polystyrene, polyisocyanurate, glass fiber, perlite,
wood fiber

A - Ballasted

C-15/32

2:12

n/a

A - Fully Adhered

C-15/32

2-1/2:12

A - Fully Adhered

NC

2:12

wood fiber

A - Fully Adhered

C – 15/32

2:12

wood fiber

A - Fully Adhered

NC

1:12

BondCor, ACFoam, Rmax, Manville, Firestone

A – Fully Adhered

C-15/32

1:12

BondCor, ACFoam

A – Mechanically Attached

NC

unlimited

polystyrene under BondCor, ACFoam, Firestone

A – Mechanically Attached

NC

unlimited

Any UL classified

barrier board req’d

A – Mechanically Attached

NC

3:12

BondCor, ACFoam, Firestone, polystyrene

wood fiber req’d
over polystyrene

INSULATION TYPE

isocyanurate, eps, exps

COMMENTS

barrier board and
fleece backed
membrane req’d
barrier board req’d
barrier board req’d

1
Rev 9/06
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Construction #7: Concrete (new and recover). Optional insulation listed in Construction #3 above adhered to primed structural concrete deck
or properly prepared existing smooth Class 1 asphaltic roof assembly with hot asphalt at 25 lb/sq (1.2 kg/m2). Optional second layer of
insulation or 1⁄2 in. (13 mm) thick Universal Substrate or min 3⁄4 in. (19 mm) ConPerl, GAFTEMP Permalite, GAFTEMP Perlite, Permalite,
Fesco Board or EnergyGuard Perlite Roof Insulation adhered to bottom layer with hot asphalt at 25 lb/sq (1.2 kg/m2). Base sheet, ply sheet(s)
and roof cover installed per Construction #5a, #5b or #5c above. Meets Class 1-60/1-90 per existing roof cover securement or asphalt
securement of insulation, whichever is more critical.
Construction #8: Concrete (new and recover). Optional insulation listed in Construction #3 above secured through properly prepared existing
roof assembly if present to deck with one Drill-Tec Metal Plate and fastener FM Approved for use with the plate and deck per 2.67 ft2 (0.25
m2) max contributory area per fastener. Optional second layer of insulation or 1⁄2 in. (13 mm) thick Universal Substrate or min 3⁄4 in. (19 mm)
ConPerl, GAFTEMP Permalite, GAFTEMP Perlite, Permalite, Fesco Board or EnergyGuard Perlite Roof Insulation adhered to the bottom
layer with hot asphalt at 25 lb/sq (1.2 kg/m2). The optional second layer of insulation (except Universal Substrate) may be fastened along with
the first layer. Base sheet, ply sheet(s) and roof cover installed per Construction #5a, #5b or #5c above. Meets Class 1-90.
Construction #9: Recover. Optional insulation listed in Construction #5 above loose laid over properly prepared existing Class 1 roof
assembly. Base sheet fastened through insulation if present and existing roof assembly to deck with Drill-Tec Metal Plates and fasteners FM
Approved for use with the plates and deck 12 in. (305 mm) o.c. at min 2 in. (50 mm) wide base sheet side laps and staggered 18 in. (460 mm)
o.c. in two equally spaced rows between base sheet side laps. Ply sheet(s) and roof cover installed as follows:
Construction #9a: Optional 1, 2 or 3 plies BRAI Supreme Ply-IV or BRAI Supreme Ply-VI adhered to base sheet with hot asphalt.
Bluestone APP 4 torch applied to the base sheet or top ply sheet. Meets Class 1-90.
Construction #9b: Optional Bluestone APP 4 torch applied to base sheet. Bluestone APP 4 torch applied to the base sheet or Bluestone
APP 4. Meets Class 1-90.
Construction #10: Concrete (new and recover). Insulation listed in Construction #3 above (optional for recover) loose laid over structural
concrete deck or properly prepared existing built-up roof assembly. Optional second layer of insulation or 1⁄2 in. (13 mm) thick Universal
Substrate or min 3⁄4 in. (19 mm) ConPerl, GAFTEMP Permalite, GAFTEMP Perlite, Permalite, Fesco Board or EnergyGuard Perlite Roof
Insulation loose laid over bottom layer. Base sheet secured through insulation and/or existing roof cover if present to deck with one Drill-Tec
Metal Plate and fastener FM Approved for use with the plate and deck 12 in. (305 mm) o.c. along min 2 in. (50 mm) wide base sheet side
laps and staggered 18 in. (455 mm) o.c. in two equally spaced rows between base sheet side laps. Ply sheet(s) and roof cover installed per
Construction #9a or #9b above. Meets Class 1-90.
Construction #11: Concrete. Bluestone APP 4 torch applied to primed deck. Second ply Bluestone APP 4 torch applied to first. Meets
Class 1-90.
Construction #12: Cementitious Wood Fiber, Gypsum reroof. Ultra Base or Flex Base 30 fastened to FM Approved cementitious wood fiber
or existing FM Approved poured gypsum deck with Powerlite 3 in. Insulation Plates and Powerlite fasteners 9 in. (230 mm) o.c. along min 3
in. (76 mm) wide base sheet side laps and 18 in. (455 mm) o.c. staggered in two rows equally spaced between base sheet side laps. 1, 2
or 3 plies BRAI Supreme Ply-IV or BRAI Supreme Ply-VI adhered to base sheet with hot asphalt. Bluestone APP 4 torch applied to top ply
sheet. Meets Class 1-90.
Construction #13: Cementitious Wood Fiber, Gypsum reroof. Min 3⁄4 in. (19 mm) thick ConPerl, GAFTEMP Permalite, GAFTEMP Perlite,
Permalite, Fesco Board or EnergyGuard Perlite Roof Insulation, min 15⁄16 in. (24 mm) thick Standard or Wide Flute Armor-R Glass, Standard
or Wide Flute Fiberglas Roof Insulation, Standard or Wide Flute Fiber Glass Roof Insulation, min 1.3 in. (33 mm) thick USIso or ACFoam-II
min 1.4 in. (36 mm) thick ENRGY 3 or min 1.5 in. (40 mm) thick USIso/Perlite Composite, ENRGY 3 Plus or Hy-Therm AP Roof Insulation,
Hy-Therm(a) AP Roof Insulation secured to FM Approved cementitious wood fiber or existing FM Approved poured gypsum deck with one
Powerlite 3 in. Insulation Plate and Powerlite fastener per 2 ft2 (0.19 m2) max contributory area per fastener at min 2 in. (50 mm) fastener
imbedment. Base sheet, ply sheet(s) and roof cover installed per Construction #2, #3a, #3b, #5a, #5b, #5c, or #11 above. Meets Class 1-90.
Construction #14: Gypsum Reroof. Ultra Base or Permavent fastened to existing FM Approved poured gypsum deck per ES Products Inc.
listing. 1, 2 or 3 plies BRAI Supreme Ply-IV or BRAI Supreme Ply-VI adhered to base sheet with hot asphalt. Bluestone APP 4 torch applied
to top ply sheet. Meets Class 1-60/1-90 per base sheet securement.

BondCote Corp, 4090 Pepperell Way, Dublin VA 24084
Roof Covers:
Decks:
Laps:
Application:
Hail Rating:
ASTM E 108:

BondCote 350, 400, 450, 500, BondCote 400E-Plus, 500E-Plus, 600E-Plus & 800E-Plus.
Concrete, recover, steel.
2.0 in. (50 mm) wide, outside 1 in. (25 mm) heat welded.
Fully adhered with BCRS Adhesive B or BCRS WB Adhesive (BondCote E-Plus Series only).
Class 1-SH.
Class A over noncombustible decks at 2 in 12.

Construction #1: Concrete new and recover, Steel new. Min 0.5 in. (13 mm) [min 1 in. (25 mm) over steel deck] Structodek or Knight-Celotex
High Density Fiberboard Roof Insulation, Dow Styrofoam insulation system or Owens-Corning FOAMULAR Insulation System, secured to
deck with one BCRS #12 Screw (steel only), BCRS #14 Screw or BCRS Spike [concrete only] and BCRS metal insulation plate per 2 ft2
(0.19 m2) max contributory area per fastener. Roof cover fully adhered to insulation or cover board. Meets Class 1-60.
Construction #2: Concrete new and recover, Steel new. Min 1.3 in. (33 mm) ACFoam-II or BondCor-II, ACFoam-III or BondCor-III, ENRGY 3
or PSI-25 min 1.5 in. (40 mm) ISO 95+ GL or min 1.5 in. (40 mm) ACFoam Composite/PB (perlite down), Fesco Foam (perlite down),
DuraBoard, Hy-Therm AP Roof Insulation, Hy-Therm(a) AP Roof Insulation, Iso 95+ Composite (perlite down), Multi-Max FA or Thermaroof
Composite (perlite down) secured to deck with one BCRS #12 Screw (steel only), BCRS #14 Screw or BCRS Spike (concrete only) and BCRS
plastic or metal insulation plate per 2 ft2 (0.19 m2) max contributory area per fastener. Roof cover fully adhered to insulation. Meets Class 1-90.
Construction #3: Concrete new and recover, Steel new. Min 2.0 in. (50 mm) ACFoam-II or BondCor-II, ACFoam-III or BondCor-III secured
to deck with one BCRS #12 Screw (steel only), BCRS #14 Screw or BCRS Spike (concrete only) and BCRS plastic or metal insulation plate
per 4 ft2 (0.37 m2) max contributory area per fastener. Roof cover fully adhered to insulation. Meets Class 1-90.
Construction #4: Steel recover. Max 1 in. (25 mm) insulation listed in Construction #1 above, secured through existing Class 1 roof
construction to deck per Construction #1 above. Roof cover fully adhered to insulation. Meets Class 1-60.
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Construction #5: Concrete. ACFoam-II, or BondCor-II, ACFoam-III or BondCor-III, ACFoam Composite/PB (perlite down), ENRGY 3, Fesco
Foam (perlite down), DuraBoard, Hy-Therm AP Roof Insulation, Hy-Therm(a) AP Roof Insulation, ISO 95+ GL, Iso 95+ Composite (perlite
down), Multi-Max FA, PSI-25, Thermaroof Composite (perlite down), UltraGard, Structodek FS or Knight-Celotex High Density Fiberboard
Roof Insulation, secured to deck with hot asphalt at 25 lb/sq (1.2 kg/m2). Roof cover fully adhered to insulation. Meets Class 1-60 with
Structodek FS or Knight-Celotex High Density Fiberboard Roof Insulation. Meets Class 1-90 with other listed insulations.
Construction #6: Steel new. 18, 20 or 22 ga. [0.0474, 0.0358 or 0.0295 in. (1.20, 0.91 and 0.75 mm) thick], 1.5 in. (40 mm) deep steel deck
meeting ASTM Designation A611 Grade E or ASTM Designation A653 Grade 80 (Mill certification to the building owner or designated
representative required) secured to min 0.25 in. (6 mm) thick structural steel supports spaced max 6 ft 0 in. (1830 mm) o.c. with ITW Buildex
Teks 4 or Teks 5 fasteners max 6 in. (150 mm) o.c. at each structural steel support. Deck side laps secured with ITW Buildex Teks 1 fasteners
max 30 in. (760 mm) o.c. Min 1.5 in. (40 mm) thick ACFoam-III or BondCor-III secured to deck with one BCRS 3 in. Standard Plastic Plate
or BCRS Metal Insulation Plate and BCRS #12 or #14 Screw per 2 ft2 max contributory area in diamond in box pattern. BondCote E-Plus
Series roof cover adhered to insulation with BCRS Adhesive B. Meets Class 1-105.
Construction #7: Concrete new and recover. Min 1.5 in. (40 mm) thick) ACFoam-III or BondCor-III secured to structural concrete deck with
one BCRS 3 in. Standard Plastic Plate or BCRS Metal Insulation Plate and BCRS #14 Screw per 2 ft2 max contributory area in a diamond
in a box pattern. BondCote E-Plus Series roof cover adhered to insulation with BCRS Adhesive B. Meets Class 1-105 windstorm classification.
Roof Covers:
Decks:
Laps:
Application:
Hail Rating:
ASTM E 108:

BondCote 350, 400, 450, 500.
Cementitious wood fiber, concrete, gypsum recover, recover, steel.
4.5 in. (114 mm) wide, outside 1 in. (25 mm) heat welded.
Mechanically fastened.
Class 1-SH.
Class A over noncombustible decks at 2 in 12.

Construction #1: Steel new, Concrete new and recover. Min 3⁄4 in. (19 mm) thick ConPerl, GAFTEMP Permalite, GAFTEMP Perlite,
Permalite, Fesco Board or EnergyGuard Perlite Roof Insulation, min 15⁄16 in. (24 mm) thick Standard or Wide Flute Armor-R Glass, Standard
or Wide Flute Fiberglas Roof Insulation or Standard or Wide Flute Fiber Glass Roof Insulation, min 1 in. (25 mm) Armor Board Regular
Fiberboard, Armor Board High Density Fiberboard, ESGARD 1’’, ESGARD HIGH-STRENGTH 1’’ High-Density Roof Board, Knight-Celotex
Premium Fiberboard Roof Insulation, Knight-Celotex High Density Fiberboard Roof Insulation, High Density Roof Fiberboard, GAFTEMP
Fiberboard, EnergyGuard High Density Roof Fiberboard, or Huebert Fiberboard min 1.3 in. (33 mm) thick ACFoam-II or BondCor-II,
ENRGY 3, ISO 95+ GL, PSI-25, Hy-Therm AP Roof Insulation, Hy-Therm(a) AP Roof Insulation, Multi-Max FA or UltraGard, min 1.5 in.
(40 mm) thick ACFoam Composite/PB, Fesco Foam, DuraBoard, Roof Insulation, Iso 95+ Composite or Thermaroof Composite insulation,
Dow Styrofoam insulation system, Owens-Corning FOAMULAR Insulation System or min 1.6 in. (40 mm). Continuous 3⁄4 to 1 in. (19 to 25
mm) beads of Insta-Stik Roofing Adhesive 18 in. (460 mm) o.c. or a full mopping of hot asphalt may be used to presecure insulations to
concrete decks and properly prepared existing Class 1 built-up roof assemblies. 521⁄2 in. (1.3 m) wide roof cover secured through insulation
and existing Class 1 roof construction if present to deck in roof cover side laps with BCRS Standard Plastic Plates, Rawl 2 in. Membrane
Plates or BCRS ASAP Plates and BCRS #12 Screws (steel only) or BCRS #14 Screws in rows 4 ft 0 in. (1.2 m) apart. Meets Class 1-60 with
BCRS #12 Screws 18 in. (455 mm) o.c. Class 1-90 with BCRS #12 Screws 12 in. (305 mm) o.c. Meets Class 1-90 with BCRS #14 Screws
18 in. (455 mm) o.c.
Construction #2: Steel recover. Max 1 in. (25 mm) insulation listed in Construction #1 above, presecured through existing Class 1 roof
construction to deck per Construction #1 above. Roof cover mechanically fastened per Construction #1 above. Meets Class 1-60/1-90 per
roof cover securement.
Construction #3: Steel. 0.004 in. (0.1 mm) polyethylene air barrier (refer to Section II., B. descriptions of ‘‘Vapor/Air Barriers’’ for requirements
for sealing the air/vapor barrier to the underside of the roof covering), with side and end laps taped, placed loose over deck. Min 2.0 in.
(50 mm) thick ACFoam-II or BondCor-II, ACFoam-III or BondCor-III secured to deck through air barrier with one BCRS Screw and BCRS 3
in. Std. Insulation Plate per 2.9 ft2 (0.26 m2) max contributory area per fastener. Roof cover secured to deck through insulation and air barrier
with BCRS Screws and BCRS 2 in. ASAP Plates, BCRS 2 in. Galvalume Plates or Olympic LNP Plates 18 in. (457 mm) o.c. in the roof cover
side laps in rows 5 ft 2 in. (1.6 m) apart. Meets Class 1-90.
Construction #4: Steel, Concrete. 0.006 in. (0.15 mm) polyethylene air barrier (refer to Section II., B. descriptions of ‘‘Vapor/Air Barriers’’ for
requirements for sealing the air/vapor barrier to the underside of the roof covering), with side and end laps taped, placed loose over deck
(required over steel, optional over concrete). Min 1.5 in. (40 mm) thick Hy-Therm AP Roof Insulation, Hy-Therm(a) AP Roof Insulation secured
to deck through air barrier if present with one BCRS screw and BCRS 3 in. Std. Plastic Plate per 2.7 ft2 (0.24 m2) max contributory area per
fastener. Roof cover secured to deck through insulation and air barrier as in Construction #3 above. Meets Class 1-90.
Construction #5: Cementitious Wood Fiber, Gypsum Reroof. Insulation listed in Construction #1 above presecured to deck with fasteners
FM Approved for the specific deck type. Roof cover secured to the deck through the insulation and, if present, existing Class 1 roof assembly
with Olympic N.T.B. Magnum Fasteners (min embedment 2 in. [50 mm]) applied along the roof cover side laps as follows:
Fastener

Max Fastener Spacings/
Max Lap Spacings (o.c.)

Classification

N.T.B. Magnum with 2 in. (50 mm) Head
N.T.B. Magnum with 2 in. (50 mm) Head

6 in. (150 mm)/48 in. (1220 mm)
9 in. (230 mm)/48 in. (1220 mm)

Meets Class 1-90
Meets Class 1-90

Construction #6: Concrete, Steel, Cementitious Wood Fiber, Gypsum. Min 1⁄2 in. (13 mm) Dens Deck loose laid on the deck (optional for
Concrete, Cementitious Wood Fiber and Gypsum deck). Max 6.0 in. (152 mm) thick AMOCOR or AMOFOAM with all joints staggered is loose
laid on the deck. A layer of min 1⁄2 in. (13 mm) thick Armor Board High Density, BP High Strength, ERS Redi-Deck, FM-90 Traffic Top/High
Density, Fiber Top C, E, S, GAFTEMP High Density, HP Recovery Board, Roof Insulation Board, High Density Fiberboard, Sturdi-Top, Fiber
Base HD1, HD6, Structodek, Armor Board Regular, Esgard, Celotex Fiberboard, GAFTEMP Fiberboard, Huebert Fiberboard, Kop-R Wood
Fiber, Bildrite Roof Board, Cascades Fibreboard, Cascades High Density Fibreboard or min 1⁄4 in. (6 mm) Dens Deck is placed with all joints
staggered and preliminarily secured. Roof cover mechanically fastened per Constructions #1 or #5 above. Meets Class 1-60/1-75/1-90 per
roof cover securement.
Construction #7: Concrete, Steel, Cementitious Wood Fiber, Gypsum. Min 1⁄2 in. (13 mm) Dens Deck loose laid on the deck (optional for
Concrete, Cementitious Wood Fiber and Gypsum deck). Max 6.0 in. (152 mm) thick AMOCOR or AMOFOAM with all joints staggered is
preliminary secured. A layer of Atlas FR-10 slip sheet is preliminary secured. Roof cover mechanically fastened per Constructions #1 or #5
above. Meets ASTM E 108 Class A over non-combustible decks at 1 in 12. Meets Class 1-60/1-75/1-90 per roof cover securement.
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Construction #8: Recover. Max 1 in. (25 mm) thick AMOCOR or AMOFOAM with all joints staggered is preliminary secured. A layer of Atlas
FR-10 slip sheet is preliminary secured. Roof cover mechanically fastened per Constructions #1 or #5 above. Meets ASTM E 108 Class A
over non-combustible decks at 1 in 12. Meets Class 1-60/1-75/1-90 per roof cover securement.
Roof Covers:
Decks:
Laps:
Application:
Hail Rating:
ASTM E 108:

BondCote 400E-Plus, 500E-Plus, 600E-Plus & 800E-Plus.
Concrete, recover, steel.
5 in. (127 mm) wide, outside 1 in. (25 mm) heat welded.
Mechanically fastened.
Class 1-SH.
Class A over noncombustible decks at 2 in 12.

Construction #1: Steel new, Concrete new and recover. Min 3⁄4 in. (19 mm) thick ConPerl, GAFTEMP Permalite, GAFTEMP Perlite,
Permalite, Fesco Board or EnergyGuard Perlite Roof Insulation, min 15⁄16 in. (24 mm) thick Standard or Wide Flute Armor-R Glass, Standard
or Wide Flute Fiberglas Roof Insulation or Standard or Wide Flute Fiber Glass Roof Insulation, min 1 in. (25 mm) Armor Board Regular
Fiberboard, Armor Board High Density Fiberboard, ESGARD 1’’, ESGARD HIGH-STRENGTH 1’’ High-Density Roof Board, Knight-Celotex
Premium Fiberboard Roof Insulation, Knight-Celotex High Density Fiberboard Roof Insulation, High Density Roof Fiberboard, GAFTEMP
Fiberboard, EnergyGuard High Density Roof Fiberboard, or Huebert Fiberboard min 1.3 in. (33 mm) thick ACFoam-II or BondCor-11,
ENRGY 3, ISO 95+ GL, PSI-25, Hy-Therm AP Roof Insulation, Hy-Therm(a) AP Roof Insulation, Multi-Max FA or UltraGard, min 1.5 in.
(40 mm) thick ACFoam Composite/PB, Fesco Foam, DuraBoard, Roof Insulation, Iso 95+ Composite, Thermaroof Composite insulation, Dow
Styrofoam insulation system, Owens-Corning FOAMULAR Insulation System or min 1.6 in. (40 mm). Continuous 3⁄4 to 1 in. (19 to 25 mm)
beads of Insta-Stik Roofing Adhesive 18 in. (460 mm) o.c. or a full mopping of hot asphalt may be used to presecure insulations to concrete
decks and properly prepared existing Class 1 built-up roof assemblies. Max 72 in. (1830 mm) wide roof cover secured through insulation and
existing roof assembly if present to deck with fasteners and seam plates in the roof cover side laps as follows:
Fastener/Seam
Plate

BCRS #14D/BCRS #15D

BCRS XHD #15D/BCRS #15D

BCRS XHD #15/BCRS #15

Max Fastener
Row Spacing
in. (mm)

Max Fastener
Spacing Within Rows
in. (mm)

Meets
Windstorm
Classification

67
(1700)
[E-Plus Series]
67
(1700)
[E-Plus Series]

12
(305)

Class 1-60

18
(455)

Class 1-60

12
(305)
18
(455)

Class 1-90

12
(305)

Class 1-90

67
(1700)
[E-Plus Series]

Class 1-75

Construction #2: Steel recover. Max 1 in. (25 mm) insulation listed in Construction #1 above, presecured through existing Class 1 roof
construction to deck per Construction #1 above. Roof cover mechanically fastened per Construction #1 above. Meets Class 1-60/1-90 per
roof cover securement.

Building Materials Corporation of America, 1361 Alps Rd, Wayne New Jersey 07470
Trade Name:
Application:
Roof Cover:
Substrate:
Hail Rating:
ASTM E 108:

Matrix #157 Monster Grip
Applied in continuous 1⁄4 in. (6 mm) wide ribbons to substrate. Insulation placed immediately into the
adhesive and walked in.
Min 3-ply glass or organic felt hot asphalt applied built-up, fully adhered single ply
Structural Concrete
Per roof cover listing
Per roof cover listing

Construction #1: Min FM Approved thickness of ACFoam-II, ENRGY 3, H-Shield or ISO 95+ GL polyisocyanurate roof insulation is adhered
to structural concrete deck with ribbons of Matrix #157 Monster Grip spaced 2 in. (50 mm) o.c. Optional subsequent layer(s) of same insulation
(thickness subject to roof insulation listing) adhered to the preceding layer in same manner. Meets classification of roof cover/insulation
combination to maximum of Class 1-450. Meets Class 1-450 with min 3 ply BUR.
Construction #1a: Min 1.5 in. (40 mm) thick ACFoam-II, ENRGY 3, H-Shield or ISO 95+ GL polyisocyanurate roof insulation is adhered
to structural concrete deck with ribbons of Matrix #157 Monster Grip spaced 6 in. (152 mm) o.c. Optional subsequent layer(s) of same
insulation (thickness subject to roof insulation listing) adhered to the preceding layer in same manner. Meets classification of roof
cover/insulation combination to maximum of Class 1-210. Meets Class 1-210 with min 3 ply BUR.
Construction #2: Min 2 in. (50 mm) thick Dow Styrofoam or Perform 1 roof insulation is adhered to structural concrete deck with ribbons of
Matrix #157 Monster Grip spaced 2 in. (50 mm) o.c. 1⁄2 in. (13 mm) thick Georgia-Pacific High Density Roof Fiberboard is adhered in same
manner. Meets classification of roof cover/wood fiber combination to maximum of Class 1-150. Meets Class 1-150 with min 3 ply BUR.
Roof Cover:
Insulations:
Decks:

Glass Felt BURs
EnergyGuard RA
Steel, Wood, Gypsum (reroof), Cementitious Wood Fiber, Concrete (where shown)

Construction #1: Min 1.5 in. (38 mm) EnergyGuard RA is loose laid on the deck. Min 0.75 in. (38 mm) thick Celotherm, ConPerl, GAFTEMP
Permalite, Permalite, Fesco Board, EnergyGuard Perlite Roof Insulation or min 1 in. (25 mm) thick Armor Board Regular, Esgard, Celotex
Fiberboard, GAFTEMP Fiberboard, Huebert Fiberboard, Kop-R Wood Fiber is placed with all joints staggered and mechanically fastened
through the isocyanurate insulation to the deck. For deck types, fasteners, fastener densities and wind ratings, see individual cover board
listings in the Insulation and Fastener Tables for FM Approved Glass and Organic Felt Built Up Roofs. May also be used with Organic Felt
BUR covers. Meets Class 1-60/1-90 per insulation securement.
Construction #1a: Min 1.3 in (32 mm) thick EnergyGuard RA is loose laid over a min 22 ga. steel or structural concrete deck. Min 3⁄4 in.
(19 mm) thick Celotherm, ConPerl, GAFTEMP Permalite, Fesco Board or EnergyGuard Perlite Roof Insulation is placed over the insulation
and mechanically fastened to the deck. For deck types, fasteners, fastener densities and wind ratings, see the individual cover board listings
in the Insulation and Fastener Tables for FM Approved Glass and Organic Felt Built Up Roofs. May also be used with Organic Felt BUR covers
and specific modified bitumen membranes. Meets Class 1-60/1-90 per insulation securement.
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Roofing Systems
See General Information for Roofing Systems
BONDCOTE CORP

R10197

4090 PEPPERELL WAY
DUBLIN, VA 24094 USA
SINGLE PLY MEMBRANE SYSTEMS
Unless otherwise indicated, insulation is mechanically fastened to the roof deck with metal screws and metal or plastic disks.
As an option:
A. A layer of 1/2 in. or 5/8 in. gypsum board or 3/4 in. perlite may be placed between the deck and the insulation or vapor
retarder or membrane unless otherwise indicated.
B. A vapor retarder of Kraft paper may be placed under the insulation or between a slip/base/ply sheet and the roof deck
unless otherwise indicated.
C. On noncombustible decks and combustible decks covered with gypsum board, polystyrene may be used with an
overlayment of a min 1.0 in. polyisocyanurate insulation provided the total insulation thickness does not exceed the max
thickness and incline listed.
D. Insulation utilized in ballasted systems may be spot adhered with nonclassified adhesive.
E. Uniform thickness or tapered insulation may be used in the following assemblies provided they do not exceed the
indicated incline or thickness and bear UL labels.
F. 1/4 in. thick G-P Gypsum DensDeck® is an acceptable alternate for 1/2 in. thick gypsum board. Limited to
noncombustible decks.
G. 3/4 in. (min) perlite board may be substituted for polyisocyanurate board, any thickness.
H. "BondCor-Tapered" may be used in lieu of "BondCor-II" or "BondCor-III" in any Classification used over NC deck.
Class A - Ballasted
1. Deck: NC

Incline: 2

Insulation: — One or more layers of the following or combination of the following (any thickness-except restricted to 2 in. max
when polystyrene is used alone): Polystyrene, foil faced polyurethane or polyisocyanurate, glass faced polyisocyanurate, glass fiber
or perlite, laid loosely.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series" or " 800 Series" or "FleeceBond
1000" (NBP) laid loosely.
Surfacings: — River bottom stone (3/4 to 1-1/2 in. diam) at 900 lbs/sq or min 10 lb/sq ft concrete blocks (25 lb/block max)
spaced 1/8 in. max.
2. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 2

Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series" or " 800 Series" or "FleeceBond
1000" (NBP), laid loosely.
Surfacing: — River bottom stone (3/4 to 1-1/2 in. diam) at 900 lbs/sq or min 10 lb/sq ft concrete blocks (25 lb/block max) spaced
1/8 in. max.
3. Deleted.
4. Deck: NC

Incline: 2

Insulation: — Polyisocyanurate, perlite or wood fiber (any thickness) laid loosely, mechanically attached or spot adhered with a
nonclassified adhesive.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series" or " 800 Series" or "FleeceBond
1000" (NBP), laid loosely.
Surfacing: — River bottom stone, 3/4 to 1-1/2 in. diam, at 900 lbs/sq or min 10 lb/sq concrete blocks (25 lb/block max) spaced
1/8 in. max.
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Class A - Fully Adhered
1. Deck: NC

Incline: 2

Vapor Barrier (Optional): — Polyethylene or Kraft paper (not Classified).
Insulation: — 1/2 in. (min) woodfiber board.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum", adhered with "BCRS Adhesive B" at
2-1/2 gal/sq.
2. Deck: NC

Incline: 1

Vapor Barrier (Optional): — Polyethylene or Kraft paper (not Classified).
Insulation: — " BondCor-II", "BondCor-III", Atlas Roofing "ACFoam I" or "ACFoam II" any thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum", adhered with "BCRS Adhesive B" at
1-3/4 gal/sq.
3. Deck: Structural Cement Fiber Unit

Incline: 2

Vapor Barrier (Optional): — Polyethylene or Kraft paper (not Classified).
Insulation: — 1/2 in. (min) woodfiber board.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum", adhered with "BCRS Adhesive B" at
2-1/2 gal/sq.
4. Deck: Structural Cement Fiber Unit

Incline: 1

Vapor Barrier (Optional): — Polyethylene or Kraft paper (not Classified).
Insulation: — Atlas Roofing " ACFoam I" or "ACFoam II", any thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum", adhered with "BCRS Adhesive B" at
1-3/4 gal/sq.
5. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 2

Barrier Board: — 1/2 in. min thickness gypsum board, mechanically fastened (6 in. offset joints from the plywood joints).
Vapor Barrier (Optional): — Polyethylene or Kraft paper (not Classified).
Insulation: — 1/2 in. (min) woodfiber board.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series", at 2 gal/sq or "BCRS Adhesive B" at 2-1/2 gal/sq.
6. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1

Barrier Board: — 1/2 in. min thickness gypsum board, mechanically fastened (6 in. offset joints from the plywood joints).
Vapor Barrier (Optional): — Polyethylene or Kraft paper (not Classified).
Insulation: — " BondCor-II", "BondCor-III", Atlas Roofing "ACFoam I" or "ACFoam II", any thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "BondCote 400 Series", "BondCote Spectrum", adhered with " BCRS
Adhesive B" at 1-3/4 gal/sq.
7. Deck: NC

Incline: 1

Vapor Barrier (Optional): — Polyethylene or Kraft (not Classified).
Insulation: — One of the following or combinations thereof mechanically fastened or hot mopped in place, any thickness:
1. Apache Building Products "Pyrox"
2. Apache Building Products "White-Line"
3. Firestone Building Products "Rhoflex GL"
4. Firestone Building Products "Rhoflex GW"
5. Johns Manville "ENRGY 1A"
6. Johns Manville "Barrier Board Plus-A"
7. Johns Manville "Barrier Board Plus-M"
8. Rmax "Multi-Max"
9. Rmax "Thermaroof"
10. Johns Manville "UltraGard"
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series" NPB, adhered with "BCRS Adhesive B" at 1-3/4 gal/sq.
8. Deleted.
9. Deck: NC

Incline: 1/2

Insulation: — Cellular concrete, gypsum concrete, vermiculite concrete, perlite concrete, structural concrete or concrete when all
surface joints are grouted on the exposed surface.
Base Sheet (Optional): — One ply Type G2, mechanically fastened.
Membrane: — "FleeceBond 1000", hot mopped at 25 lb/sq.
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Incline: 2-1/2

Insulation (Optional): — Isocyanurate, extruded or expanded, polystyrene, any thickness.
Barrier Board: — 1/2 in. (min.) gypsum wallboard of 1/4 in. (min.) G-P Gypsum DensDeck®, with all joints staggered a min of 6
in. from the plywood joints.
Base Sheet (Optional): — One ply Type G2, hot mopped or mechanically attached.
Membrane: — "FleeceBond 1000", hot mopped at 25 lb/sq.
11. Deck: NC

Incline: 1/2

Insulation: — Perlite, glass fiber (3/4 to 3 in.) or wood fiber (3/4 to 4 in.), hot mopped or mechanically attached.
Membrane: — "FleeceBond 1000", hot mopped at 25 lb/sq.
12. Deck: Structural cement fiber unit

Incline: 1/2

Base Sheet (Optional): — One Type G2, mechanically attached.
Membrane: — "FleeceBond 1000", hot mopped at 25 lb/sq.
13. Deck: NC

Incline: 1

Vapor Barrier (Optional): — Polyethylene or Kraft (not Classified).
Insulation: — One of the following or combinations thereof, mechanically fastened or hot mopped in place, any thickness.
1. Atlas Roofing "ACFoam II"
2. Atlas Roofing "ACFoam III"
3. "BondCor-II".
4. "BondCor-III".
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series" NBP, adhered with "BCRS Adhesive B" at 1-3/4 gal/sq.
Class A - Mechanically Fastened
Unless otherwise indicated, the specified membrane is mechanically fastened with screws and metal or plastic disks.
1. Deck: NC

Incline: 3

Vapor Barrier: — Required for polystyrene only, 3/4 in. perlite board between membrane and polystyrene.
Insulation: — Glass fiber, perlite, Rmax "Multi-Max" or OCF or Huebert Fiberboard wood fiber or combination, 1 in. min.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
2. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 3

Slip Sheet: — One layer Atlas Roofing "FR50", tack nailed.
Insulation: — Two layers perlite (staggered joints), 3/4 to 2 in. each.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
3. Deck: NC

Incline: 3

Covered with one of the following insulating materials poured over deck: cellular concrete, gypsum concrete, vermiculite concrete, perlite
concrete or structural concrete.
As an alternate, a concrete deck may be used if all exposed surface joints are grouted.
Slip Sheet: — Atlas Roofing " FR-10".
Membrane: — "BondCote Spectrum", "BondCote", "300 Series", " 350 Series", "400 Series" (NBP).
4. Deck: NC

Incline: 1/4

Insulation: — Cellular concrete, gypsum concrete, vermiculite concrete, perlite concrete, structural concrete or Celcore roof
topping.
Membrane: — "BondCote Spectrum", "BondCote", "300 Series", " 350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", " 600 Series", "800
Series" or "FleeceBond 1000" (NBP).
5. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1

Barrier Board: — 1/2 in. min gypsum board, mechanically fastened (6 in. offset of joints from the plywood joints).
Insulation (Optional): — Firestone Building Products "ISO 95+GW", Rhoflex "Isocyanurate GW" Apache Products "Apache White
Line", 2 in. min.
Membrane: — "BondCote Spectrum", "BondCote", "300 Series", " 350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", " 600 Series", "800
Series" or "FleeceBond 1000" (NBP).
6. Deck: NC

Incline: 3

Insulation (Optional): — Polystyrene any thickness
Barrier: — Wood fiberboard, 1 in. min or perlite 3/4 in. min.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series", " 800 Series" or "BondCote
Spectrum" (NBP).
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Incline: 1

Insulation (Optional): — Polystyrene, any thickness
Slip Sheet: — Atlas Roofing " FR-10".
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series", " 800 Series", "BondCote
Spectrum" or "FleeceBond 1000" (NBP).
8. Deck: NC

Incline: 3

Insulation: — " BondCor-II", Atlas Roofing "ACFoam II", Apache Products " Apache White Line", Firestone Building Products "ISO
95+GW" or Rhoflex "Isocyanurate GW", 1 in. min thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
9. Deck: NC

Incline: 1

Insulation: — Apache Products " Apache White Line" or Johns Manville "ENRGY 1M" or " ENRGY 1A", any thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series", "800 Series" (NBP).
10. Deck: NC

Incline: No Limitations

Insulation: — Firestone Building Products "ISO 95+GW", Rhoflex "Isocyanurate GW " or Atlas Roofing "ACFoam", 1 in. min.
Membrane: — "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
11. Deck: NC

Incline: No limitations

Insulation: — Polyisocyanurate, perlite, glass fiber or wood fiberboard, 1 in. min.
Barrier Board: — 3/4 in. perlite.
Membrane: — "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
12. Deleted.
13. Deleted.
14. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1

Insulation: — Polystyrene, any thickness.
Barrier Board: — 1/2 in. min gypsum board, mechanically fastened.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series", " 800 Series", "BondCote
Spectrum" or "FleeceBond 1000" (NBP).
15. Deck: NC

Incline: 1

Insulation: — Wood fiber, perlite or glass fiber, 1/2 in. thick min.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series", "800 Series", " BondCote Spectrum" or
"FleeceBond 1000" (NBP).
16. Deck: NC

Incline: 3

Insulation: — Polyisocyanurate, any thickness.
Barrier Board: — Perlite or wood fiberboard, 1/2 in min.
Membrane: — "BondCote " "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series" , " 800 Series" or "BondCote
Spectrum" (NBP).
17. Deck: Structural Cement Fiber Unit

Incline: 1

Insulation: — Polystyrene, any thickness.
Slip Sheet: — Atlas Roofing " FR50".
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series", "800 Series", "BondCote Spectrum" or " FleeceBond 1000"
(NBP).
18. Deck: Structural Cement Fiber Unit

Incline: 1

Insulation: — Glass fiber, perlite, Rmax "Thermaroof Plus" or Atlas Roofing "ACFoam II", 1.0 in. min thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "400 Series" or "FleeceBond 1000" (NBP).
19. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: No limitations

Barrier Board: — 1/2 in. min gypsum board, mechanically fastened (6 in. offset joint from the plywood joints).
Insulation: (Optional) — "BondCor-II", Atlas Roofing "ACFoam II", 1 in. min thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
20. Deck: NC

Incline: 2

Insulation: — Johns Manville " ENRGY 1A", "ENRGY 1G", "ENRGY 1M" or " Barrier Board Plus", any thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
21. Deck: NC

Incline: 2

Insulation: — Perlite or woodfiber, 1/2 in. thick min, spot adhered with a nonclassified adhesive.
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Membrane: — "BondCote ", "350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", "600 Series", "800 Series" (NBP).
22. Deck: NC

Incline: Unlimited

Insulation: — Polystyrene, 4 in. thick.
Slip Sheet: — Atlas Roofing " FR-10".
Membrane: — "FleeceBond ", "FleeceBond 1000" (NBP).
23. Deck: NC

Incline: No Limitations

Insulation: — Polystyrene, any thickness.
Insulation: — " BondCor-II", Atlas Roofing "ACFoam II", Firestone Building Products "ISO 95+GW", Rholflex "Isocyanurate GW", 2
in. min.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "350 Series", "400 Series" or " BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
24. Deck: NC

Incline: 3

Insulation: — Polystyrene, any thickness.
Insulation: — Rmax " Multi-Max"or Apache Products "Apache White Line", 2 in. min.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "350 Series", "400 Series" or " BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
25. Deck: NC

Incline: 2

Insulation (Optional): — Polystyrene, any thickness.
Barrier Board: — Wood fiber, 1 in. min or perlite 3/4 in. min.
Membrane: — "BondCote ".
26. Deck: NC

Incline: 2

Insulation: — " BondCor-II", "BondCor-III", Apache Products "Pyrox ", Firestone Building Products "ISO 95+", Atlas Roofing "
ACFoam II" or "ACFoam III", 1 in. min thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ".
27. Deck: NC

Incline: 2

Insulation: — Polystyrene, any thickness.
Barrier Board: — Perlite or woodfiber, 1/2 in. min thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ".
28. Deck: NC

Incline: 2

Insulation: — One of the following, any thickness:
1. Apache Products "PYROX".
2. Firestone Building Products "ISO 95+GL".
3. Johns Manville "ENRGY 2".
4. Rmax "Multi-Max".
5. Atlas Roofing "ACFoam II".
6. Atlas Roofing "ACFoam III".
7. Johns Manville "UltraGard".
8. "BondCor-II".
9. "BondCor-III".
Membrane: — "BondCote E Plus".
29. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: Unlimited

Insulation: — Any UL Classified insulation, any thickness.
Barrier Board: — 1/4 in. G-P Gypsum DensDeck® or 1/2 in. gypsum board, with all joints staggered 6 in. from plywood joints.
Membrane: — "BondCote E Plus".
30. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1/2

Slip Sheet: — Two layers Atlas Roofing "FR50".
Insulation: — 1.5 in. min with all joints staggered 6 in. (min) from the plywood joints.
1. Apache Products "PYROX".
2. Firestone Building Products "ISO 95+GL".
3. Johns Manville "ENRGY 2".
4. Rmax "Multi-Max".
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5. Atlas Roofing "ACFoam II".
6. Atlas Roofing "ACFoam III".
7. Johns Manville "ISO 1".
8. "BondCor-II".
9. "BondCor-III".
Membrane: — "BondCote E Plus" ,"BondCote", "350 Series", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP) .
31 Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1/2

Slip Sheet: — Two layers Atlas Roofing "FR50".
Membrane: — "BondCote E Plus".
32. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1/2

Slip Sheet: — One layers Atlas Roofing "FR10" or "FR50".
Insulation: — " BondCor-III" or Atlas Roofing "ACFoam III", 1.5 in. min thickness wth all joints staggered 6 in. min from the
plywood joints.
Membrane: — "BondCote E Plus".
33. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1/2

Barrier Board: — 1/2 in. min gypsum board, mechanically fastened (6 in. offset of joints from the plywood joints).
Insulation (Optional): — 2 in. min.
Membrane: — "BondCote Spectrum", "BondCote", "300 Series", " 350 Series", "400 Series", "500 Series", " 600 Series", "800
Series" or "FleeceBond 1000" (NBP).
34. Deck: NC

Incline: 2-1/2

Insulation: — " BondCor-II" or Atlas Roofing "ACFoam II", 1 in. min.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
35. Deck: NC

Incline: 2-1/2

Insulation: — Polystyrene, any thickness.
Insulation: — Polyisocyanurate, 1 in. (min).
Barrier Board — 1/4 in. (min) G-P Gypsum DensDeck® or DensDeck Prime™ or 1/2 in. (min) gypsum board..
Membrane: — "BondCote 400 Series", "450 Series", "500 Series", " BondCote Spectrum" or "BondCote E Plus".
Class B - Mechanically Fastened
1. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 2

Slip Sheet: — One layer Atlas Roofing "FR50", tack nailed.
Insulation: — Perlite, 3/4 in. min (the insulation joints are staggered 6 in. from the plywood joints.)
Insulation (Optional): — "BondCor-II", Atlas Roofing "ACFoam II", or Apache Products "Apache White Line" , any thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
2. Deleted.
3. Deck: NC

Incline: No limitations.

Insulation: — Firestone Building Products "ISO 95+GW" or Rhoflex "Isocyanurate GW", 1 in. min thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
4. Deleted.
5. Deleted.
6. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 3

The unblocked plywood joints are covered with 3 in. wide, 2 mil thick pressure sensitive aluminum foil general use tape.
Barrier Board: — 1/2 in. gypsum board (joints staggered a min of 6 in. from the plywood deck joints).
Insulation: — Atlas Roofing " ACFoam I", Firestone Building Products "ISO 95+GW" or Rhoflex "Isocyanurate GW", 1 in. min
thickness.
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "400 Series" (NBP).
7. Deleted.
8. Deleted.
9. Deck: NC

Incline: Unlimited

Insulation: — Polystyrene, any thickness.
Slip Sheet: — One ply Atlas Roofing "FR 50".
Membrane: — "BondCote E-Plus".
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10. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1/2

Slip Sheet: — One ply Atlas Roofing "FR 50".
Membrane: — "BondCote E-Plus".
11. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1

Slip Sheet: — Two layers Atlas Roofing "FR 50".
Membrane: — "BondCote E-Plus".
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SYSTEMS
Unless otherwise indicated, these systems are limited to max 3 in. inclines and the membrane is mechanically fastened with metal screws
and metal or plastic disks.
Class A
1. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 2

Existing Roof System: — Class A, B or C covered with:
Barrier Board: — 1/2 in. gypsum board, mechanically fastened.
Insulation: — One or more layers of the following insulations (staggered joints)-1 to 4 in.: Rmax " Multi-Max", glass faced
polyisocyanurate, perlite or glass fiber. Polystyrene covered with one of the above.
Membrane: — "BondCote Spectrum", "BondCote", "300 Series", " 350 Series", "400 Series" (NBP).
2. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1-1/2

Existing Roof System: — Class A, B or C (loose gravel not removed) covered with:
Insulation: — Rmax " Multi-Max" or Johns Manville "UltraGard" glass faced polyisocyanurate, glass fiber or perlite or any
combination 1 to 4 in. (total).
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "300 Series", "350 Series", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
3. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 2

Existing Roof System: — Insulated or noninsulated Class A, B and C built-up roof cap sheet, smooth coated surfaced or gravel
surfaced (gravel to be maintained) to retain its existing classification when covered with:
Barrier Board: — 1/2 in. min "Permalite Recovery Board" or Johns Manville "Retrofit ".
Membrane: — "BondCote ", "400 Series" or "BondCote Spectrum" (NBP).
4. Deck: NC

Incline: 1

Existing Roof System: — Class A, B or C gravel surfaced insulated built-up roof system with one of the following conditions:
1. Remove the loose gravel.
2. Remove all of the gravel.
3. Remove the gravel and B-U-R retaining the insulation (glass fiber, wood fiber, urethane, perlite or urethane composite) any
thickness.
Insulation: — " BondCor-II", "BondCor-III", Atlas Roofing"ACFoam I" or "ACFoam II", 1/2 in. min.
Membrane: — "FleeceBond 1000" (NBP), mechanically fastened.
5. Deck: C-15/32

Incline: 1

Existing Roof System: — Insulated or noninsulated cap sheet, Class A, B or C system to retain the existing Classification covered
with:
Slip Sheet: (Optional): — Atlas Roofing "FR-10".
Membrane: — "BondCote Spectrum" or "FleeceBond 1000" (NBP).
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BondCote Roofing Systems
4090 Pepperell Way
Dublin, Virginia 24084
800-368-2160

WARRANTY PROCEDURES
APPROVAL, INSPECTION AND WARRANTY PROCESS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Project Approval Form - completed and sent to BondCote Roofing Systems.
Written approval of job by BondCote Roofing Systems sent to Contractor.
Completion of Work/Request for Warranty statement - completed at end of job and sent to
BondCote Roofing Systems.
Inspection of job scheduled by BondCote Roofing Systems.
Job inspection by BondCote Roofing Systems - necessary corrections done by Contractor.
Issuance of the appropriate BondCote Roofing Systems Warranty.
INSTALLATION APPROVAL

Prior to the installation of any BondCote Roofing System, the Contractor must complete the Project
Approval Form and submit it to BondCote Roofing Systems for approval. These forms may be
mailed to the contractor or obtained from our website at www.bondcote.com in the “Contractors
Only” section.
If the job requirements are different from BCRS Standard Specifications, or if any details on the job
do not conform to BCRS Standard Detail Drawings, then copies of the specifications and detail
drawings must also be submitted to BondCote Roofing Systems for approval.
The Contractor shall submit the Project Approval to BondCote Roofing Systems for approval. After
review by BondCote Roofing Systems, the Contractor will be notified by the return a copy of the
acceptance or rejection of the project by BondCote Roofing Systems.
Contractors are advised to use caution and good judgment when quoting pricing for any project prior
to receiving BondCote Roofing Systems approval.
REQUEST FOR WARRANTY AND INSPECTION
Within five (5) days after the completion of a BondCote Roofing Systems installation, the Contractor
shall submit the Completion of Work/Request for Warranty section to BondCote Roofing Systems.
This form must be filled out completely. Upon receipt of the Completion of Work/Request for
Warranty section, BondCote Roofing Systems shall schedule a final inspection of the job by a
representative of BondCote Roofing Systems. BondCote accepts fax transmissions of the Completion
1
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or Work/Request for Warranty in order to schedule final inspections. The signed original of the
Completion or Work/Request for Warranty must be mailed to technical services prior to the issuance
of the warranty. The Contractor is required to have a representative on the job for the final
inspection. Failure of the Contractor to comply with this will result in no inspection being
made, no issuance of warranty, and Contractor being charged $400.00 in addition to portal to
portal expenses. Reinspections will also be subject to the same charges. If, after inspection,
BondCote Roofing Systems, in its sole discretion, determines that the installation is not of a standard
to offer satisfactory serviceability, the warranty shall not be issued until the Contractor makes the
necessary corrections to satisfy BondCote Roofing Systems requirements. The warranty shall not
become effective until the document is properly executed by both the building owner and BondCote
Roofing Systems. The effective date of the warranty shall be the date of completion of the job as
listed on the Completion of Work Statement/Request for Warranty.
BONDCOTE RAPID WARRANTY PROGRAM - "RAP WAR"
A special warranty program has been designed for select BondCote Contractor’s which offers key
advantages including the expediting of warranties. Contact BondCote Roofing Systems for
additional information.
WARRANTY COVERAGES
The BondCote Roofing Systems Warranty can cover both BondCote materials and the installer’s
workmanship or just the BondCote materials for the warranty period. Full System and No Dollar
Limit Warranties are also available. Sample copies of all BondCote Roofing Systems Warranties
follow this page.
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4090 Pepperell Way

Dublin, VA 24084

Limited Material Warranty
Date: January ##, ####

Warranty No. M ####

BondCote Corporation, d/b/a BondCote Roofing Systems (hereafter “BONDCOTE”) provides the following warranty to the owner
signing below (the “OWNER”) of a building containing a BONDCOTE Roofing System.
Subject to the conditions and limitations contained herein, BONDCOTE shall during the term of this warranty ( ## years from the
date written above) replace defective BONDCOTE material, in the good faith determination of BONDCOTE, manufactured by
BONDCOTE and installed by an authorized BONDCOTE contractor at an amount not to exceed the original cost of materials
manufactured by BONDCOTE, subject to the following additional:
LIMITATIONS
1) BONDCOTE shall in no instance be held liable for any Roofing System leak and/or damage arising from causes outside
BONDCOTE’s control, including, but not limited to:
(a) Damage caused by fire, lightning, gale, hail, tornado, flood, earthquake, or any acts of God; or
(b) Damage caused by accident, vandalism, intentional act, negligence or failure to use reasonable care in maintaining the roof
by the OWNER or persons other than BONDCOTE and its Authorized Contractor (reasonable care maintenance
instructions are included on the reverse hereof); or
(c) Unauthorized modification to the BONDCOTE roof, including but not limited to, use of unauthorized components used in
installation or repair, or permanent repairs made by persons other than a BONDCOTE Authorized Contractor, or the
addition of equipment or structures to any part of the roof, or damage caused by insects, animals, abnormal traffic or
chemicals; or
(d) Moisture entering the roof system through walls, copings, structural defects, HVAC systems, or any part of the building
structure.
2) This limited warranty specifically does not extend to color change of the BONDCOTE Roofing System.
3) Areas that require caulking to waterproof are considered maintenance items and are not covered by this warranty.
4) BONDCOTE is not liable under this limited Warranty unless:
(a) The OWNER notifies BONDCOTE at the address listed on this warranty in writing within thirty days of discovering any leak;
and
(b) The OWNER allows BONDCOTE’s agent or the Authorized Contractor timely and complete access to the roof for
inspection and evaluation (for which the OWNER will reimburse BONDCOTE if the inspection is in response to a reported
leak that is not BONDCOTE’s responsibility); and
(c) BONDCOTE and its Authorized Contractor have been paid in full, according to the construction contract and BONDCOTE’S
stated payment terms, for all services and materials related to provision and installation of the BONDCOTE roofing system,
for providing this warranty, and for any other services or materials provided by BONDCOTE including those provided during
the term of this warranty which are not covered by this warranty; and
(d) BONDCOTE authorizes the repair and the repair is made by an Authorized Contractor or BONDCOTE agent.
5) This limited warranty shall not be assigned or transferred without the written consent of BONDCOTE per BONDCOTE’s
assignment and transfer policy.
6) This limited warranty becomes effective only if signed by an authorized BONDCOTE representative and the original owner and
returned to BONDCOTE within 30 days of the date stated above.
7) This limited warranty shall be governed in all respects by the laws of Virginia, and any disputes relating to this warranty or
BONDCOTE’s work or products shall be resolved in Pulaski County Virginia by final arbitration in accordance with the American
Arbitration Association’s rules for the construction industry and must be commenced within one year of the date the dispute
arose.
8) BONDCOTE’s failure to enforce any of the terms or conditions stated herein shall not be construed as a waiver of such provision
or of any other terms and conditions of this Warranty.
THE REMEDIES STATED HEREIN ARE THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES OF THE OWNER FOR ALLEDGED FAILURE
OF THE BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEM, WHETHER IN MEMBRANE, MATERIAL, ACCESSORIES, OR CONTRACTOR
WORKMANSHIP AND BONDCOTE SHALL NOT IN ANY EVENT BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES. THERE ARE NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES EXCEPT AS STATED HEREIN, AND THERE ARE NO IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NO BONDCOTE REPRESENTATIVE HAS HAD, HAS, OR WILL HAVE AUTHORITY TO MAKE ANY
REPRESENTATIONS OTHER THAN THOSE STATED HEREIN WHICH SUPERCEDE ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIONS. ANY
CHANGES TO BONDCOTE’S OBLIGATIONS AS STATED HEREIN MUST BE IN WRITING SIGNED BY AN OFFICER OF
BONDCOTE.
Accepted:
Customer’s Signature

Signature of Authorized BONDCOTE Representative

Name of Authorized Representative (print or type)

###,### Square Feet
Square Footage of Roof

Building Owner's Name
Building Owner’s Name

Name of Building
Name of Building

Address of Building Owner
Building Owner’s Address

Physical Address of Building
Building Physical Address (if different than Owner)

City/State/Zip of Building Owner
City, state and Zip of Building Owner

City/State/Zip of Building
City, State and Zip of Building (if different than Owner)
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Standard Warranty
Date: January ##, ####

Warranty No. S ####

BondCote Corporation, d/b/a BondCote Roofing Systems (hereafter “BONDCOTE”) provides the following warranty to the owner
signing below (the “OWNER”) of a building containing a BONDCOTE Roofing System.
Subject to the conditions and limitations contained herein, BONDCOTE shall during the term of this warranty ( ## years from the
date written above) repair as described below any leak in the BONDCOTE Roofing System caused, in the good faith determination
of BONDCOTE, by any defect in the BONDCOTE membrane, materials or accessories or by the workmanship of the Authorized
Contractor, but only as it pertains to the installation of the BONDCOTE Roofing System, and not for other work performed, if any.
This obligation is limited to the repair or at BONDCOTE’s choice replacement of membrane materials and accessories and the cost
of or furnishing of labor to repair or replace the BONDCOTE Roofing System at the contractor list price which is in effect at the time
of repair, and is further limited to an amount not to exceed the lesser of the cost of repairing the leak or the installer’s original cost of
materials manufactured by BONDCOTE, subject to the following additional:
LIMITATIONS
1) BONDCOTE shall in no instance be held liable for any Roofing System leak and/or damage arising from causes outside
BONDCOTE’s control, including, but not limited to:
(a) Damage caused by fire, lightning, gale, hail, tornado, flood, earthquake, or any acts of God; or
(b) Damage caused by accident, vandalism, intentional act, negligence or failure to use reasonable care in maintaining the roof
by the OWNER or persons other than BONDCOTE and its Authorized Contractor (reasonable care maintenance
instructions are included on the reverse hereof); or
(c) Unauthorized modification to the BONDCOTE roof, including but not limited to, use of unauthorized components used in
installation or repair, or permanent repairs made by persons other than a BONDCOTE Authorized Contractor, or the
addition of equipment or structures to any part of the roof, or damage caused by insects, animals, abnormal traffic or
chemicals; or
(d) Moisture entering the roof system through walls, copings, structural defects, HVAC systems, or any part of the building
structure.
2) This limited warranty specifically does not extend to color change of the BONDCOTE Roofing System.
3) Areas that require caulking to waterproof are considered maintenance items and are not covered by this warranty.
4) BONDCOTE is not liable under this limited Warranty unless:
(a) The OWNER notifies BONDCOTE at the address on this warranty in writing within thirty days of discovering any leak; and
(b) The OWNER allows BONDCOTE’s agent or the Authorized Contractor timely and complete access to the roof for
inspection and evaluation (for which the OWNER will reimburse BONDCOTE if the inspection is in response to a reported
leak that is not BONDCOTE’s responsibility); and
(c) BONDCOTE and its Authorized Contractor have been paid in full, according to the construction contract and BONDCOTE’S
stated payment terms, for all services and materials related to provision and installation of the BONDCOTE roofing system,
for providing this warranty, and for any other services or materials provided by BONDCOTE including those provided during
the term of this warranty which are not covered by this warranty; and
(d) BONDCOTE authorizes the repair and the repair is made by an Authorized Contractor or BONDCOTE agent.
5) This limited warranty shall not be assigned or transferred without the written consent of BONDCOTE per BONDCOTE’s
assignment and transfer policy.
6) This limited warranty becomes effective only if signed by an authorized BONDCOTE representative and the original owner and
returned to BONDCOTE within 30 days of the date stated above.
7) This limited warranty shall be governed in all respects by the laws of Virginia, and any disputes relating to this warranty or
BONDCOTE’s work or products shall be resolved in Pulaski County Virginia by final arbitration in accordance with the American
Arbitration Association’s rules for the construction industry and must be commenced within one year of the date the dispute
arose.
8) BONDCOTE’s failure to enforce any of the terms or conditions stated herein shall not be construed as a waiver of such provision
or of any other terms and conditions of this Warranty.
THE REMEDIES STATED HEREIN ARE THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES OF THE OWNER FOR ALLEDGED FAILURE
OF THE BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEM, WHETHER IN MEMBRANE, MATERIAL, ACCESSORIES, OR CONTRACTOR
WORKMANSHIP AND BONDCOTE SHALL NOT IN ANY EVENT BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES. THERE ARE NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES EXCEPT AS STATED HEREIN, AND THERE ARE NO IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NO BONDCOTE REPRESENTATIVE HAS HAD, HAS, OR WILL HAVE AUTHORITY TO MAKE ANY
REPRESENTATIONS OTHER THAN THOSE STATED HEREIN WHICH SUPERCEDE ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIONS. ANY
CHANGES TO BONDCOTE’S OBLIGATIONS AS STATED HEREIN MUST BE IN WRITING SIGNED BY AN OFFICER OF
BONDCOTE.
Accepted:

Customer’s Signature

Signature of Authorized BONDCOTE Representative

Name of Authorized Representative (print or type)

###,### Square Feet
Square Footage of Roof

Building Owner's Name
Building Owner’s Name

Name of Building
Name of Building

Address of Building Owner
Building Owner’s Address

Physical Address of Building
Building Physical Address (if different than Owner)

City/State/Zip of Building Owner
City, state and Zip of Building Owner

City/State/Zip of Building
City, State and Zip of Building (if different than Owner)
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Dublin, VA 24084

Premium Warranty
Date: January ##, ####

Warranty No. P ####

BondCote Corporation, d/b/a BondCote Roofing Systems (hereafter “BONDCOTE”) provides the following warranty to the owner
signing below (the “OWNER”) of a building containing a BONDCOTE Roofing System.
Subject to the conditions and limitations contained herein, BONDCOTE shall during the term of this warranty ( ## years from the
date written above) repair as described below any leak in the BONDCOTE Roofing System caused, in the good faith determination
of BONDCOTE, by any defect in the BONDCOTE membrane, materials or accessories or by the workmanship of the Authorized
Contractor, but only as it pertains to the installation of the BONDCOTE Roofing System, and not for other work performed, if any.
This obligation is limited to the repair or at BONDCOTE’s choice replacement of membrane materials and accessories and the cost
of or furnishing of labor to repair or replace the BONDCOTE Roofing System at the contractor list price which is in effect at the time
of repair, subject to the following additional:
LIMITATIONS
1) BONDCOTE shall in no instance be held liable for any Roofing System leak and/or damage arising from causes outside
BONDCOTE’s control, including, but not limited to:
(a) Damage caused by fire, lightning, gale, hail, tornado, flood, earthquake, or any acts of God; or
(b) Damage caused by the accident, vandalism, intentional act, negligence or failure to use reasonable care in maintaining the
roof by the OWNER or persons other than BONDCOTE and its Authorized Contractor (reasonable care maintenance
instructions are included on the reverse hereof); or
(c) Unauthorized modification to the BONDCOTE roof, including but not limited to, use of unauthorized components used in
installation or repair, or permanent repairs made by persons other than a BONDCOTE Authorized Contractor, or the
addition of equipment or structures to any part of the roof, or damage caused by insects, animals, abnormal traffic or
chemicals; or
(d) Moisture entering the roof system through walls, copings, structural defects, HVAC systems, or any part of the building
structure.
2) This limited warranty specifically does not extend to color change of the BONDCOTE Roofing System.
3) Areas that require caulking to waterproof are considered maintenance items and are not covered by this warranty.
4) BONDCOTE is not liable under this limited Warranty unless:
(a) The OWNER notifies BONDCOTE at the address listed on this warranty in writing within thirty days of discovering any leak;
and
(b) The OWNER allows BONDCOTE’s agent or the Authorized Contractor timely and complete access to the roof for
inspection and evaluation (for which the OWNER will reimburse BONDCOTE if the inspection is in response to a reported
leak that is not BONDCOTE’s responsibility); and
(c) BONDCOTE and its Authorized Contractor have been paid in full, according to the construction contract and BONDCOTE’S
stated payment terms, for all services and materials related to provision and installation of the BONDCOTE roofing system,
for providing this warranty, and for any other services or materials provided by BONDCOTE including those provided during
the term of this warranty which are not covered by this warranty; and
(d) BONDCOTE authorizes the repair and the repair is made by an Authorized Contractor or BONDCOTE agent.
5) This limited warranty shall not be assigned or transferred without the written consent of BONDCOTE per BONDCOTE’s
assignment and transfer policy.
6) This limited warranty becomes effective only if signed by an authorized BONDCOTE representative and the original owner and
returned to BONDCOTE within 30 days of the date stated above.
7) This limited warranty shall be governed in all respects by the laws of Virginia, and any disputes relating to this warranty or
BONDCOTE’s work or products shall be resolved in Pulaski County Virginia by final arbitration in accordance with the American
Arbitration Association’s rules for the construction industry and must be commenced within one year of the date the dispute
arose.
8) BONDCOTE’s failure to enforce any of the terms or conditions stated herein shall not be construed as a waiver of such provision
or of any other terms and conditions of this Warranty.
THE REMEDIES STATED HEREIN ARE THE SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES OF THE OWNER FOR ALLEDGED FAILURE
OF THE BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEM, WHETHER IN MEMBRANE, MATERIAL, ACCESSORIES, OR CONTRACTOR
WORKMANSHIP AND BONDCOTE SHALL NOT IN ANY EVENT BE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES. THERE ARE NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES EXCEPT AS STATED HEREIN, AND THERE ARE NO IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NO BONDCOTE REPRESENTATIVE HAS HAD, HAS, OR WILL HAVE AUTHORITY TO MAKE ANY
REPRESENTATIONS OTHER THAN THOSE STATED HEREIN WHICH SUPERCEDE ANY OTHER REPRESENTATIONS. ANY
CHANGES TO BONDCOTE’S OBLIGATIONS AS STATED HEREIN MUST BE IN WRITING SIGNED BY AN OFFICER OF
BONDCOTE.
Accepted:
Customer’s Signature

Signature of Authorized BONDCOTE Representative

Name of Authorized Representative (type or print)

###,### Square Feet
Square Footage of Roof

Building Owner's Name
Building Owner’s Name

Name of Building
Name of Building

Address of Building Owner
Building Owner’s Address

Physical Address of Building
Building Physical Address (if different than Owner)

City/State/Zip of Building Owner
City, state and Zip of Building Owner

City/State/Zip of Building
City, State and Zip of Building (if different than Owner)
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Dublin, VA 24084

Maintenance Instructions
The BondCote roofing system installed on your facility is virtually maintenance free and has
been designed to provide you with many years of trouble free service. In order to extend the
useful life of your roof system to its fullest and to maintain the warranty coverage, some care
and maintenance are required. A regularly scheduled maintenance program can contribute
significantly to the long term performance of any roof system. Please take the time to read
these recommendations and if you have any questions, contact BondCote at 800-368-2160 or
email warranty@bondcote.com. Maintenance requirements may change from time to time, so
we issue revisions periodically. Please visit www.bondcote.com/roofmaintenance for current
information.
The easiest and most effective procedure to help prevent damage to your roof system is to limit
access to the roof. Secure the roof hatch or other access and keep a log of visitors and their
work areas. Do not allow unsupervised traffic on the roof. If your roof is heavily trafficked,
you should install traffic protection material in those areas used as walkways and around all
equipment requiring regular maintenance.
If you experience a roof leak, address it promptly. Whether the source is roofing components,
drain pipes, A/C equipment or something unrelated, leaks can damage interior finishes,
structural components, and generally be a nuisance. Prompt analysis and repair of leaks limits
damage. If the determination is made that the leak source is the roof system, notify BondCote
Roofing Systems in writing or by email at warranty@bondcote.com immediately.
BondCote recommends that your roof be examined at least quarterly and after any significant
weather event. The survey should encompass all elements of the building envelope including
roof membrane, sealants, metal components, insulation, equipment supports, drainage systems,
roof attachment, walkways, etc. Any abnormal conditions or damage found during the
conditional survey should be repaired or brought to the attention of BondCote Roofing systems
to determine if remedial repairs are required.
During the survey, items to look for and be aware of include damage to roof membrane from
punctures, abrasion, cuts, etc., open seams, water damaged insulation, protruding fasteners,
displaced metal components, inadequate adhesion of roof system components, clogged drains
or gutters/downspouts, and any signs of membrane distress. All of these items could signal
conditions that require repair or corrective action.
All debris and stored materials or equipment should be removed from the roof as quickly as
possible. Keep your roof clean and watertight.
In addition, many facilities discharge contaminants onto the roof surface. While BondCote’s
membranes are highly resistant to various chemicals and typical discharges, long term
exposure to contaminants can prematurely age any roof system. Identify your discharges, make
every effort to control or limit the discharge, and clean the area affected as soon as possible
after a discharge to give your roof its longest service life. As an added protection, sacrificial
layers of special chemical resistant membrane should be used in areas of grease discharge or
other unknown chemicals.
7-RS-GF-010
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TECHNICAL BULLETIN

Date:

January, 1993

Subject:

Chemical Resistance

Number:

93-1

Accompanying this Bulletin is the latest BondCote Chemical Resistance listing.
This listing includes the most commonly encountered chemical contaminants found
on a roof.
For installations with chemical discharges that are not on this list, consult with
BCRS Technical Services prior to bidding and installing a BondCote roof.

BondCote Roofing Systems
4090 Pepperell Way
Dublin, Virginia 24084
800-368-2160

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
ACIDS/BASES
Acetic Acid (5%)
S
Ammonia
U
Ammonium Hydroxide S
Boric Acids
S
Chromic Acid
U
(Planting Solution)
Citric Acid
S
Hydrochloric Acid 50% S
Hydrogen Peroxide
S
Nitric Acid 5%
S
Phosphoric Acid 30% S
Sodium Bicarbonate
S
Sodium Hydroxide 50% S
Sulfuric Acid
Fuming
U
50%
S

HYDRO CARBONS/SOLVENTS
Acetone
C
Alcohol
Ethyl
S
Isopropyl
S
Methyl
S
Benzene
C
Chloroform
C
Ethanol
S
Ether
C
Ethylene Glycol
S
Ethyl Acetate
C
Formaldehyde
S
Gasoline
S
Kerosene
S
MEK
C
Mineral Spirits
C
Naphtha
S
Perchloroethylene
U
Petroleum Ether
C
Phenol
C
Trichloroethane
U
Trichloroethylene
U
Toluol
C
Xylene
C

GREASES/OILS
ASTM Oil #2
Coconut Oil
Diesel Fuel
Fuel Oil #2
Glycerine
Hydraulic Fuel
JP-4 Jet Fuel
Lard
Lubricating Oil
Linseed Oil
Neatsfoot Oil
SAE-30 Oil
SAE-50 Oil
Transformer
Vegetable Oil
Wesson Oil
OTHER
Clorox
Chlorine
Solution 20%
Saturated
Potassium Chloride
Salt Water 20%
Sodium Phosphate
Tanning Extracts

Legend:

S = Satisfactory
C = Consult BCRS Before Use
U = Unsatisfactory - Do Not Use BondCote

* Notes:

1) For airborne or light discharge with little or no accumulation: S
2) For moderate to heavy discharge and/or accumulation (ponding): C
3) For specialty discharges not noted on this, consult BCRS for recommendations.

S
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

S
S
C
S
S
S
S

BONDCOTE ROOFING SYSTEMS
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE CHART
This listing includes the most commonly encountered chemical contaminants found on a roof.
For installations with chemical discharges that are not on this list, consult with BCRS Technical
Services prior to bidding and installing a BondCote roof.
ACIDS/BASES
Acetic Acid (5%)
S
Ammonia
U
Ammonium Hydroxide S
Boric Acids
S
Chromic Acid
U
(Planting Solution)
Citric Acid
S
Hydrochloric Acid 50% S
Hydrogen Peroxide
S
Nitric Acid 5%
S
Phosphoric Acid 30% S
Sodium Bicarbonate
S
Sodium Hydroxide 50% S
Sulfuric Acid
Fuming
U
50%
S

HYDROCARBONS/SOLVENTS
Acetone
C
Alcohol
Ethyl
S
Isopropyl
S
Methyl
S
Benzene
C
Chloroform
C
Ethanol
S
Ether
C
Ethylene Glycol
S
Ethyl Acetate
C
Formaldehyde
S
Gasoline
S
Kerosene
S
MEK
C
Mineral Spirits
C
Naphtha
S
Perchloroethylene
U
Petroleum Ether
C
Phenol
C
Trichloroethane
U
Trichloroethylene
U
Toluol
C
Xylene
C

GREASES/OILS
ASTM Oil #2
S
Coconut Oil
*
Diesel Fuel
*
Fuel Oil #2
*
Glycerin
*
Hydraulic Fuel
*
JP-4 Jet Fuel
*
Lard
*
Lubricating Oil
*
Linseed Oil
*
Neatsfoot Oil
*
SAE-30 Oil
*
SAE-50 Oil
*
Transformer
*
Vegetable Oil
*
Wesson Oil
*
OTHER
Clorox
Chlorine
Solution 20%
Saturated
Potassium Chloride
Salt Water 20%
Sodium Phosphate
Tanning Extracts

S
S
C
S
S
S
S

Legend:

S = Satisfactory
C = Consult BCRS Before Use
U = Unsatisfactory - Do Not Use BondCote

* Notes:

1) For airborne or light discharge with little or no accumulation: S
2) For moderate to heavy discharge and/or accumulation (ponding): C
3) For specialty discharges not noted on this, consult BCRS for recommendations.

PARTIAL PROJECT LIST
MANUFACTURING
A.E.Staley Co
Almet, Inc
American Standard Graphics
Bassett Furniture
Boeing
Coca Cola Bottling Co
Compaq Computer Corporation
Dana Corporation
Dial Corporation
Duracell, USA
Eimco Coal & Machinery
Eveready Battery
Exxon Chemical
Federal Mogul
General Motors
Georgia Pacific
Good Humor
Hendrickson International
Honeywell, Inc
ITT Aerospace/Optical Division
JP Stevens
Johnson Controls, Inc
Merck Pharmaceutical
Morton International, Inc
Motorola
Nishikawa Standard
Penda Corporation
Proctor & Gamble
Pulaski Furniture Corporation
RJ Reynolds
Sam Sung
Shaw Industries
Thunderbird Products
Tyson Foods
U.S. Tsubaki
United Technologies Corporation
Westinghouse Electric
West Point Foundry
West Point Stevens

SCHOOLS
Appalachian State College
Boise State
Cashmere School District
Grosse Isle School
Haley Ctr., Auburn University
Kline Independent School District
Medical College of GA
Oklahoma State University
Romulus Schools
Swainsboro School District
Texas Southern University
Warren Schools
Weber State University

RETAIL
Barnes & Noble
Computer City
Camping World
Eckerd Drug
HEB Grocery Store
JCPenney
K-Mart
Kroger
Levitz
Montgomery Ward
Oshman’s
Pier 1 Imports
Pep Boys
Sears
Target
Wal-Mart
Walgreen’s
Western Auto

RESTAURANT
th

54 Street Bar & Grill
Applebee’s Neighborhood Bar & Grill
Bennigan’s

BondCote Roofing Systems, 4090 Pepperell Way, Dublin, Virginia 24084
Phone: 800-368-2160 540-674-6408 Fax: 540-674-6511

Restaurant (cont’d)
Bojangles
Boston Chicken
Burger King
California Pizza Kitchen
Carrabba’s Italian Grill
Chili’s
Cracker Barrel
Dairy Queen
Dickey’s Barbeque
Domino’s Pizza
Hops Restaurant Bar & Brewery
IHOP
Jack-In-The-Box
Kentucky Fried Chicken
Outback Steakhouse
Popeye’s
Pizza Hut
Ponderosa Steak House
Rafferty’s Restaurant
Red Lobster
Rio Bravo Cantina
Romano’s Macaroni Grill
Ruby Tuesday’s
Schlotzsky’s Deli
Steak & Ale
Steak – n – Shake
Taco Bell
Waffle House
Wendy’s

OTHER (cont’d)
Jersey Garden Mall
Marriott Hotels
MGM Grandtheme Park
Midas Muffler
Nationwide Arena
Safeway
Salt Lake City Airport (addition)
San Antonio Convention Center
Texaco
TF Green Airport
The Southern Co.
United Artist
United States Postal Service
Walt Disney World

OTHER
Aetna Life & Casualty
Blockbuster Video
Canaveral Port Authority
Continental Airlines
COSI
Dave & Busters
Federal Correction Facility
Flowers Bakery

BondCote Roofing Systems, 4090 Pepperell Way, Dublin, Virginia 24084
Phone: 800-368-2160 540-674-6408 Fax: 540-674-6511

